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FOREWORD

The inventories which follow were exhaustive at the
time of drafting, that is to say in 1971 for the white,
salt-glazed stoneware and in 1972 for the Rhenish and dry
body stoneware. However, our collection has been
considerably enriched since then and the present reports no
longer accurately reflect its contents.
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ABSTRACT

This is an inventory of fine white salt-glazed
stoneware currently found in our collection, which has been
assembled from sites at Castle Graves (2A), Louisbourg (IB),
Fort Anne (5B), Fort Beausejour (2E), Fort Amherst (3F), the
Jesuits house in Sillery (1G) and Restigouche (2M).
Fine white salt-glazed stoneware was made in England,
mostly in Staffordshire, from the beginning of the 18th
century to about 1780. The period of greatest production,
which also encompasses the period of exportation to North
America, was from 1720 to 1770.
This study is designed as a manual for analysts,
archaeologists and ceramics historians, to facilitate
identification, description, and dating of the various forms
and decorations. It includes a historical and technical
description of shaping, forms and decoration, as well as
historical notes on specific objects.
We also propose a decimal classification of
wheel-thrown forms and of decorations on moulded objects, to
facilitate and systematize their description and the
processing of data in distribution studies.
Submitted for publication in 1971 by Gerard Gusset, National
Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, Ottawa.
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INTRODUCTION

In view of its history and the technology used in its
manufacture, white salt-glazed stoneware appears to
represent an attempt to improve upon the hardness, whiteness
and texture of refined earthenware which, until that time,
had been used in the manufacture of plates and dishes.
Though the manufacture of refined white stoneware did
not last very long, it represented an independent industry
that produced stoneware whose style very much reflected the
prevalent taste of the time and remained quite popular in
both England and Continental Europe between 1740 and 1760.
During the most productive period (1740-80), a great deal of
white stoneware was exported to the colonies in North
America.
This new type of stoneware is the result of many and
varied influences. We note for example, that some objects
made on the potter's wheel often have the shape and texture
of some Chinese porcelain. Some mugs display a style that
is visibly borrowed from pewterware. The shape of several
plates and dishes and their decorations bring to mind types
of silverware. Some of the enamelled decorations resemble
those on porcelain with their simple design.
Until the 18th century, no finer stoneware tradition
had been achieved.
Our collection does, however, pose several problems.
First of all, it includes only a small portion of the
various forms and decorations originally produced in the
18th century. This is particularly true of moulded objects.
Our collection contains only the most common and functional
of those objects. This can be explained in part by the fact
that most of the sites excavated so far have been military
in nature.
We must also point out the condition of the artifacts
themselves. None of the objects found were intact and very
few were complete. Very often the forms and decorations had
to be deduced from a small number of non-representative
fragments. Several shapes remain only partial and we had to
complete our study by using illustrations and descriptions
from other sources, for the most part works on the history
of ceramics and sources taken from the Louisbourg
collection.
This inventory is intended for the analyst and the
archaeologist as a guide for identifying, describing,
classifying and dating white stoneware. Included with this
inventory is a brief historical and technical study designed
to help the reader better understand industry's place in the
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history of ceramics; there is also a section describing the
export of white stoneware to North America.
We have also included a decimal system for classifying
wheel-thrown forms as well as decorations on moulded objects
in view of the fact that these are the most important and
evident characteristics.
In the course of our study of the collection, we
noticed that the wheel-thrown objects displayed elementary
forms or simple variations of basic geometric forms such as
the cylinder, hemisphere, sphere and so on; these variations
would be made according to how each container or vessel
would be used. A decimal coding is used to describe each
object's relation to a basic geometric form. The basic form
of many object pieces or fragments is generally recognizable
and appears to be the same for objects having similar uses.
Primary variations are expressed by the first decimal and
signifies that the basic geometric form has been slightly
modified to adapt to a specific style or function. There is
no limit to the number and extent of simple variations as
long as the form under consideration can be traced back to a
basic geometric form. Secondary variations, which
correspond to minor changes in shape to adapt part of the
object for a specific usage, such as the direction of a
raised edge, the shape of the bottom, and so on, are
expressed by a second or a third decimal depending on the
needs of the collection and how detailed a description is
desired.
This decimal coding is similar for decorations on
moulded objects; these are divided into small groups of
basic heraldic motifs, such as gadroons, frets,
intertwinings and so on.
This is the code that will be used to describe briefly
and precisely the various forms and decorations that appear
in the distribution studies carried out for each site, thus
making the classification and graphic representation of data
easier and clearer.
We also feel that a numerical code is an effective
alternative to the analytical terminology currently used by
archaeologists (terms dealing with types, styles, varieties
and so forth), a terminology that causes much disagreement
and difficulty in usage. Such a code is preferable in that
it divides forms and decorations into homogeneous groups,
each related to a fundamental form or decorative element.
Interpretive considerations pertaining to the significant
associations of characters will be discussed.later.

Using the Inventory
The purpose of the inventory is to record the most
important and most evident characteristics of white
stoneware as the archaeologist sees them. He first divides
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the objects into three groups of wares according to paste
composition; he is able to identify each of these three
groups by the colour of any potsherd, however small.
Obviously, the user should first try to distinguish the
various wares by reading their respective descriptions.
Since the collection is made up almost entirely of white
stoneware, most of our report will deal with this type of
pottery.
We must first distinguish between two types of
stoneware: wheel-thrown objects and moulded objects (poured
or pressed). This is relatively easy since the wheel-thrown
objects almost always display horizontal streaks. Most of
the high circular objects, as well as saucers, are turned,
whereas most flat objects such as plates and dishes are
pressed. The more elaborate hollow objects, such as soup
tureens and sauce pots are cast in a simple or multiple
mould. The objects are then assembled by joining the
various pieces with slip. Most of the time, the seams are
marked by retouches that can be seen on the surface.
Because of their great variety and the fact that they
are most often plain, wheel-thrown objects are described in
terms of their functions and form. These include cups,
saucers, bowls, mugs and pitchers, tea and coffee pots,
chamber pots, as well as various unidentifiable objects.
The various decorations, few in number and displaying little
variety, are described for each form.
Since, in this instance, decoration is the most
important and significant aspect, moulded objects such as
plates, dishes and soup tureens are classified according to
whether the decoration is found on the marli or on the side
wall of the object. Several objects form sets with
decorations that are characteristic and whose age can be
determined. Since, in almost all cases, the decorations are
found over a large portion of the object's surface, it is
more likely that a representative and easily classifiable
collection will be obtained in cases where there are many
small fragments.
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HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

The manufacture of fine white salt-glazed stoneware
first developed in England during the late 16th and early
17th century as a consequence of two major technological
developments: the rapid developments of new paste formulas
that produced whiter bodies, and the refinement of borrowed
glazing techniques using sea salt.
Influenced by Chinese porcelain, Delft earthenware,
and later by Meissen porcelain during the first decade of
the 18th century, English potters, particularly those from
Staffordshire, decided to produce a progressively wider body
in an attempt to emulate the properties of hardness and
fineness found in porcelain, whose fine art they had not yet
mastered (Rackham 1951: 21).
About this time also was first made the
STONEWARE, ... by mixing common pipe clay with
the fine grit or sand from Mole Cob. This kind
was whiter than any before made; it is very
durable, and will bear any degree of heat
uninjured; hence, its great demand for chemical
purposes; and Macquer's high eulogium, "the
best common stoneware is the most perfect
Pottery that can be; for it has all the
essential qualities of the finest Japanese
Porcelain." (Shaw 1829: 127)
The most important development in white stoneware,
however, did not take place until the properties of calcined
flint as a paste ingredient were discovered.
John Dwight of Burslem was probably the first to
discover and make use of the properties of calcined flint
towards the end of the 17th century (Dwight died in 1703) to
produce a "exceptionnaly fine and almost white" body (Hagger
1950: 45) .
Most historians, however, give John Astbury credit for
having discovered calcined flint on his own and making
systematic use of it, thus making him the father of true
white stoneware. About 1720, Astbury discovered by chance
that calcined flint, when crushed into powder and mixed with
various local clays, improved the malleability of the paste
and produced a whiter and harder biscuit.
Flint was then used to make white slip that was applied
to coarser and darker coloured bodies. It was then mixed
with the paste itself to produce bodies that were whiter
throughout. These slip bodies, as well as beige bodies,
often considered the "archaic" form of white stoneware,
nevertheless remained long after the first appearance of
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classic white salt-glazed stoneware. These minor varieties
will be discussed in a later chapter.
At the Staffordshire shops, this new paste discovered
by Astbury consisted primarily of calcined flint and
purified clay from Devonshire and Dorsetshire. When baked
at very high temperatures, the paste could produce a white
stoneware suitable for salt-glazing. When baked at lower
temperatures, however, it produced a biscuit that appeared
to be the prototype of what was later to become creamware, a
softer stoneware that was covered with a lead glaze (Rackham
1951: 21; Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947: 26).
Brongniart, in his study on fine English stoneware
(1854, 2: 207), notes that the composition of paste is much
more complicated than that of coarser stoneware. We have
reproduced the following two formulas for white paste which
have been confronted experimentally; although these may not
be the actual formulas for authentic stoneware, they are
nevertheless close to the originals.
Formula 1.

(Brongniart 1854, 2: 207)
Cornish clay (Kaolin)
Devonshire plastic clay
Flint
Barium sulfate
Cornish stone
Sulfate of lime (gypsum)

14
14
15
9
27
21
100

Formula 2. Paste for white body "to be coloured"
(Brongniart 1854, 2: 235)
Very white plastic clay
70
Fine grog made from hard
porcelain, fired
25
Calcined gypsum
5
100
Les pates de ce gres [les gres-cerames fins]
doivent etre reduites par le broyage a un grand
degre de finesse, cela leur donne une
plasticite qui rend le travail plus facile. On
tournasse les pieces rondes avec soin, on y
place des garnitures et des ornements
d* application tres delicats et souvent d'une
couleur differente de celle du fond. Ces
ornements sont faits dans des moules en terre
cuite. Le depouillement, 1'application et le
collage en sont tres faciles en raison de la
plasticit§ de la pate, et le collage est tres
solide probablement par suite de la fusibility
de la pate, qui permet une liaison intime entre
les deux parties.
CUISSON. - Ces gres se cuisent d'ordinaire dans
des four cylindriques droits, a alandiers et
tout 3 fait semblables a ceux qui servent 3
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cuire la faience fine. Le nombre des alandiers
varie de quatre a six, suivant la capacite des
fours. Comme ce sont en general des gres de
luxe, les fours sont de petites dimensions.
(Brongniart 1854, 2: 210)
The technique of salt-glazing, which had long existed
in Germany, was discovered or introduced in England by the
same John Dwight around 1680, in Fulham, and shortly
thereafter was used by the Elers brothers. Used initially
to glaze brown and grey stoneware, the technique was soon to
be adapted in Staffordshire where the white stoneware
industry developed very rapidly and, to a large extent,
replaced that of coarser wares (Rhodes 1959: 28).
The technique of glazing with sea salt was made
possible only after the development of kilns that could
reach fairly high temperatures of up to 1150 degrees
centigrade. The process can briefly be described as
follows:
In any case, the earliest known salt-glazed
wares are vitreous and have a uniform and
well-distributed coating of glaze. In
saltglazing, common salt is thrown into the
fire boxes of the kiln when the highest
temperature is reached. The salt volatilizes,
and the sodium from the salt combines with the
activated silica of the ware to form a thin
glaze. (Rhodes 1959: 26).
It should also be pointed out that salt-glazing was
described in detail by Brongniart (1854, 2: 203).
The glaze obtained is very characteristic and cannot be
confused with lead-glazing:
...we consider it quite unmistakable because of
the well-marked, but very tiny pin holes or
depressions which cover the surface. In fact,
the glaze is so thin and so entirely a part of
the clay that it reveals its colour and all the
clear marks made by modelling or moulding. The
fineness of the grain and its semi-tranparency
permit great delicacy and sharpness of outline
upon a hard compact body so tenacious that it
can be worked very thin, either on wheel or in
the mould. (Blacker 1922: 91)
Although most of our salt-glazes fit this description,
several pieces from our collection show seve.ral exceptions.
In order to provide a general historical overview of
the white stoneware industry, we shall list here the
essential aspects of Professor A.H. Church's technical
classification according to Barber and Hagger; we have
modified it somewhat to adapt it to our own observations.
White salt-glazed stoneware first appeared sometime
before 1720 and was produced until about 1780. Although
this type of stoneware was manufactured primarily in
Staffordshire, some articles were produced in Liverpool,
Burslem, Shelton and Fenton Low.
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Professor Church divides the industry into four major
periods or phases, each spanning some 20 years.
Phase 1. Before 1720
This is the so-called "archaic." It includes primarily
dipped wares, drab wares and several other minor wares that
preceded the development of a perfectly white and
homogeneous body. It is interesting to note that these
minor wares, which were produced prior to the development of
totally white stoneware, remained in production until about
1770, as we shall later see in greater detail.
Phase 2. 1720-40
This period or phase is characterized by the exclusive
use of calcined flint which produced an entirely white body
without the use of slips. Most of the wares were thrown and
generally remained white to highlight the whiteness of the
newly developed body. The decorations usually consisted of
several grooves or horizontal bands produced using the
wheel. Characteristic, however, were relief decorations
known as spriggs. Towards the end of this period appeared
the first moulded objects, either cast or pressed. The use
of moulds, first made of metal, then later of plaster of
Paris, made it possible to mass-produce a very large variety
of forms and decorations, as we shall later see in our
chapter on moulded wares. A large quantity of these wares
was exported to continental Europe and America.
Phase 3. 1740-60
The production of white stoneware reached its peak
during this period. The period was marked by a
diversification of decoration techniques. Potters began
using colour with such decorating techniques as scratch-blue
and enamel painting. By 1750, the use of moulds had reached
its height of popularity with table and tea almost always
displaying very intricate embossed work.
Phase 4. 1760-80
This final phase, marked by a decadent style, was
dominated by an extraordinary variety of coloured
decorations, especially enamels, and the appearance of a
wide variety of styles. Moulded objects displayed an
overabundance of embossed decoration and were often even
decorated with coloured enamel or perforations. Some pieces
were decorated with transfers.
By 1780, potters had just about exhausted all the
possibilities of white stoneware. The industry rapidly
declined as creamware and porcelain, which produced the same
forms and similar decorations at lower costs, became more
and more popular. According to Honey (1962: 84), production
had completely stopped by 1787. Psychology had perhaps
played a role as well, since popular taste had tended to
prefer tableware with perfectly smooth surfaces.
There are of course many exceptions to this
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chronological development of white stoneware. This is why
for each of the phases or periods involved, we have
described only the major technological developments and have
refrained from associating them with any particular form or
object. Such a classification scheme can nevertheless serve
as a general guide for dating purposes. More precise dates
will be given as the various types of wares are discussed.
The white stoneware collection described in this paper
in no way represents the entire ensemble of forms and
decorations originally produced in England. This is
particularly true of coloured enamel decorations of which we
have but a very small sampling. The greatest variety
appears in plain thrown forms (cups, saucers, mugs and
bowls) and in pressed forms (dishes and plates).

Minor Bodies (Wares I and II)

General Description of Pastes - History
Before the development of the homogeneous white body
which went into most white salt-glazed stoneware, there was
a small number of articles manufactured using a paste that
was less refined, generally beige or grey in colour and
often covered with a white slip. We refer to these pastes
here as minor bodies since they were both anterior to and
contemporary with the classic white slipless paste, and were
generally known as drabware, drab stoneware, dipped
stoneware, grey core, cream-coloured stoneware and so forth;
this stoneware probably appeared in England prior to 1720
during the "archaic" period as defined by Church:
Articles of this phase include teapots, mugs,
cups and capacity mugs bearing excise marks.
In colour they range from a rich warm lustrous
brown through a somewhat duller greyer speckled
brown, to the putty-colour of the so-called
drab wares and finally, a rather milky
off-white stoneware enriched with dark edges,
due to an admixture of manganese and iron....
Apart from the brown stoneware, the earliest
drab pieces probably belong to this date (before
1720), as do the brown-rimmed pieces made in a
milky off-white body" (Haggar 1950: 48-49).
According to Ivor Noel Hume (1970a: 248-49), three
different types of white stoneware were exported to the
American colonies after 1720:
... the cheapest of them having only a dipped
white slip or engobe, over a grey to buff
body.... Next to the engote-covered ware in
refinement was a rather coarse off-white ware,
flecked with small black particles and coated
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with a thick saltglaze which generally lacked
the fine surface pitting associated with the
more lightly glazed ware common in the
mid-eighteenth century. This last represents
the third category reaching America prior to
1730.
The first two pastes referred to above are the minor
bodies which we shall discuss in this chapter; homogeneous
white bodies will be discussed in the second part of this
chapter.
In our collection of some twenty specimen-fragments, we
distinguish the following:
Number 1. This is a grayish or buff-coloured body
covered with a white slip both inside and out. The body's
colour is not always uniform, probably because of firing.
Black inclusions and air pockets are common. Once the slip
has cracked it sometimes has the tendency to peel off. This
peeling or scaling may even occur during firing and the
glaze will form a deposit directly on the body. Most
objects of this body-type have a thicker salt-glaze on the
outside; some will have no interior glazing at all. On all
the rims, there is a relatively wide dark-brown band of iron
oxide that has been applied to the slip.
Number 2. This is a homogeneous, slipless beige body,
whose texture, in examples we have in our collection, is
very refined indeed.
This is a genuine stoneware that has been fired
uniformly throughout with less black inclusions than type
Number 1. The salt-glaze is thin and uniform.
Elsewhere, Noel Hume mentions the origin of slip
bodies:
The earliest form of this hard white-surfaced
stone ware was actually made in Staffordshire
from two clays, a drab-coloured local clay and
a fine white, transported there from
Devonshire. The cost of hauling the white clay
over long distances required its sparing use,
and it was for that reason that it was at
first applied only as a slip covering a body of
local drab clay. This was probably the dipped
white stoneware that Josiah Wedgwood mentioned
as being made at Burslem in Staffordshire in
the period 1710-15. (Noel Hume 1963: 295).
Although the discovery of the properties of calcined
flint, a substance which produces whiter and harder pastes,
represented a major event in the development of thoroughly
white bodies, it appears almost certain that flint was used
in the making of slip as well. According to Simeon Shaw (p.
109), calcined flint was mixed with water to form a thick
paste that was then applied to stoneware objects (cited by
Noel Hume 1970a: 250). Chemical analyses have also
confirmed the presence of calcined flint in the slips
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(Noel Hume 1970a: 251). According to the tradition that has
been recorded by numerous authors, we know that in 1720
Astbury discovered the properties of calcined flint. We
also know that in 1726, Thomas Benson of Staffordshire
obtained the first patent for dry-crushing calcined flint.
We are not able, however, to determine as accurately
the year in which white slipware production came to a halt.
Despite the early origin of this type of stoneware,
archaeological remains show that it was long a contemporary
of common white stoneware, which will be discussed in the
second part of this chapter. In America, references to
white slipware are found in archaeological writings up until
the American Revolution in 1776 (Noel Hume 1970: 115).
Hagger (1950: 50) states that drabwares were
contemporary with all white stoneware and that most were
produced in England between 1730 and 1740.
Sometime prior to 1730, white slipware was used to a
large extent in tea services: cups, teapots and pitchers.
Later we see the appearance particularly of tankards
(Noel Hume 1970a: 249).
Decorations
Many of these wares had no decoration other than a
brown band of iron oxide around the rim and on the top of
handles, so often seen on cups, pitchers and mugs. The band
was applied by dipping the rim in a iron oxide glaze, and
because of this, the glaze was also found on the upper part
of the handle (Noel Hume 1970a: 249). The band on the
interior was less regular and thinner because of the air
trapped inside during the dipping process thus preventing an
even coating. According to Noel Hume, this band had more
than a decorative purpose. It prevented the slip from
flaking off, a condition that tended to occur around the rim
during firing. There were, however, other types of
decorations.
Hagger (1950: 48-50) mentions that some objects made of
drabware also had impressed decorations (designs made with a
die pressed against the soft paste), embossed work applied
to the object with liquid paste, as well as incised
decorations.
Objects from the "archaic" phase (before 1720) consist
of teapots, cups and both drinking and measuring mugs, often
with incised markings. The drabware mugs are very important
because of the large number of them and their inscriptions;
some had royal seals, crowns, roughly executed portraits and
other heraldic motifs. Another variety is decorated with
very stylized tulips between the bands. The dates of these
objects go back as far as 1702-14. Still others have
rouletted motifs (Hagger 1950: 49). During the first three
decades of the 18th century, the use of iron oxide glaze was
very widespread. It was used not only for coating rims but
also for highlighting applied motifs and filling in incised
decorations (scratch-brown).
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Later, when unslipped white stoneware was being
produced, drabwares were decorated with impressed or applied
reliefs and often displayed interlaced motifs, rosettes,
birds, portraits and grapevines.
Sometimes the relief work was brushed over with a brown
or sometimes a blue glaze (Hagger 1950: 50).
Noel Hume (1970a) shows a slipware mug from 1723 with
the sigillated initials WR above a crown (William III).
Another is a scratch-brown ware with a branch and leaf
decoration and a bird with the initials E:W and the date
1923 above (Noel Hume 1970a: Figs. 3 and 5 ) . A small
off-white stoneware mug bears the date 1724 written in
scratch-brown with the initials IM above. Finally, a
"coarse" white stoneware pitcher has a non-painted
decoration of zig-zagging lines around its neck and belly.
This particular object belongs in a North American context
before 1728 (Noel Hume 1970a: Fig. 11). The same decoration
is found on another specimen in our collection.

All-white Bodies (Ware III)
The all-white, homogeneous body, as we shall describe
shortly, represents the highest degree of refinement
obtained with a stoneware paste during the 18th century.
This refinement is characterized not only by the body's
whiteness, hardness and extra fine quality but also by the
wide variety of forms created and decoration techniques
used.
The body itself is very slightly yellowish in colour
because of a small amount of iron that is ever-present in
the paste ingredients. Munsell 10YR 8/1 white is typical
and will vary slightly from object to object. Other
specimens may be made of Munsell 10YR 8/3 very pale brown.
This colour is unchanged by normal salt-glazing. The body
is hard; its fracture is slightly irregular and rough, but
sharp and never stratified. Inclusions are rare and those
that exist are miniscule and consist mainly of black or
brown iron granules.
The most common glazing is of very high quality. As we
have seen in the previous chapter, it consists of a glass
coating resulting from the interaction of sodium from the
salt combining with the aluminium dioxide of the body. It
is therefore homogeneous in appearance, finely spotted, very
hard, very thin and closely bonded to the body; actually, it
is the very surface of the body that vitrifies. The glaze
contains a large number of small gas bubbles and its thin
coating is completely transparent and colourless.
Because of the difficulty to effectively control the
effect of salt sublimation on exposed objects, a number of
texture variations from one object to another or even
between various parts of the same object, can be expected.
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These variations in texture seem to depend primarily upon
the amount of glaze formed on the surface. When the glaze
is too thick, the spotted effect is greatly reduced and may
even disappear, making the surface smoother and very shiny.
Moreover, the glaze may sometimes accumulate in certain
spots, particularly in grooves or beneath the flange on
plates, and will produce fine semi-crystalline cracks.
In some cases, the glaze will seem to have run down along
the wall, producing very thick yellowish or brown vitreous
streaks, often with small cracks. On the other hand, the
vitrified coating may be incomplete or too thin, with the
surface not uniformly glossy and in spots resembling the
sandy surface of non-glazed objects.
In addition to crackling, yellowing and insufficient
glaze, we should also note two other flaws that frequently
occur. 1) Contamination - The glaze may be
contaminated during firing. The contamination consists of a
reddish or brown coloration on part of the surface caused by
either poor ventilation during firing, the presence of iron
in the kiln, or improper stacking allowing the object to
come into direct contact with the flame. 2) Burned
glaze - Often objects were burned or overheated by a fire
occuring during the period of their archaeological context,
or perhaps at the site where they were found. Burning
causes the glazed surface to melt and the objects' sandy
surface to remain blackened and brittle. In cases where
objects are completely burned, it is impossible to determine
for sure whether or not the fragments are in fact white
salt-glazed stoneware.
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WHEEL-THROWN FORMS

In this chapter, we shall examine the wheel-thrown
objects in our collection; these objects are generally not
decorated, but in many cases we will feature simple
ornamentation.
Although we know little about the various steps
involved in shaping these objects, it is apparent that they
were thrown with accuracy. Concentric streaks are often
visible on the outer surface of bottoms and on the inside of
hollow objects indicating that these objects were either
sized with a template or carefully turned after preliminary
shaping until the desired thickness and fineness of the
walls were achieved. It is also probable that the most
visible surfaces were finished and retouched to give the
object a very clean and smooth appearance, in keeping with
the potters' design concept. Models for tableware had to be
made to very precise and consistent measurements.

Classification of Forms
Of all the white salt-glazed stoneware produced, the
non-decorated objects are the most difficult to classify
properly; the absence of any decoration makes it impossible
to categorize them according to known decorative traditions.
In addition, the walls of these objects are generally quite
thin and fragile. Moreover, the only remains we have are
small fragments, often making accurate identification
difficult. We should also point out that many objects,
poorly represented or extremely fragmented, with many
different uses, often have parts that are very similar, thus
confusing any classification attempts.
Because of this, there is also the problem of
interpreting and dating plain white stoneware. There are
two possible hypotheses in this regard: first, that these
plain objects were, for the most part, produced prior to
those with more elaborate decoration (enamelled decoration,
appliques and moulded work) as well as to those of moulded
form, and, in view of the development of white stoneware,
should therefore date from before 1740; second, perhaps
these objects were produced much later, at the same time as
the moulded varieties, since the archaeological context
shows that both types can be associated.
At the present time, we believe that the second
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hypothesis is the more plausible, but with reservations;
from cursory examination of the collection, it is apparent
that the table services had to comprise both thrown forms
(especially cups, saucers, teapots and bowls) and moulded
forms (plates, dishes and soup tureens). More detailed and
complete proof would evidently come from studying the
distribution of forms at each of the sites involved.
For documentation purposes, we should add that very few
plain thrown objects have been dated by pottery historians
or archaeologists. Ivor Noel Hume (1970a: Figs. 1 and 4 ) ,
however, shows a high-walled, bell-shaped cup related to a
context prior to 1729 and a mug with bulbous base, discarded
about 1759 (Noel Hume 1970a: Figs. 1 and 4 ) . Both these
dates should be kept in mind when we discuss each of these
forms separately.
Because of the nature of this particular material and
the difficulties mentioned above, we felt it necessary to
classify objects according to both their form and their use.
Accordingly, we have divided the collection into eight basic
form-use groups, each representing a rather large area of
form-area compatibility, to which all the varieties and
sub-varieties can be subordinated according to the degree of
similarity with each basic group. For each form, we shall
indicate all the possible uses; inversely, for each use, we
shall indicate the corresponding form(s). The subdivisions
in each of these form-use groups will be assigned a decimal
number making it easier to increase or decrease the number
of subdivisions, as well as to further subdivide them if
desired. For our purposes here, the advantage of such a
system is that we shall be able to include object fragments
in cases where we are unable to determine the object's use
or overall form. Moreover, the classification system can
accommodate new acquisitions and makes it possible to
categorize the various objects as the collection is
expanded, without having to alter the overall classification
scheme. The system is also a workable compromise between
the need to recognize all the distinct form-use groups, on
the one hand, and on the other, the need to take into
account the many uses a particular form may have. Each
object can then be designated by a short decimal code which
gives its relative position among the various forms while at
the same time indicating its use or possible uses.
The following is the list of the basic form-use groups
and the variety of thrown forms contained in our collection
and elsewhere:
Group 1.0 - Hemispheroid forms and simple variations:
cups and bowls
1.1 - Continuous curve profile
1.1.1 - straight-rimmed
1.1.2 - slightly flared rim (bell-shaped)
1.2 - Continuous curve profile (slightly flattened)
Group 2.0 - Low sphere cap forms and variations:
saucers
2.1 - Continuous curve profile
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2.2
Continuous curve profile (bent inward)
2.3 - Flattened and flared profile
Group 3.0 - Inverted truncated forms and simple
variations: bowls and cups
3.1 - Regular profile (angular base)
3.1.1 - horizontal rim
3.1.2 - flared rim
3.2 - Regular profile with curved base
Group 4.0 - Cylindroid forms and simple variations:
cups, mugs and pitchers
4.1 - Regular profile
4.2 - Flared profile, base and rim
4.3 - Profile very constricted at the centre
4.4 - Barrel-shaped profile
4.5 - Vertical profile with curved base
4.6 - Baluster-shaped profile with slightly flared
rim
Group 5.0 - Truncated forms and simple variations: cups
and mugs
5.1 - Regular profile
Group 6.0 - Complex curved forms (elongated S-shaped):
bowls, bowl-cups, posset cups, loving cups,
pitchers and pots
6.1 - High and slightly sloping walls: mugs and
pitchers
6.2 - Profile with less sloping walls: bowl-cups,
posset cups, and loving cups
Group 7.0 - Bulbous forms with neck: teapots,
coffeepots, pots, chocolate pots, pitchers
7.1 - Very closed profile: teapots
7.2 - Wide-neck profile: coffeepots, chocolate pots
and pitchers
Group 8.0 - Spheroid forms and simple variations:
chamber pots
8.1 - Continuous curve profile
8.2 - Constricted neck profile
For practical reasons, we have listed the object
groups (use) and the various forms that can be found in
each:
Cups
Group 1.0 - Hemispheroid forms and simple variations:
1.1 - Continuous curve profile
1.1.1 - straight rimmed
1.1.2 - slightly flared rim (bell-mouthed)
1.2 - Continuous curve profile (slightly flattened)
Group 3.0 - Truncated forms (inverted) and simple
variations
3.2 - Regular profile with curved base
Group 4.0 - Cylindroid forms and simple variations
4.5 - Vertical profile with curved base
Group 5.0 - Truncated forms and simple variations
5.1 - Regular profile
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Bowls
Group 1.0 - Hemispheroid forms and simple variations
1.1 - Continuous curve profile
1.1.1 - straight-rimmed
1.1.2 - slightly flared rim
Group 3.0 - Inverted truncated forms and simple variations
3.1 - Regular profile (angular base)
3.1.1 - horizontal rim
3.1.2 - flared rim
Group 6.0 - Complex curved forms (elongated S-shaped)
6.2 - Profile with less sloping walls
Group 2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3

-

Saucers
Low sphere cap forms
Continuous curve profile
Continuous curve profile (bent inward)
Flattened and flared profile

Group 4.0
4.1
4.2
4.4
4.6
Group 5.0
5.1

-

Mugs
Cylindroid forms and simple variations
Regular profile
Flared profile, base and rim
Barrel-shaped profile
Baluster-shaped profile with slightly flared rim
Truncated forms and simple variations
Regular profile

Group 4.0
4.5
Group 6.0
6.1
Group 7.0
7.2

-

Pitchers
Cylindroid forms and simple variations
Vertical profile with curved base
Complex curved forms (elongated S-shaped)
High and slightly sloping walls
Bulbous forms with neck
Wide-neck profile

Teapots
Group 7.0 - Bulbous forms with neck
7.1 - Very closed profile
Coffeepots
Group 7.0 - Bulbous forms with neck
7.2 - Wide-neck profile
Chamber Pots
Group 8.0 - Spheroid forms and simple variations
8.1 - Continuous curve profile
8.2 - Constricted neck profile

Classification of Decorations
The white salt-glazed stoneware in our collection
displays decorations made using five different techniques.
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These are 1) roughly turned decorations, 2) scratch-blue, 3)
enamel painting, 4) sprigging, and 5) impressed
decorations.
Roughly Turned Decoration
This uncoloured decoration, the most simple yet
observed on white stoneware, consists of bands, grooves and
horizontal lines drawn in wet paste during turning while the
object is still on the wheel. The tools used have one or
more prongs or points, or sometimes but rarely, a roulette.
The design is usually found on the rim, along the sidewall
or immediately below the base of thrown objects. The
decorations are generally isolated, although some can be
seen on objects bearing scratch-blue decorations.
Scratch-Blue (SBL)
White stoneware displaying the scratch-blue technique
was primarily manufactured in the Staffordshire workshops.
Mankowitz and Haggar (1959: 199), Rackham (1951: 27) and
Honey (1962: 81) mentioned that the objects dated were
manufactured between 1724 and 1776, but that the peak of
production was during the period from 1748-76 (Honey 1962:
80) and even 1745-55 (Mankowitz and Haggar 1959: 199). Noel
Hume (1966) believes it is possible that they were
manufactured until 1785.
From the point of view of technique and style, there
are two types of scratch-blue decoration. The basic
differences between these two types are the nature of the
incisions made, colour application, and the nature of the
designs used. Table 1 lists the most important differences
in this regard.
For scratch-blue Type No. 1, which we shall refer to
as classic scratch-blue, the design is first incised into
the dry paste of unfired objects with the aid of a tool with
one or more points or prongs. The incisions are then inlaid
with zaffer, a mixture of crushed glass and cobalt oxide, by
the use of a piece of woollen rag rubbed over the surface
(Burton 1904: 203). The objects are then fired only once
and salt-glazed.
The hand-made designs are almost always flowers,
leaves and stylized stems with simple lines and bands of
parallel lines covering most of the decorated surface. A
rouletted horizontal band of beading or herring-bone design
often outlines this decorated surface.
This first type of scratch-blue is the more common
found in the collection we examined and is considered by the
various authors mentioned to be representative of the
classic Staffordshire scratch-blue technique. The incisions
are generally fine and superficial. The stems and petals of
floral designs are very cursively drawn with a one- or
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Table 1.

The two styles of scratch-blue decorations

Style 1

Debased Scratch-Blue
(SBL-Late)
Style 2

Fine and superficial

Wide (1 mm) and deep

No. in combed motif

Up to 8

Up to 6

No. per centimeter

About 8

About 5

Colour application

Crushed glass tinted with cobalt
blue (zaffer), dry-rubbed; appears
only within incisions

Liquid cobalt blue glaze
brushed over design

Rouletted elements

Herring-bone bands

Beaded bands

Sprigged elements

None

Various monogram-sized
seals

Stylization

Light, elements of floral design
clearly recognizable

More elaborate

Classic Scratch-Blue (SBL-)

Incisions
Size
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two-pronged implement. The pistil and inner surface of the
petals are combed in with a four- to eight-pronged tool.
There are as many as eight lines per centimeter. The
coloured glaze, which is rubbed over the designs, settles on
the bottom of the incisions, leaving a slightly bluish tint
on the blank surfaces. After firing, the colour of the
cobalt glaze changes, and varies from clear to greyish
blue.
A herring-bone design, also inlaid with the blue
mixture, is often used to outline the exterior rim of cups
as well as the center of saucers.
Probably because of the zaffer glaze, the salt-glaze
appears thicker and smoother on the outer surfaces.
Although many objects have been found in England
bearing inscriptions (initials, dates, buyer's name), no
objects so marked were found in the collection we are
considered here. Most of the objects are thrown and, for
the most part, make up tea or coffee services: teapots,
coffeepots, cups and saucers.
Types of Scratch-blue Decorations. Because of the very
clear preponderance of cups and saucers, these forms have
been used to distinguish the various types of scratch-blue
decorations.
The decorations found on cups and saucers can be
classified according to their similarity or dissimilarity,
to various stylistic elements found in various combinations
on most of the objects. The following types were identified
from our sampling:
SBL-1:

Freely drawn incisions (Fig. 9a). This decoration
shows roughly parallel incisions, generally
horizontal and vertical, normally made with a tool
having a small number of prongs or points. Most of
the decoration is located on the upper part of tall
objects and around the rim. One characteristic of
the decoration is that no figurative elements, even
stylized ones, appear to be included in the overall
design.

SBL-2:

Floral designs using simple incisions. This type is
represented by stylized floral designs, stems,
leaves or fruits, drawn by a worker using a
multi-pointed implement.

SBL-2a: Floral designs using simple and combed incisions
(single) (Fig. 9 b ) . This decoration combines the
use of single and multi-pronged implements (up to 8
prongs) to design stems, leaves and flowers smartly
intertwined around the body of the object.
SBL-2b: Incised floral design traced with comb and similar
to SBL-2 decoration; unlike the latter, however,
this style also includes a herring-bone design made
with a roulette.
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SBL-2c: Incised floral design traced with comb and similar
to SBL-2 decoration; however, it also includes a
band of waves made up of parallel lines generally
made with a two-, four- or five-pronged instrument.
SBL-2d: Incised floral design traced with comb and similar
to SBL-2 decoration; unlike the latter, however,
this style also includes rouletted herring-bone
(SBL-2b) and a band of waves (SBL-2c) (Figs. 9c, d
and 10) .
SBL-3:

Leaf-cluster design (combed incisions) with
rouletted herring-bone and wave-design band (Figs.
11a, 12a and 8 ) . This particular decoration was
described in a work on the Louisbourg collection:
"One popular design executed with four lined strokes
is a feathery leaf pattern in clusters, each
consisting usually of five upswept strokes done with
a four- or occasionally a five-pronged instrument."
(Lynch 1969: 17)
These leaf clusters, generally six in number, are
traced from a line circling the base of cups and the
center of saucers. The decoration also includes a
rouletted herring-bone design as well as a two- or
four-line scalloped band around the rim interior.
This variety of decoration is also found on teapot
covers.

SBL-4:

Bands of combed incisions in the form interlacing
arcs (style of Whieldon, of Fenton Low), sometimes
accompanied by herring-bone or lined bands (Fig.
12c). According to A.T. Morley Hewitt, these more
or less complicated combed-band designs, most often
made using a four-pronged instrument, may be
characteristic of Whieldon"s work at Fenton Low,
from 1740 on (Hewitt 1954: 149, Fig. 61b).

Scratch-blue Type No. 2 includes incisions that are
wider (1 mm or more) and deeper. The decorations, rougher
and even more stylized, are floral in design and consist of
large globular shapes connected by stems as well as rows of
crowns consisting of isolated globular shapes. The
decorated surface is less busy. The combed incisions are
almost entirely set apart from the floral decoration. They
may be parallel and traced with a four-, six- or
eight-pronged comb to form a wide band around the neck and
base (there are approximately five incisions to each
centimeter), or appear as irregular grooves partially
integrated into the overall floral decoration.
Another very obvious difference lies in colour
application. In Type No. 2, the cobalt glaze, probably in a
very fluid state, is liberally applied to the decorated
surface and overfills the incisions, leaving areas in relief
where the glaze begins to run.
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A rouletted decoration is also characteristic of this
type. On mugs, two double-beaded bands are traced around
the rim and base, providing an upper and lower boundary for
the decorated area. Cobalt blue is then applied, filling
the depressed areas leaving the beaded relief white.
It is also interesting to know that scratch-blue
decorations of this type frequently, if not always, include
a royal seal on the belly or part of the object directly
opposite the handle. Examination of a fragment reveals that
the seals were made independently, probably using a wafer of
soft paste and a die; the seals were then affixed to the
outer wall of the container by means of a liquid paste. The
specimens that we examined show signs of retouching around
the edges. The elliptical seals are of various sizes and
bear the letters "GR" in relief (sometimes very poor)
directly beneath a crown; minor variations occur from one
seal to another. All the seals in our collection are
painted in patches of cobalt blue and topped by a crown
consisting of incised globular shapes also coloured blue.
The decorations of Type No. 2 are primarily found on
mugs, chamber pots and pitchers. Unfortunately, we have
only a very few examples of these wares.
It is difficult to find a technological relationship
between these two types of decorations. The Type No. 2
decorations, which Noel Hume calls "debased scratched-blue"
(Noel Hume 1966), may represent a serious attempt to imitate
the coarse Westerwald stoneware and rival the German market
for chamber pots, pitchers and stoneware mugs that
flourished in England between 1710 and the end of the 1760s
(Noel Hume 1966: 520) .
Also in this regard, Honey mentions the following:
Also coloured with patches of blue are some
mugs and jugs with the initials 'G R' stamped
on a pad; though early-looking, these are among
the latest saltglaze, dating of the reign of
George III. (Honey 1962: 81)
Griselda Lewis shows a photograph of a pitcher
displaying a Type No. 2 decoration; the caption reads as
follows:
Jug with incised and impressed relief
decoration painted in blue. The initials are
those of George III, Made about 1770 in
Staffordshire. (Lewis 1962: Pi. 105)
In referring to the opinions held by Honey and Lewis,
Noel Hume writes:
Archaeological evidence agrees with the latter
opinions and indicates that the group's
popularity continued into the period from about
1765 to 1790 with fragments turning up in
contexts dating as late as 1820. It is
significant, too, that while most of the large
cipher medallions used on chamber pots are
close copies of those found on Westerwald jugs,
a few replace the cherub below the G R with the
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Roman figure III. (Noel Hume 1966: 521).
Noel Hume also includes the photograph of a chamber pot
that is very similar to the specimens in our collection. He
states that the pot comes from an archaeological context
dating from 1770-80, in colonial Williamsburg (Noel Hume
1966: Fig. 1 ) .
Noel Hume finally concludes that "both the white and
blue stoneware" were manufactured in Staffordshire as late
as 1787 (1966: 522).
In view of this evidence, it appears that this debased
scratch-blue ware (Type No. 2) was produced near the end of
the traditional scratch-blue period, until sometime between
1787 and 1790 during the reign of George III, probably to
replace the German stoneware from Westerwald (Table 2 ) .
Although these scratch-blue wares are examples of the
classical tradition in terms of technique (there is even a
strong possibility that they were manufactured in
Staffordshire), we must view them as a distinct group for
the following reasons:
1. Strong and undeniable foreign influence appearing in the
decoration and the choice of forms characterising this
type.
2. The context surrounding production was probably governed
by an overriding commercial objective, i.e. to put an end to
the domination of the Westerwald market.
3. The accurate dating of wares immediately following the
heyday of the traditional scratch-blue period.
We have therefore selected the term late scratch-blue
to identify the decorations of Type No. 2.
Almost all the objects in our collection displaying
traditional scratch-blue decorations are pieces making up
tea services: cups, saucers and teapot, as well as table
bowls. Although pitchers and mugs were also produced
originally, there are no recognizable examples in our
collection.
Enamelled Decoration
According to the technical classification of A.H.
Church (Baker 1907: 21; Hagger 1950: 52), enamelled
decorations on white salt-glazed stoneware appear in England
during the third period (1740-60) and were produced in great
quantity during the ten-year period between 1750-60 in
Staffordshire and in Yorkshire. The first pieces
manufactured may have been influenced by porcelain
decorations and painted between 1745 and 1750 by Cobridge, a
Dutch enameller from Delft, who had previously painted
Chinese and Meissen porcelain and had come to settle in Hot
Lane. The result was naturally a combination of influences
seen on the most richly decorated pieces (Honey 1962).
After 1750 especially, the colours used became more
lively and brillant and the influences of Worcester and
Chelsea porcelain could begin to be seen. Enamel-decorated

Table 2 . Comparative chronology of s c r a t c h - b l u e d e c o r a t i o n s and of d e c o r a t i o n s on c o a r s e g r a y
stoneware from t h e v a l l e y of t h e Rhine
1700

1750

1800

Traditional Staffordshire
scratch-blue
L a t e (or debased)
scratch-blue
Westerwald Stoneware
market in England
R e i g n of

George

III
LEGEND

\///A

height of production in Staffordshire
(according to Honey)
height of production in Staffordshire
(according to Mankowitz and Haggar)
objects dated from archaeological context of
colonial Williamsburg (Noel Hume)
u>
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white stoneware was less expensive than porcelain and the
loud colours could please even the most common tastes (Cox
1959: 904) .
Because of the high temperatures required for firing
stoneware and the process of salt-glazing, the enamel
decoration had to be applied once the white object was
fired, glazed and cooled.
Blacker describes the process of enamelling as
follows:
Paints, that is, which are mixed with glass,
and, on being heated, fuse into the glaze and
become fast. This enamelling was in the early
days a special trade and no part of the
potter's business. The shopkeeper might, if he
liked, employ somebody called an enameller to
enamel his particular cups and saucers. The
enameller used a small "muffle" stove in which
the ware could be heated sufficiently to fuse
the glaze and paint together while at the same
time it was kept away from direct contact with
flames or smoke. (Blacker 1922: 101).
Although we have in our collection only pieces that are
very sparsely decorated, the manufacture of enamelled
stoneware in England was extremely popular and varied. The
variety of these decorations is such that only a rough
classification is possible (Hagger 1950: 53).
What we propose here is the classification established
by Arthur Lane (Lane 1959), one which we consider to be the
most clear and practical.
Enamelled decoration
(a) The brown mug at Cardiff has enamelled
sprays and heraldry and the date 1706, the
chief colour used being white. This class
is very exceptional and rare.
(b) From about 1735 some exported pieces were
decorated in Holland in the same garish
colours as we found on Dutch Delftware.
(c) Wares dipped in blue before salt glazing,
and subsequently enamelled in white and
unfired gold, are associated with William
Litter, about 1750.
(d) Two unnamed Dutchmen are said to have
settled in Hot Lane about 1750 and
practised enamelling. Pieces with
jewell-like thick colours standing up from
the surface are tentatively attributed to
them because such colours are found on
Dutch Delftwares.
(e) Many pieces evidently by a single hand,
with landscapes with blue and crimson
clouds; big flowers with turquoise leaves;
all-over rose grounds with flowers;
portraits of Frederic the Great. Period c
1756-1770.
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(f)

Chinese subjects, painted in a style
rather like that of the Dutchmen in Hot
Lane. (It appears that very few artists,
all working on their own and not attached
to any factory, did most of the enamelled
decoration on salt glaze ware. It differs
in character from the enamelled decoration
found on cream-coloured ware).
(g) Transfer printed decoration done by Sadler
and Green in Liverpool from about 1756
onwards. This form of decoration was less
successful on saltglaze ware than on
porcelain and cream-coloured ware, owing
to the irregular surface. Some saltglaze
plates may have been printed at the
Battersea Enamel Factory in London in
1753-4, but they have not yet been
satisfactorily identified...
We should first mention here that the enamelled white
stoneware industry surely began in England with the arrival,
in about 1750, of the two Dutchmen mentioned above (d); the
very first pieces produced were often enamelled in Holland.
The commemorative portrait of Frederick The Great (circa
1756) mentioned in section (e) also appears on the marli of
pressed dishes; the marli is decorated with unpainted
reliefs as will later be seen in greater detail.
Although enamelled decorations can also be found on
moulded objects, we shall describe here only the thrown
objects which are part of our collection.
Sprigging
Sprigged decorations represent a further development of
an older technique of applied relief ornamentation:
A development of this method (les reliefs
sigilles) was the process generally known in
the Potteries as "sprigging". The separate
reliefs, instead of being stamped directly on
the surface of the ware, are made in small pads
of clay pressed into intaglio moulds and then
attached with liquid slip (luted) to the
surface. (Rackham 1951: 22)
Favourite patterns include scrolls, grapevines, leaves.
The earliest examples of decoration applied to white bodies
would be dated about 1740. Production continued, and it
would seem that this type of ornamentation was assimilated
with moulded decorations of a "chinoiserie" style, or
decorations showing grapevines and other leaf patterns
produced between 1745 and 1755 and perhaps even later.
(Honey 1962: 72-74 and 1933: 19).
White spriggs were first found on drabware, with which
they made an agreeable contrast, before 1720. It would seem
that they were also found on white bodies during the second
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period defined by A.H. Church (circa 1720-40) (Haggar 1950;
51) and up till 1761, at the time when George III married
Queen Charlotte: both are shown together on some teapots
(Lane 1959: 3 ) .
Sprigged ornamentation was used to decorate, among
other objects, cups, bowls, mugs, teapots; they were often
highlighted with coloured enamel.
The sprigged ornamentation tradition also extends to
some moulded shapes, but it was soon to be replaced by all
sorts of patterns moulded at the same time as the object
itself.
Impressed Decoration
This type of ornamentation consists of patterns,
usually quite simple, pressed into the moist paste with a
die bearing the pattern in relief. This type of
ornamentation was rather rare on 18th century white
stoneware; it is sometimes found as highly stylized patterns
scattered on turned or moulded objects whose main
ornamentation is of another type.
Eighteenth century stoneware was most often found with
scratch-blue decoration, enamelled or sprigged
ornamentation. These techniques were greatly varied and
very popular in Europe. Most objects to be found in museums
are decorated in one or another of these types. Our
collection is not quite so comprehensive: scratch-blue
objects are the most numerous, but they do not show the
variety of decoration originally produced in England.
Moreover, they are limited to very common shapes such as
cups, saucers, mugs, pitchers and teapots. No scratch-blue
ornamentation has been found on moulded objects, to date.
As far as enamelled and sprigged objects are concerned,
they are exceedingly rare and fragmentary, so that it is
impossible to identify a reasonable portion of at least one
of the patterns.

Inventory of White Slipped Stoneware (Ware I) Forms
Ware I includes wheel-thrown shapes, especially
cylindrical objects (Form 4.0) with a base and a flared rim,
coming in various sizes, as well as a very flared shape
(Form 6.0) similar to a large bowl. It also includes
various bulbous forms, possibly pitchers or teapots.
The diameter of the mugs varies between 6 and 12 cm,
approximately, and we shall deal with the large and the
small mug.
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Large Mugs (Figs, la, 2b, 3)
Form: 4.1 - cylindroid, with simple deformations,
regular vertical profile. This object is represented by
five fragments from Fort Anne and one complete mug from
Louisbourg. Illustrations found in various works on the
subject also provide more complete information.
Profile and Body: The side is almost perfectly
vertical, occasionally with very slight flaring at the
base.
Overall Dimensions: Diameter at the lip: 10.0 to
12.0 cm high: the only complete object is 16.5 cm high.
Diameter/height ratio: 0.6 for the complete mug. The
thickness of the side is slightly greater than that of Ware
III mugs.
Lip: Lips are straight and slightly thinned by
retouching, as can be seen on the interior of the mug.
Base: The lower portion of the body is often slightly
flared, whether it is left plain or decorated. The footring
is formed by a fillet which extends beyond the exterior of
the base.
Decoration: All the rims we have are of the B type,
with, inside and out, a ferrous oxide band, of varying
width, applied by dipping. This band can be highlighted by
rough turnings. The lower part of the body is often
decorated with one or more fillets or a flat turned edge,
before reaching the footring.
Handle: No specimen of our collection has a handle.
Specimens shown (Noel Hume 1970b: Figs. 3, 4; Lynch 1969:
Fig. 2, 1) show that handles have a bilobed flattened
section. They almost reach the top of the lip.
Special features: The exterior salt-glaze is quite
varied in appearance. In some cases, it is very thin as on
most unslipped white sandstone and has the typical
orange-skin texture. Some specimens have a thicker glazing,
with evener texture, sometimes with tiny crazings on the
whole surface. Such a glaze accumulates between fillets
and, because of its thickness, takes on a yellowish hue.
Interior glazing is usually thin, occasionally with
irregularities or rough spots due to the slip or to the
body. We must remember that one of these mugs (Fig. 2c) is
not glazed inside.
History: These objects, apparently produced during
the first decade of the 18th century, can also be found up
to 1770 (Noel Hume 1970a: 250).
A mug with a filleted base similar to the one on figure
2c is dated 1723 (Noel Hume 1970a: Fig. 3 ) .
Small Mug
Form: 4.2 - cylindroid, with simple deformations,
slightly flared at the base and lip. It is represented by
two fragments from Fort Beausejour and Fort Anne and by a
base fragment from Louisbourg.
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Figure 1. Ware I - stoneware with white slip.
a) Mug, form: 4.1 regular cylindroid, decoration: brown rim;
b) small mug, form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the
base and rim, decoration: brown rim.

Figure 2. Ware I - stoneware with white slip,
a) Small mug, form: 4.2 cylindroid with slightly flared base
and rim, decoration: invisible, probably brown rim; b) mug,
form: 4.1 regular cylindroid, decoration: invisible,
probably brown rim; c) Mug, form: 4.1 regular cylindroid,
decoration: roughly turned and probably brown rim.
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Overall Dimensions: General diameter body: between
6.0 and 8.0 cm approximately. No complete example has been
found, so that it is impossible to measure the height; this
is estimated to be between 10.0 and 13.0 cm, if the
diameter/height ratio of .06 found on the large mug is taken
as the rule.
Lip: As in the large mugs, the lip is often flared.
Base: The footring is formed by a fillet or ring
resulting from a thickening of the slightly flared base.
Height under the bottom 2.2 mm
Width of the footring: 6.5 mm. The diameter of the
footring is roughly that of the lip.
Handle: There are no handles, but a lip shard still
shows where a handle with a round cross-section was
attached.
Ornamentation: As with large mugs, these mugs have
the B Rim with ferrous oxide decoration.
Bowl or Cup-Bowl (Fig. 4a)
Form: 6.1 - complex curves and fairly vertical
profile. This could be a bowl-shaped posset cup or a loving
cup, though none of these forms is described by the experts,
to our knowledge. It is a fragmentary object from Fort
Anne.
Profile and body: The profile is that of a fairly
vertical side flaring slightly towards the top. A
horizontal band stands out just above the base.
Overall dimensions: Diameter at the lip: 11-12 cm.
Thickness of the side: 2.8-3.5 mm.
Lip: Flared with rounded and slightly thinned top.
There is a thin brown band.
Technical details: The interior and exterior
surfaces have numerous black pits and rough spots coming
from the body itself.
History: We have been unable to find this shape
associated with Ware I in available histories of ceramic
objects. It was probably made between 1720 and 1740, when
most dated pieces were produced and when production was
greatest, but it could in fact be much later. Noel Hume
shows a photo of a posset cup in "white salt-glaze, the body
slightly flecked with black," dated 1727-28. (Noel Hume
1970a: Fig. 7 ) .
Forms Impossible to Identify (Fig. 4b)
The fragment in Figure 4b has a belly-shaped side
topped by some sort of narrowing which might be a neck. It
could also be the shoulder of a pitcher. Bulbous shapes in
the Ware I category are usually posset cups, pitchers and
teapots. The diameter at the neck is about 8 cm and the
thickness of the side varies between 3.0 and 4.4 mm.
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Figure 3. Ware I - white stoneware with slip,
a) Louisbourg mug, form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at
the base and rim, decoration: brown rim (Lynch 1969: Fig. 1
and Suthermeister 1968: Fig. 10); b, c, d) fragments of
small mugs, form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the
base and rim, decoration: brown rim.

Figure 4. Ware I - white stoneware with slip,
a) Bowl or cup-bowl, form: 6.1 with complex curves and
slightly sloped profile, decoration: brown rim; b)
unidentified objects, form: 6.0 with complex curves,
decoration: invisible, probably brown rim; c) unidentified
object from Louisbourg, probably a pitcher, form: 6.0 with
complex curves, decoration: brown rim (Lynch 1969: Fig. 2)
d) unidentified object from Louisbourg, form: 6.0 (?) or 7.0
(?) with complex curves or bulbous at the neck, decoration:
probably brown rim, (Lynch 1969: Fig. 2 ) .
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Another fragment is a portion of a spheroid belly
showing a spot where a handle was attached, on the outside.
This might be a pitcher, a teapot or a posset cup. The
handle must have had a thickness of about 1.4 cm.
Special Features: There is almost no glaze on the
interior of these fragments. The interior slip, left
uncovered, is a homogeneous beige colour, showing a few
black pits. The texture is slightly rough. The exterior
fragment in Figure 4b has a very crude glazing and the white
slip has, here and there, russet traces of the ferrous oxide
used to decorate some objects.
Another fragment belongs to an object with a straight
rim (diameter of about 9 cm) and a side with a slight bulge,
perhaps a mug or a pitcher. The exterior surface shows
where the upper portion of the handle seemed to be
attached.
A 5 mm-wide brown band decorates the rim.
The Louisbourg collection has two incomplete shapes:
1) A belly-shaped object with a narrow flared neck (Fig.
4c), probably a jug or a pitcher. The height of the object
is estimated at 12.7 cm (Lynch 1969: Figs. 2, 4 ) . 2) The
base of a spheroid recipient, "jug or teapot". The base has
a diameter of 8.9 cm (Lynch 1969: Figs, 2, 5 ) .
Other Forms
Among the forms illustrated but not represented in our
collection, there is a teacup with a straight, almost
vertical side (similar to shape 4.5). The lip and the top
of the handle have the typical brown covering. The piece is
dated 1725. (Noel Hume 1970a: Fig. 2 ) .

Inventory of Beige Stoneware (Ware II) Forms
Ware II is represented by one object only in our
collection.
Unidentified Object (Fig. 5)
Form: probably 4.0, cylindroid, with simple
deformations.
Overall dimensions: exterior diameter of the body:
about 10 cm; thickness of the side: 3 mm.
Ornamentation: a horizontal zigzag netting, of
rather irregular shape, incised on a flattened edge.
Special features and history: This is probably a
piece of unslipped gray stoneware, for which we have been
unable to find an accurate description. In dealing with the
various pastes exported to the American colonies, Noel Hume
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(1970b: 248-49) mentions, as we have already quoted at the
beginning of the chapter, an off-white stoneware without
slip:
...a rather coarse off-white ware, flecked with
small black particles and coated with a thick
saltglaze which generally lacked the fine
surface pitting...
It is easy to see that description is not at all
compatible with that of the Ware II object, with which we
are dealing. It could be, however, that we are dealing with
a rather late or refined version of drabware.
Drabware in general began to be produced in 1720, and
most of the production would be between 1730-40, according
to Haggar (1950: 50). As far as the ornamentation is
concerned, Noel Hume (1970b: Fig. 11) shows a white
stoneware pitcher of a "cruder" type associated with an
archaeological context no later than 1728, with a similarly
incised ornamentation.

Inventory of All-White Stoneware

(Ware III)

Cups
The specimens from our collection allow us to group the
cups into four basic forms, each with minor variants of
details.
Tea Cup (Fig. 6c)
Form: 1.1.1 - hemispheroid, with simple
deformations, continuous curb profile, straight lip. This
type is represented by two partially reconstructed objects
from Fort Beausejour. This type is not as high as type
1.1.2, the common tea cup described hereinafter. The
profile is similar, but the lip here is straight and hardly
retouched on the inside.
Overall dimensions: Diameter at the lip: about 8
cm. Height: about 3.7 cm. Diameter/height ratio: 2.2
Base and footring: Two types of footring have been
found: one with a straight rectangular section and another
with a straight trapezoidal section. Height under the
bottom: 2.3 to 4.0 mm. Height under the body: 4.0 mm. The
bottoms are concave inside and slightly conical outside.
Thickness of the bottom: 3.2 to 4.9 mm.
Ornamentation: The specimens in our possession are
not decorated.
Common Tea Cup (Fig. 6a, b, d)
Form: 1.1.2 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, with continuous curved profile, and slightly
flared rim.
This form is the most common in almost all sites where
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white stoneware is found. It is represented by several
objects, which can be completely reconstituted, from Fort
Beausejour, and by several fragments from Fort Amherst.
Profile: Its regular convex profile is
characterized by the very obtuse angle of the foot, and, as
such, this cup is similar to certain Chinese bowls; another
characteristic is the lip, which is slightly flared towards
the exterior. The general appearance may vary slightly, as
the cup may sometimes be tall, sometimes somewhat flatter.
Overall dimensions: Diameter at the rim: about 8.0
8.0 cm; height: 3.7 to 4.4 cm; diameter/height ratio: 2.0.
The side is usually 2.0 to 2.7 mm thick and is somewhat
thinner at the base.
Rim: The rim is thinned, rounded on top and very
slightly flared towards the exterior, sometimes with a
slight fillet forming a lip.
Base and footring: The footring is always clearly
distinct from the overall profile. It is often of a
straight trapezoid section, but occasionally has a vertical
rectangular section. Diameter at footring: 3.8 to 4.7 cm,
3.4 cm average. Height under the body: 2.1 to 5.0 mm,
height under the bottom 3.3 to 3.7 mm. The bottom is
generally concave inside and slightly conical outside.
Thickness of the bottom: 2.3 to 6.0 mm.
This form of cup was not provided with a handle.
Decoration: Most cups of this form are plain.
However, some have the following decorations:
1. Roughly turned decoration, (Fig. 6d). It is often a
series of horizontal grooves and lines traced before the
object is fired.
2. Incised decoration incrusted with a classic scratch-blue
decoration (Figs. 9, 10, 11). Decorations of type SBL-1,
SBL-2a, SBL-2b, SBL-2c, SBL-2d and SBL-3 can be found,
according to the selection and number of elements (see
illustrations).
Cup (Fig. 12g)
Form: 3.2 - inverted truncated, with simple
deformations, regular profile on a curved base. The most
complete example of this form is in the Louisbourg
collection.
Overall dimensions (Lynch 1969, Fig. 3, 1 ) :
Diameter at rim: about 8.0 cm; height: about 5.1 cm;
diameter/height ratio: 1.6.
Rim: According to the drawing, the rim seems to be
slightly flared and thinned.
Footring and base: The footring has a diameter of about
4.5 cm, about the same as for form 1.1.0 cups.
Decoration: In our collection, cups of this shape
all have classic scratch-blue decoration. However, this
form also appears among the plain bowls; it is therefore
possible that there are plain cups with this profile. The
scratch-blue is of the SBL-3 type; it is described as
follows for the Louisbourg collection:
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Figure 5.
Ware II - drabware.
Unidentifiable object, form: 4.0 cylindroid,
decoration: horizontal zigzag lines.

Figure 6. Teacups.
a) Common teacup, form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly
flared rim, decoration: none; b) form: 1.1.2, hemispheroid
with slightly flared rim, decoration: none; c) form: 1.1.1
hemispheroid with straight rim, decoration: none; d) form:
1.1.0 hemispheroid, decoration: roughly turned at the base;
e) form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly flared rim,
decoration: roughly turned on the sidewall.

Figure 7. Cups.
a) Form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the base and
rim, decoration: none; b) form: 4.2 (?) cylindroid, slightly
flared at the base and rim, decoration: none; c) form: 4.2
cylindroid with straight profile, decoration: none; d) form:
4.1 (?) cylindroid with straight profile, decoration: none;
e) form: 4.5 cylindroid with convex base, decoration: none.
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One popular design executed with four-lined
strokes is a feathery leaf pattern in clusters,
each consisting usually of five upswept strokes
done with a four or occasionnally a
five-pronged instrument. (Lynch 1969: 17)
History: A cup which is probably of this form and
has a decoration of the SBL-2 scratch-blue type is dated
about 1770 by Barber (1907: Fig. 30). We do not have any
identified example of this type.
Cylindrical Cups (Fig. 7a, b, c, d)
Forms: 4.1 and 4.2 - cylindroid, with simple
deformations, with a straight rim or with a rim and base
slightly flared. This form is represented by a few partial
objects from Fort Beausejour and Fort Amherst.
Profile: This is a regular cylindrical body with a
fairly constant diameter and a shape similar to that of
mugs.
General dimensions: Exterior diameter of the
footring: 6.0 to 7.3 cm; height: no measurable specimen;
however, it would be approximately 8.5 cm, if we suppose
that the diameter/height ratio is 0.76, as for the large
mugs. The thickness of the sidewall varies between 2.2 and
3.5 mm.
Base and footring: Bases can be straight and plain with
a footring extending the side or slightly flared, with a
foot extending the side or an outside lobed footring. The
bottom is flat.
Decoration: Most objects are plain, but some have a
roughly turned decoration.
Cylindrical Cup (Fig. 7e)
Form: 4.5 - cylindroid, with simple deformations,
on a convex base. This type is represented by two partial
objects from Fort Beausejour and two partial objects from,
Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: from 5.0
to 8.0 cm. No specimen allows us to measure the height. The
sidewall is between 1.8 and 2.6 mm thick.
Rim: No rim can be described. They were probably
straight.
Base and footring: Identifiable footrings have a
trapezoidal section smaller at the bottom than at the top.
Diameter footring: 4.0 cm. Height under the bottom: 2.7 mm.
Height under the body 3.7 mm. The bottom is slightly
concave on the interior and seems flattened on the exterior.
It is about 1.6 mm thick.
Decoration: Two types of decoration have been
found: roughly turned decoration and scratch-blue SBL-2a,
with simple incisions combed in with an eight-pointed
instrument; these incisions form a floral pattern, there are
also two horizontal grooves, not decorated with
scratch-blue, 3.5 cm below the rim.
History: Creamware cups of this shape are called
chocolate cups.
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Bell-Shaped Cups (Fig. 8)
Form: 6.1 - complex curves and slightly sloped
profile. A cup of this form has a convex profile at the
base and a concave profile at the top, usually with a very
flared rim. This type of cup is represented by an object
from Fort Anne and two objects from Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: about
6.3 cm; height: about 6.5 cm; diameter/height ratio: 1.0.
Rim: The rim seems simple and slightly thinned.
Base and footring: The convex base is shorter than that
found on Form 4.5 cups. The diameter of the footring is
about 3.5 cm.
Decoration: The only decorative element seems to be
a horizontal fillet surrounding the center of the body, for
both Louisbourg objects (Figs. 8a, b) .
History: Cups of this shape, provided with a
handle, have been identified by Noel Hume (1970b: 249 and
Fig. 1) as among the first homogeneous white stoneware found
in America (Noel Hume 1963: 138). They are associated with
an archaeological context prior to 1729.
Cups with an Unidentified Form (Fig. 8)
Form: 6.1 - probably, with complex curves and a
slightly sloped profile. We have two shards from a cup
bearing two large turned bands - or more - slightly inside
the profile of the side surface.
Bell-Shaped Cup (Fig. 8)
Form: 6.1 - probably, with complex curves and a
slightly sloped profile. This is represented by a partial
object from Louisbourg.
Decoration: Sprigged with a floral motif (Lynch
1969: Fig. 4 , 3 ) .

Figure 8. Cups.
a) Bell-shaped cup from Louisbourg, form: 6.1 with complex
curves, with a slightly sloped wall, decoration: roughly
turned, (Lynch 1969: Fig. 8 ) ; b) form: 6.1 (?) with complex
curves and slightly sloped wall, decoration: roughly turned
(Lynch 1969: Fig. 8 ) ; c) form: possibly 6.1 with complex
curves, decoration: invisible, (Lynch 1969: Fig. 8 ) ; d)
form: possibly 6.1 with complex curves, decoration: roughly
turned on the sidewall.
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Figure 9. Common teacups.
a) Form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly flared rim,
decoration: classic scratch-blue (SBL-1); b) form: 1.1.2
hemispheroid with slightly flared rim, decoration: classic
scratch-blue (SBL-2a); c, d) form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with
slightly flared rim, decoration: classic scratch-blue
(SBL-2d), inside and outside.

Figure 10. Cups.
a) Form: 1.1.0 hemispheroid, decoration: classic
scratch-blue SBL-3; b) form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with
slightly flared rim, decoration: classic scratch-blue
SBL-2bl c) form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly flared
rim, decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-2d.
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Figure 11. Cups.
a) Form: 1.1.0 hemispheroid, decoration: classic
scratch-blue SBL-3; b) form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with
slightly flared rim, decoration: classic scratch-blue
SBL-2b; c, d) common teacup interior and exterior, form:
1.1.2 hemispheroid, slightly flared at the rim, decoration:
classic scratch-blue SBL-2d.
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Figure 12. Various pieces from Louisbourg.
a) Saucer, form: 2.0 low sphere cap, decoration: classic
scratch-blue SBL-3 (Lynch 1969: Fig. 3 ) ; b, c, d,
e) assorted fragments, forms: unidentified, decorations:
varied classic scratch-blue (Lynch 1969: Fig. 3 ) ; f) common
teacup, form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly flared rim,
decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-2a (Lynch 1969: Fig.
8 ) ; g) cup, form: 3.2 inverse truncated on a curved base,
decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-3 (Lynch 1969: Fig. 3 ) ;
h) common teacup, form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly
flared rim, decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-2c; j)
detail of decoration SBL-2c of cup (Fig. 12h) (Lynch 1969:
Fig. 3 ) .
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Saucers
The sample of plain and decorated saucers shows two
slightly different profiles.
Common Saucers
Form 2.2 - low sphere cap with an inflected curve
(Fig. 13). This is represented by several objects and
fragments from Fort Beausejour, Fort Amherst and Louisbourg.
The profile shows a marked increase of the curve of the side
wall at the middle point. The general curve of the wall is
more or less flattened on the base, in some cases.
General dimensions: Diameter at rim: 11.0 to 12.0
cm; the average is 11.5 cm; height: 2.2 to 2.9 cm;
diameter/height ratio: 4.0 to 4.6. The thickness of the
sidewall varies from the base to the rim, going to 1.6 to
4.6 mm.
Rim: The rim extends the sidewall and is thin and
plain.

Figure 13. Saucers.
a) Form: 2.2 low sphere cap with inflected curve,
decoration: none; b) form: 2.2 low sphere cap with inflected
curve, decoration: none.

Figure 14. Saucers.
a) Common saucer, form: 2.2 low sphere cap with inflected
curve, decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-2d; b) saucer
from Louisbourg, form: 2.0 low sphere cap, decoration:
classic scratch-blue SBL-2a, (Lynch 1969: Fig. 8 ) .
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Base and footring: The footrings are quite varied,
especially when taken in section. They are all of forms and
dimensions slightly different, no doubt due to retouches
required after the objects were thrown. It is possible,
however, to distinguish sections belonging to six main forms
found in a sample of 18 complete or fragmentary bases. The
six forms are probably representative of most of the
techniques to be found on saucer footrings, for both Form
2.2 and 2.1 saucers. All the footrings have a profile
distinct from the profile of the object.
Footring 1, with a straight rectangular section;
exterior diameter: 5.7 cm; width: 2.7 and 3.2 mm; height
under the bottom: 3.5 and 4.8 mm; height under the body: 3.4
a nd 4.3 mm.
Footring 2, with triangular section, narrower at the
bottom than at the top; exterior diameter: 6.0 cm; maximum
width: 5.0 mm; height under the bottom 4.0 mm; height under
the body: 4.5 mm.
Footring 3, straight trapezoid section; exterior
diameter: 6.0 and 6.2 cm; maximum width 3.6 and 5.0 mm;
height under the bottom: 3.4 and 4.9 mm; height under the
body: 2.5 and 4.5 mm.
Footring 4, straight trapezoid section; this is the
most frequent and most varied form; exterior diameter: 5.5
to 7.0 cm average: 6.3 cm; maximum width: 2.5 and 6.4 mm;
average 4.1 mm; height under the bottom: 2.2 to 6.0 mm;
average 6.7 mm; height under the body: 2.0 to 4.3 mm average
3.2 mm.
Footring 5, retouched trapezoid section; this form
seems a modification of Form 4 done with a small turning
tool. Exterior diameter: 5.7 cm; width: 3.4 and 3.8 mm;
height under the bottom: 4.2 and 2.5 mm; height under the
body 3.5 and 4.6 mm.
Footring 6, with curved "needle-shaped" section;
exterior diameter: 5.5 cm approximately; height under the
bottom: 6.0 mm; height under the body: 4.5 mm.
The bottoms are generally concave or conical on the
interior, conical or flat underneath; thickness: 1.5 to
6 . 0 mm.
Decoration: some saucers are plain, others are
decorated with scratch-blue or enamel.
Scratch-blue incised decorations generally have the
same patterns as found on the cups. Decoration of the SBL-2
type are the most frequent; they are motifs incised with a
styletto or a comb and rouletted herringbone bands, found
either separately or together, as in varieties 2a, 2b, 2c
and 2d.
The floral decorations sometimes cover the bilge and
the interior of the rim, leaving the center blank (Fig.
15a). Sometimes it is highlighted by a circular rouletted
band, with the interior of the rim decorated by two
scalloped lines combed in (Fig. 14a). Sometimes the center
itself is decorated (Fig. 15c, d ) .
The decoration of type 3 found on cups also appears on
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Figure 15, Common saucers.
Form: 2.0 low sphere cap; decorations: a)classic
scratch-blue SBL-2a (?), b) classic scratch-blue SBL-3, c)
classic scratch-blue SBL-2, d) classic scratch-blue SBL-2,
e) classic scratch-blue SBL-4, f) classic scratch-blue
SBL-2d.
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the bilge and probably the center of saucers. The leafy
patterns spread out towards the rim, from a simple circular
groove (Fig. 15b) or from a rouletted circular band (Lynch
1969: Fig. 3, 3 ) .
Finally, a decoration created by interlaced combed
bands done with a five-pointed instrument are found on a
very fragmentary saucer (Figure 15a); this decoration is
similar to the four-point combed-in motifs found at Fenton
Low (Hewitt 1954, p. 149 and Pi. 61b) and dated 1740 to
1759.
Form: 2.1 - low sphere cap with regular curve (Fig.
14b). This profile, represented by an object, that could be
reconstructed, from Louisbourg, is slightly more flared and
higher than that of the common 2.2 form. The side wall has
a more regular curve from the footring to the rim.
General dimensions: Diameter at rim: about 12 cm.
Height: 2.6 cm. Diameter/height ratio: 4.6. The sidewalls
are about 1.8 to 4 mm thick.
Rim: The rim is plain and has a thinned, very slightly
flared lip.
Footring and base: Footring with a trapezoid section
smaller at the bottom than at the top. Diameter: 6.5 cm.
The bottom is slightly conical on the interior and exterior.
Thickness: from 4.0 to 6.0 mm.
Decoration: Most of these saucers are plain, but
some have scratch-blue SBL-2 incised decorations with
various patterns.
Saucer (?) (Fig. 16)
Form: 2.0 - low sphere cap (?) This base fragment
could belong to a saucer or even a little bowl. The
diameter of the footring is between 7.0 and 8.0 cm. The
trapezoid section is narrower at the bottom than at the
top.
Decoration: Floral enameled. This is a brushed
decoration showing a grid of lines and of oblong leaves,
usually ochre in colour, but brown or purplish in spots.
is possible to follow pattern, even where the colour has
disappeared, by the dull traces left on the glazing.

It

Bowls
We will be describing bowls whose shapes are often
quite similar and therefore difficult to distinguish clearly
from one another, due to the variety of sizes of the objects
and to the very fragmentary state of our collection. If we
consider the small number of reconstructed objects, as well
as the photographs and the drawings we have, it seems that
these forms correspond to multiple uses which can be
summarily grouped under the name of "bowl." Among the
possible uses, we can mention: serving bowls, mixing bowls,
dessert bowls and bowl-cups, the latter including some
rather elegant forms originally known as "posset cup" or
"loving cup."
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Figure 16. Saucer?
Form: unidentifiable, probably 2.0
(low sphere cap), decoration:
enamelled.

Figure 17. Common bowls with varied diameters.
Form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly flared rim;
decoration: a, b, c) none, d) roughly turned at the rim.
Figure 18. Common bowl.
Form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with
slightly flared rim; decoration:
none.

Figure 19. Bowls.
a) Common bowl, form: 1.1.2 hemispheroid with slightly
flared rim, decoration: none; b) bowl, form: 1.1.2
hemispheroid with slightly flared rim, decoration: Roughly
turned on the sidewall; c) common bowl, form: 1.1.2
hemispheroid with slightly flared rim, decoration: none.
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We must naturally expect some of these uses to be
specified or changed, as our collection expands.
As to their specific use, we have found that bowls
differ basically in the slope of the sidewall, the flaring
at the rim and the diameter at the rim. On this basis, we
distinguish three main forms: the form with a continuous
convex profile or Form 1.0 hemispheroid, Form 3.0, inverse
truncated and Form 6.0, with complex curves.
The sampling for bowls of Form (1.1) is sufficient for
us to say that these are kitchen bowls (mixing bowls,
storage bowls or keeping bowls) or table bowls (serving
bowls and eating bowls), while the use is often quite
difficult to establish for objects of form 6.0.
Bowls of Form 1.1.0, with hemispheroid profile, have a
profile similar to that of cups of Form 1.1.0 and the
diameter/height ratio is something in the order of 2.0 to
2.4. In our collection, the diameters at the rim vary
between 12 and 22 cm approximately, and the distribution of
these diameters shows that we must distinguish a
middle-sized bowl with a diameter of 15 to 18 cm
approximately and a small bowl with a diameter of less than
13 cm.
Small Common Bowl
Form: 1.1.1 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, and a straight rim. This is represented by a
fragment from Fort Beaus§jour. The diameter at the rim is 12
cm and the height, which cannot be measured, was probably
about 6 cm. As far as the rest is concerned, it is similar
to the middle-sized bowl.
Form: 1.1.2 - hemispheroid, with simple
deformations, and a slightly flared rim (Fig. 17a, b ) .
These are represented by two fragments from Fort
Beausejour.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: less than
13 cm; thickness of the sidewall: about 2.5 mm.
Rim: Slightly flared and plain for both specimens.
Base and footring: Like the cups and the middle-sized
bowl, a small bowl could be set on a angular footring with a
high trapezoid section narrower at the bottom than at the
top, with a diameter varying from 6.0 to 7.0 cm
approximately, if we keep the same rim-diameter
footring-diameter ratio observed on objects illustrated or
on a sample of bowls belonging to other contemporary wares
or wares which have similar shapes, such as creamware. This
is also confirmed by the assortment of unmatched footrings
which could, obviously, belong to bowls of this size.
Middle-Sized Common Bowl
Form: 1.1.1 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, and a straight rim. This is represented by a
fragment from Fort Beausejour.
General dimensions: Diameter at rim: 17.2 cm;
thickness of the sidewall: about 2.5 mm.
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Rim: Slightly thickened but not flared.
Base and footring: Even though the base is missing, we
can say that this bowl must have had an angular footring
with an exterior lobed section or a trapezoid section
narrower at the bottom than at the top.
Form: 1.1.2 - hemispheroid, with simple
deformations, and slightly flared rim (Figs. 17, 18, 19).
The middle-sized bowls are represented by two fragments from
Fort Beausejour, one from Sillery, one from Fort Amherst and
an object from Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 15 to 18
cm approximately; thickness of the sidewall: 2.0 to 4.0 mm,
depending on the point of measurement along the curve of the
wall.
Rim: The rim is slightly flared and usually plain, as
for the cups of the same form.
Base and footring: The shortage of complete objects
does not allow us to identify several types of footring.
However, the examination of fragments of bases and
footrings, as well as of specimens illustrated in other
reference works (Hewitt 1954: Pi. 63c and Lynch 1969:
Fig. 9) leads us to believe that there are bowls of this
size with angular footrings, and with trapezoidal sections
narrower at the bottom than at the top, as we found for the
cups of Form 1.1. The diameter of the footring is about
half that of the rim. This detail has also been observed in
the sample of creamware bowls.
Decoration: In some cases, we can see turned
grooves on the exterior of the lip or on the side wall.
Many of the bowls are plain.
Large Common Bowl (Fig. 20c)
Form: 1.1.1 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, with a straight rim. This is represented by
an object from Louisbourg (Lynch 1969: Fig. 9 ) .
General dimensions (according to the drawing):
Diameter at the rim: about 21 cm; height: about 10.5 cm;
diameter/height ratio: 2.
Rim: The rim does not have the flared lip found on form
1.1.2.
Base and footring: The footring is angular with a high
lobed section, flared; diameter: about 5.7 cm.
Decoration: The exterior of the sidewall has
horizontal turned grooves.
Bowl (Louisbourg)
Form: 1.1.0 - probably, hemispheroid with simple
deformations.
Decoration: Enamelled. It is described as follows
by Lynch (1969: 18, Fig. 4, 1, a ) :
. . .decorated on the exterior with a floral and
scenic design of Chinese flavor, delicately
lined in faded brown and red pigment. A faint
wash of green suggests grass beneath a seated
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Figure 20. Bowls.
a) Form: 1.1.1 hemispheroid with straight rim, decoration:
roughly turned at the rim; b) bowl, form: 1.1.1 hemispheroid
with straight rim, decoration: none; c) bowl from
Louisbourg, form: 1.1.1 hemispheroid with straight rim,
decoration: roughly turned (Lynch 1969: Fig. 9 ) .

Figure 21. Bowls.
Form: 1.1.3 hemispheroid with hemmed rim, decoration: a, c)
roughly turned, b) none.

Figure 22. Bowl bases.
Forms: unidentifiable; decorations: invisible.
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Chinese figure white in the background, tree
branches are executed in feathery brush strokes
of brown. On the interior ... the bowl rim is
decorated with scrolled enclosures of alternate
red and brown circle (fish roe) diaper
pattern. (Lynch 1969: 18)
Bowl
Form: 1.1.1 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, with a straight rim. This is represented by a
partial object from Louisbourg.
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: 20, Fig. 4, 2 ) :
diameter at the rim: about 8.5 cm.
Decoration: Sprigging with a floral motif. It has
been described as follows: "...a higher relief design
consisting of five-petalled blossom, bud and leaf" (Lynch
1969: 20) .
Large Bowl with a Hemmed Rim (Fig. 21)
Form: 1.1.3 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations, hemmed rim. It is represented by a partial
object and several fragments from Fort Beausejour.
General dimensions: diameter at rim: 21.1 cm;
height: about 8.5 cm; the sidewall thickness varies from 2.5
to 3.5 mm.
Rim: The rim is hemmed, that is, completely folded
over; height: 8.0 mm.
Thickness: 8 mm.
Decoration: The sidewall has a roughly turned
decoration; two close grooves can be seen 3.1 cm below the
rim.
Bases for Various Bowls (Figs. 22, 23)
Form: 1.1.0 - hemispheroid with simple
deformations. Figures 22 and 23 show a series of bases
probably belonging to bowls of Form 1.1.0 as described
above.
Diameters of the footrings vary fairly regularly
from 5.6 to 14.0 cm.
The diameter of the footring is
generally equal to half the diameter at the rim for bowls of
this shape; these bases belong to bowls with 11.0 to 28.0 cm
diameters at the rim. The footrings all have a trapezoid
section either straight or narrower at the bottom than at
the top. No decoration is visible.
Truncated Bowl (Fig. 24)
Form: 3.1.1 - inverse truncated, with flat rim.
This form, which is uncommon, is represented by a complete
object from Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: about
16 cm; height: 4.1 cm; diameter/height ratio: 4.
Rim: Horizontal, flat and very large.
Base and footring: The sidewall is joined to the bottom
by a clear angle, the edge of the bottom showing a groove
where the foot would be found.
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Decoration: A roughly turned band of grooves can be
seen at the center of the body (Lynch 1969: 12 and Fig.
11, 1 ) .
Truncated Bowl (Fig. 24b)
Form: 3.1.2 - inverse truncated with flared rim.
Represented by a fragment from Louisbourg. The diameter is
not indicated; height about 5.4 cm. The sidewall is similar
to that of Form 3.1.1, but the rim is flared and thinned.
The object has a foot with a straight lobed section,
extending the side wall.
Bowls of Form 1.1.0 in our collection show little
variety in decoration. Most of the objects are plain though
some bear roughly turned elements.
However, bowls of this shape decorated with
scratch-blue, several of which are shown by ceramics
historians, were originally produced in Staffordshire.
On the basis of the specimens illustrated, the profile
is obviously similar to that of cups of Form 1, though it is
impossible to determine the dimensions of the bowls. The
rim is usually flared outward and seems thickened at its
edge. The foot is high and quite distinct from the side
wall. Decoration is of the 2d type, associating floral
motifs, a rouletted band on the exterior of the rim and a
scalloped four-lined band on the interior, which, according
to Hewitt (1954: 149) could identify a Whieldon product from
Fenton Low:
From an examination of all the sherds, some
hundreds, that I have been able to trace from
the Fenton Low site, I consider there is ample
evidence that they are practically all of the
early period, say, 1740-1759, ... (Hewitt 1954:
143)
Form: 6.0 - with complex curves. This form is
characterized by a slightly sloped sidewall with a convex
profile at the base which becomes concave at the top and
flares to form a very flared rim.
There are however a few problems in defining the use of
these objects. As mentioned previously, this form, as well
as some quite similar to it, can be found not only among the
bowls, but also among objects used as cups and sometimes
called "loving cups" or "posset cups," and even among
pitchers and mugs. For this reason, it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish between the objects, especially in
trying to identify very fragmentary objects; objects
described in this chapter are so described because of their
form.
We find in the profiles of this form at least two
varieties, depending on whether the central part of the side
wall, which is usually almost straight, is very much or very
little off the vertical. This distinction probably
indicates different uses.
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Large Bell-Shaped Bowl (Fig. 25c)
Form: 6.2 - with complex curves, with a rather
sloped profile. This is represented by a partial object
from Fort Beausejour.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 20.4 cm.
Though no specimen allows us to measure the exact height,
the diameter/height ratio of bowls of this form is somewhere
near 2.0 for complete objects illustrated in ceramic
histories or creamware objects. Thickness of the sidewall
is 2.5 to 3.0 mm.
Rim: Flared, plain, simple.
Base and footring: The footrings of complete objects
usually have an exterior lobed section. The diameter would
be roughly 10.0 or 11.0 cm.
Decoration: Rough turning around the sidewall.
Bell-Shaped Bowls or Cup-Bowls (Figs. 25a, b, 26b)
Form: 6.2 - with complex curves, and rather sloped
side. This form is represented by objects from Fort
Beausejour, Castle Graves and Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 13.0 to
16.0 cm; height: 6.5 to 7.5 cm; diameter/height ratio: 2.0;
thickness of the sidewall: from 2.4 to 4.0, depending on the
objects.
Rim: it is quite flared and plane, in some cases
slightly thinned at the lip.
Base and footring: The footrings of three
reconstructable objects have a lobed and flared section;
diameter: 6.2 to 8.0 cm; height under the bottom 4.9 to
8.0 mm. The bottom is slightly concave inside.
Decoration: Two types of decoration are found on
bowls of this form: a) Roughly turned decoration at the rim
on the sidewall, for most objects; b) Incised classic
scratch-blue decoration of the SBL-2 (?) variety, on the
Louisbourg object. As far as we can tell from the drawing
in Lynch (1969: Fig. 1 0 ) , the object has a floral motif of
an unusual type. We are not sure whether combed incisions
are present. The interior of the rim has a two-point
combed-in band, in a wavy pattern.
Flared Bowl or Cup-Bowl Basis (Fig. 27)
Form: 6.2 - with complex curves, and rather sloped
profile.
Three pedestal bases (footring with a lobed section
curved toward the exterior), two from Fort Beausejour and
one from Fort Amherst, seem to belong to bowls or cup-bowls
of this form. Diameters vary between 7.0 and 8.2 cm. If
the footring-diameter/rim-diameter ratio is about 2.0, these
objects must have had a rim diameter varying between 14 and
16 cm approximately. All the specimens have a roughly
turned decoration around the footring.
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Figure 23. Bowl bases.
Form: unidentifiable, decorations: invisible.

Figure 24. Bowls from Louisbourg.
Forms: 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 inverse truncated, decorations:
roughly turned (Lynch 1969: Fig. 11).

Figure 25. Bowls.
Form: 6.2 with complex curves and a more sloped sidewall,
decoration: a, c) roughly turned.
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Figure 26. Bowls or cup-bowls.
a) Form: 6.2 with complex sloped curves, decoration: roughly
turned at the base; b) from Louisbourg, form: 6.2 with
complex curves and sloped sidewall, decoration: classic
scratch-blue SBL-2c (Lynch 1969: Fig. 10).

Figure 27. Bases of bowls or cup-bowls.
Form: probably 6.2 with complex curves and sloped sidewall,
decoration: roughly turned on the footring.

Figure 28. Small mugs.
Form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the base and rim,
decoration: a, b, c, d and e) invisible, f) roughly turned.
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Mugs and Pitchers
Mugs in our collection can be classified according to
their size, their profile and their ornamentation. We shall
describe the cylindrical mugs (Form 4.0), truncated mugs
(Form 5.0) with complex curved profile, as well as mugs or
pitchers with a complex curve profile (Form 6.0).
However, it is not always possible to determine uses,
especially in cases where large cylindrical forms are
incomplete, as they could be either large mugs or pitchers,
pitchers often differing from mugs only by the presence of a
little spout at the rim. Mugs or pitchers of Form 4.0,
cylindroid with simple deformations, sometimes have a
perfectly vertical sidewall, sometimes a sidewall flared at
the base and at the rim. Decoration is always quite simple.
They can be grouped in two sizes according to the rim
diameter.
Large Mug or Pitcher (Figs. 30, 31)
Form: 4.1 - cylindroid with simple deformations,
and regular vertical profile. 4.2 - cylindroid with simple
deformations, and profile slightly flared at the base or at
the rim. This is represented by several partial objects and
fragments from Fort Beausejour, Fort Amherst and
Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at rim: 10.2 to 12.4
cm; height: as there is no complete object, it is impossible
to give an exact height; however, it should be roughly
15.5 cm, for a diameter/height ratio of 0.7, as observed on
smaller mugs. Thickness of the side on a given object
varies from 1.9 mm at the center to 5.0 mm near the base.
Rim: may be straight and plain or slightly flared and
thinned.
Base and footring: profile of the base of the footring
could be: (1) more or less flared with a footring extending
the sidewall; or (2) with a round or lobed section curved
towards the exterior. The bottom is thicker than the
s idewall.
Handle: the two fingered handled has an elliptical
section which is very flattened (17 by 5 mm, in one case).
It is luted to the mug with liquid slip, the drippings and
retouchings of which can be seen around the attachments.
The loop has a total height of about 10 cm, including the
inferior attachment, and is about 4 cm away from the side
wall.
Decoration: Many of these mugs and pitchers are
plain. However, one often finds roughly turned decorations
of a more or less elaborate nature, one of the objects from
Fort Amherst (Fig. 30b) having a rouletted element around
the rim.
Small Mug (Figs. 28, 29)
Form: 4.1 - cylindroid with simple deformations,
with a regular vertical profile. 4.2 - cylindroid with
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Figure 29. Small mugs.
Form: probably 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the base
and rim, decoration: a) roughly turned at the rim, b)
scratch-blue (SBL-2).

Figure 30. Large mugs.
Form: 4.0 and 4.2 more or less regular cylindroid,
decoration: a) invisible, b) roughly turned and c) rouletted
element on (b) .
simple deformations, with a vertical profile slightly flared
at the base and rim. This is represented by partial
objects and complete objects from Fort Beausejour, Fort
Amherst and Louisbourg.
General dimensions: diameter at rim: 8.1 to 9.5 cm;
height: complete objects have a height of 13.3 cm;
diameter/height ratio: 0.7 approximately; thickness of the
sidewall: 1 to 2 mm thicker towards the bottom.
Rim: mugs of this size have a fairly regular
cylindrical body. The rim may be straight (Form 4.1) or
flared (Form 4.2). In the case of mugs decorated with
debased scratch-blue (SBL-late), the rim is independent from
the rest of the body and has a clearly narrowed profile;
furthermore, the lip is emphasized by a slight thickening at
the edge.
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Base and footring: Like the large mugs, small mugs may
have bases: (1) straight bases extending the sidewall or (2)
bases with a round or lobed section curved towards the
exterior. In the case of objects decorated with debased
scratch-blue (SBL-late), the sidewall is connected to the
bottom by a simple angular joint. The bottom can be flat,
convex or concave on the interior; there is no distinct
footring.
Handle: On a partial specimen from Fort Amherst
(Fig. 28a), the two-fingered handle is smaller than that of
the large mugs. It has a rectangular section, which is flat
(12.5 by 4.2 m m ) . The loop is 7.9 cm high and 4.2 cm wide.
It is luted to the mug with liquid paste and its bottom
attachment seems to have been pinched.
Decoration: Although several objects are not
decorated, the following decoration can be found:
1. Roughly turned decoration mainly at the base and at the
rim. This is made up of lines, grooves and flat surfaces
turned at the same time as the exterior surface of the
object.
2. Classic scratch-blue incised decoration, probably of the
SBL-2b or 2d variety, with floral motifs highlighted by
bands of herringbone.
3. Debased scratch-blue (SBL-late) incised decoration. As
we have already explained, this decoration has incised,
rouletted and applied elements. It is concentrated on
the central portion of the body, opposite the handle.
Two double bands of beading are rouletted around the mug, at
both extremities of the cylindrical part of the body,
showing where the decoration is to be applied. These bands
have a cobalt blue coating. Then, an elliptical seal
bearing the initials G R under a crown is applied, then both
floral motifs are incised, one at each side of the seal, as
well as the seven beads surrounding the seal. The seal has
3.7 by 3.1 cm; the relief is clear, the motif and the
ornaments are fairly precise.
On another mug of identical shape, the central seal is
the only different element (Fig. 35d); it is larger, its
relief is vaguer and the drawing is less carefully done.
The crown and secondary ornaments are completely different.
We shall see that a third seal, probably from a chamber pot
or pitcher, also has different elements.
Barrel-Shaped Mug (Fig. 32)
Form: 4.4 - cylindroid with simple deformations,
bellied at the center, called "barrel-shaped." This form is
represented by two specimens; a complete object from
Louisbourg and a partial object from Sillery.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 8.2 cm
approximately; diameter at the center: 11.3 cm
approximately; diameter/height ratio: 0.7 approximately.
The Sillery mug has a base diameter of 7.3. Its sidewall is
rather massive and reaches a thickness of 8 mm (Lynch 1969:
Fig. 13) .
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Rim: Extends the sidewall, has a trapezoid section.
The interior of the bottom is slightly convex, with a
protuberance at the center. Moreover, in the case of the
Sillery piece, the interior of the bottom is poorly finished
and covered with rough spots, probably because of the
difficulty of working on the interior of such a shape.
Handle: Seems similar to that found on Forms 4.1
and 4.2 above.
Decoration: Roughly turned in each case. A series
of parallel grooves form a band near the base and the rim.
Baluster-Shaped Mug (Figs. 31b, 33)
Form: 4.6 - cylindroid with simple deformations,
bellied at the base and flared at the rim, represented by
complete object from Louisbourg.
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: Fig. 12, 4 ) :
Diameter at rim: about 11 cm (according to the drawing);
height: 15.8 cm; diameter/height ratio: 0.7.
Rim: Simple and slightly flared
Base: The base of the body has a swelling about 13 cm
in diameter. The footring has a lobed section curved
towards the exterior; diameter: 11 cm approximately. The
body is slightly bulging on the interior.
Handle: Missing. Its position is uncertain.
History: A mug of this shape and of the same size
is illustrated by Noel Hume (1970b: Fig. 4 at right).
However, the exterior of the lip has a horizontal groove and
the footring seems to have different sections. The mug may
have been thrown away around 1759, at Williamsburg.
Truncated Mug
Form: 5.1 - truncated with simple deformations,
with a regular profile. Represented by one single small mug
from Louisbourg.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: about 6.7
cm; at the footring: 7.3 cm approximately; height: 8.6 cm;
diameter/height ratio: 0.78.
Rim: The rim has a groove outlining a rounded lip.
Base and footring: The footring is distinct from the
profile and has an exterior lobed section; it is highlighted
by a horizontal fillet at the base of the body (Lynch 1969:
Fig. 14).
Pitchers
We have, from Fort Beausejour, a neck shard which could
belong to a pitcher, in view of its thickness and its
profile. Its form is cylindrical, of a diameter close to
9.5 cm. The rim is straight and very slightly turned in.
Decoration: The decoration is a horizontal band of
six combed lines, 3.1 cm under the rim.
History: Lewis (1962: Fig. 105) shows a pitcher
whose neck is quite similar to the above specimen. Apart
from the floral decoration, quite similar to that of chamber
pots, the object has at the neck and at the base a
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Figure 31. Mugs or pitchers.
Form: probably 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the base
and rim, decoration: roughly turned; d, e, g) mugs from
Louisbourg; form: 4.2 cylindroid, slightly flared at the
base and rim, decoration: sometimes roughly turned at the
base and footring (d, g) (Lynch 1969: Fig. 12); f) mug from
Louisbourg, form: 4.6 cylindroid, called "baluster-shaped,"
slightly bulging at the bottom and flared at the rim,
decoration: none (Lynch 1969: Fig. 12).

Figure 32. Mugs.
a) Mug from Louisbourg, form: 4.4 cylindroid, called
"barrel-shaped," highly bulging in the center, decoration:
roughly turned on the sidewall (Lynch 1969: Fig. 13); b)
form: 4.4 cylindroid, called "barrel shaped," strongly
bulging in the center, decoration: roughly turned on the
sidewall.

Figure 33. Mugs or pitchers.
Form: probably 6.1 with complex curves and a slightly sloped
sidewall, decoration: a) roughly turned at the lip, b and c)
invisible.
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horizontal band made up of eight lines; the neck is also
decorated with two rows of bluish globular shapes and the
belly has a seal bearing George Ill's initials, surrounded
by 14 incised beads. The object is dated about 1770.
Pitchers, like mugs and chamber pots with a debased
scratch-blue decoration, also have an applied seal similar
to that seen on Figure 34.

a

b
c

Figure 34. Mug.
Form: 4.1 regular cylindroid, decoration: debased
scratch-blue, SBL-late.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 35. Mugs.
Form: 4.1, regular cylindroid, decoration: a) roughly
turned, b, c) debased scratch blue, SBL-late.
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Teapots and Coffeepots
In spite of the abundance of forms under the great
variety of decoration found in Staffordshire, teapots,
coffeepots and cocoa pots are very poorly represented in our
collection. We have only very fragmentary specimens of them
among the pieces of white stoneware. However, we have found
many covers which can give an idea of the variety of
decoration.
Teapot (Figs. 36, 37)
Form: 7.1 - bulbous, with closed neck. This is the
only form of teapot we have found at the sites from which
our collection has been assembled. It is represented by
three partial or complete objects; one from Fort Amherst,
one from Restigouche and one from Louisbourg. This would be
a belly-shaped body with almost horizontal shoulder and a
cylindrical neck which is quite distinct from the shoulder.
General dimensions: Maximum diameter at the belly:
9.3 to 10.7 cm; height: 7.9 to 8.9 cm, for the two smallest
objects.
Shoulder: Convex and slightly turned down; width:
1.5 cm approximately.
Neck and rim: Cylindrical or slightly truncated at the
exterior. Height: 1.2 cm approximately above the shoulder;
rim diameter: 5.0 to 5.5 cm. It is plain and angular.
Base and footring: The only base (Fig. 36b) shows a
pedestal with a fairly low lobed section (3 mm under the
bottom).
Decoration: Decorations fall into three
categories:
1. Roughly turned decoration with bands and flattened areas
around the top of the body (Fig. 36c), or with grooves
and lines (Fig. 36b).
2. Classic scratch-blue incised decoration of SBL-2 and
SBL-3 type (Fig. 37).

Figure 36. Teapots.
Forms: 7.1 bulbous with narrow neck, decoration: roughly
turned.
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Figure 37. Teapot from Louisbourg.
Form: 7.1, bulbous with wide neck, decoration: classic
scratch-blue SBL-2a (Lynch 1969: Fig. 5 ) .
3. Enamelled. A lid from Fort Beausejour (Fig. 40) has a
floral polychrome enamelled decoration. This is the most
interesting example of enamelled decoration we have. There
are four colours applied with a fine brush, showing yellow
and light grey flowers connected by brown stems. The
exterior is decorated with a reddish wavy line. The dome is
pierced with a steam hole.
Handles: The roughly turned object has a
three-fingered handle with a flattened section 14 by 5 mm
approximately.
It has roughly the shape of a " 3 " , is about
7 cm high, as high as the lid, and is about 3 cm away from
the wall at its widest. The top attachment is connected to
the base of the shoulder with liquid slip, then carefully
retouched. The classic scratch-blue object has a handle
with a round section (judging from the drawing reproduced in
Lynch 1969: Fig. 5 , 1 ) .
The spout was broken off on the specimens described,
but it is possible to show that at least two varieties of
spouts could be associated with scratch-blue teapots.
In the Louisbourg collection, a plain spout with a
round section bearing traces of cobalt blue is believed to
have belonged to a scratch-blue teapot (Lynch 1969: Fig. 5,
2) .
Another teapot or punch-pot on a photograph in
Antique magazine (Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947: 24) has a
moulded spout of the so-called crabstock variety (crabstock
is a sort of texture imitating the knotty surface of some
branches).
It would seem that handles are the same style as the
beak:
1. plain with a round section as that of the 9.1 tea pot
described above;
2. moulded crabstock pattern, ellipsoid section (Wedgwood
and Ormsbee 1947: p. 2 4 ) .
Lids: No lid is directly associated with the Form
9.1 teapot; however, the Louisbourg collection has three
lids with a scratch-blue decoration that could have gone
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with teapots (Fig. 39a, b, c ) :
Most of the lids have a flat margin 3 to 6.5 mm
in width differentiated from a domed central
region which is surmounted by a knob handle.
(Lynch 1969:9) .
The height of the dome varies slightly. The decoration,
always symmetrically positioned around the center, is
sometimes a flower, sometimes a scrolled crown.
Spherical Teapot or Punch-Pot
Form 8.1.2 - spheroid with simple deformations and
very closed profile. This form is not represented in our
collection. It is a teapot or a punch-pot with scratch-blue
decoration and can be described briefly, for documentary
purposes, from a photograph (Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947:
24) .
The body is almost spherical and heavily decorated
almost all over with flowers and leaves connected by long
stems incised with a styletto. The leaves, petals and
pistils are filled with combed incisions (variation 2a).
The spout and handle, of the crabstock type described
above, bear no incision.
This form has no neck as Form 9.1.0 has; the lid, in
the shape of a low sphere cap, rests on a gallery held by
the interior of the filling opening. The lid is decorated
with a scratch-blue that is impossible to describe in
detail. It is not possible to give the object's
d imensions.
Teapot Fragments (Fig. 41)
Teapot fragments, mainly bases, confirm the description
given for Form 7.1. The diameters of the pedestal vary
between 6.3 and 8.1 cm and clearly show the direction of the
belly. Most of them have roughly turned decoration around
the footring.
Teapot Lids (Figs. 38, 39)
The exterior diameters vary from 4.5 to 7.0 cm. The
profile may be conical or spheroid. There are roughly
turned decorations, scratch-blue incisions of the SBL-2 and
SBL-3 varieties, and polychrome enamel.
Bulbous Coffeepot (Fig. 42)
Form: 7.2 - bulbous with a wide neck. Coffeepots,
like teapots, are poorly represented in our collection.
There is only one form represented by two partial objects
from Louisbourg and a fragment from Fort Amherst.
The Louisbourg object (Lynch 1969: 9, Fig. 6) is
bulbous and provided with a large cylindrical neck.
General dimensions: Maximum diameter of the belly:
14 cm, from the neck in its cylindrical portion: 8 cm.
Estimated height of the object: 18 to 18.5 cm.
Base and footring: Diameter about 9.8 cm. The section
is lobed towards the exterior.
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Decoration: It is not very clear but can be
described as follows:
The shoulder is decorated with two bands of
grooving about 2.5 cm apart and a similar band
occur just above the base (Lynch 1969: 9 ) .
Another coffeepot, perhaps of similar form, has a more
elaborate decoration (Fig. 42b):
decorated with an impressed design consisting
of crosses enclosed between margins of
rouletting along either side of the handle
(Lynch, 1969: Fig. 6) .
The Fort Amherst base (Fig. 43d) is of a size which
could suit a coffeepot with a Form 7.2 bellied body. The
pedestal has a lobed cross section turned towards the
exterior, with diameter of 9.3 cm; height under the bottom
2.5 mm, height under the belly 1.4 cm. The interior of the
bottom is concave and unfinished; the exterior is slightly
convex. Thickness: 4.6 to 7 mm roughly turned decoration
highlights the joint between the belly and the footring.
No scratch-blue coffeepot specimen has been identified
in our collection. There is only one lid found at
Louisbourg (Fig. 39b) that could have belonged to a
coffeepot of this type, because of its large diameter (8.9
cm). It has a dome and a high knob or finial. The
decoration is made up of three groups of leaves combed in
with a five-pointed tool radiating from the bottom of the
knob towards the edge. This is a decoration of the SBL-3
type.

Figure 38. Various lids of tea and coffee pots.
Decoration: invisible or, sometimes, roughly turned.
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Figure 39. Various lids of tea and coffee pots from
Louisbourg.
Decorations: a, b, c, e) classic scratch-blue SBL-2, f)
enamelled, d) none.
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Figure 40. Lid of teapot.
Decoration: polychrome enamelled.

Figure 41. Spouts of teapots from Louisbourg.
Decoration: a)plain, b) facetted, c) crabstock knots (Lynch
1969: Fig. 5 ) ; e, f, g) moulded parts.
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Figure 42. Coffee pots from Louisbourg.
a) Form: 7.2 bulbous with wide neck, decoration: roughly
turned (Lynch 1969: Fig. 6 ) ; b) coffee pot (?), form:
probably 7.2, bulbous with wide neck, decoration: impressed
(Lynch 1969: Fig. 6 ) .

Coffeepot Fragments (Figs. 43c, d, e)
These pedestal bases, the diameters of which are about
9 or 10 cm, probably belonged to coffeepots. Like teapot
bases, they would indicate a bulbous belly and in some
cases, have a roughly turned decoration.
Sugar Bowl(?) (Fig. 44b)
This lid, with a diameter of about 15.0 cm, bearing a
roughly turned decoration around the base of the dome, could
possibly belong to a sugar bowl.

Figure 43. Bases of teapots.
a, b, c) Form: unidentifiable, but probably 7.1 bulbous with
narrow neck, decoration: sometimes roughly turned; d, e)
form: unidentifiable, probably 7.2 bulbous with wide neck,
decoration: sometimes roughly turned.
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Figure 44. Lids.
a) Lid of coffeepot (?), decoration: roughly turned; b]
large lid, possibly of sugar bowl, decoration: roughly
turned.

Chamber Pots
Chamber pots are represented in our collection by parts
of objects from Fort Beausejour and Fort Amherst, and also
by a complete object from Louisbourg. One single shape is
observed, but there are two sizes.
Common Chamber Pot (Figs. 45, 46)
Form: 8.2 - spheroid, with its simple deformations,
and a narrowed neck. This form is characterized by a
spheroid bellied body with a slightly narrower neck just
beneath the rim.
General dimensions: Large chamber pot: diameter at
the rim: ca. 19 cm to 22.4 cm; height: between 13.0 and 16.0
cm. Small chamber pot: diameter at the rim: ca. 12.5 cm;
thickness of the sidewall: 3.0-7.0 mm. The small chamber
pots are all decorated with late "scratch-blue".
Rim: there are three forms: hollow ring-shaped, thin
hemmed, turned down, flats on the small chamber pots
decorated with the "scratch-blue". The latter appeared
later, as revealed by their general use as compared with the
creamware items.
Base and footring: Two shapes of footrings can be
observed: the most common have a trapezoidal section or a
low lobed section inset from the profile; some others also
have a trapezoidal section or a low lobed section, extending
the sidewall.
Diameter: Approximately 13.0 cm for the large size;
height: 3.0-7.0 mm (approximately), on the outside.
Decoration: The chamber pots can be plain or have
two types of decorations:
1. Roughly turned decoration consisting of grooves or
horizontal lines on the upper part of the belly;
2. Debased scratch-blue incised decoration (SBL-late) (Fig.
48) .
The decoration is concentrated on the central part of
the belly and has the same elements for the two sizes. The
decorated area is outlined by two horizontal combed bands of
incised lines; one of which is located approximately 1.5 cm
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Figure 45. Chamber pot.
Form: 8.2 spheroid with
narrowed neck, decoration:
invisible.

Figure 46. Chamber pots.
a) Form: 8.2 spheroid with narrowed neck, decoration:
roughly turned on sidewall; b) chamber pot from Louisbourg,
form: 8.2 spheroid with narrowed neck, decoration: none
(Lynch 1969: Fig. 15).

Figure 47. Rims and handles of chamber pots.
Form: 8.2 spheroid with narrowed neck, decoration: invisible
on the rims. The handles are moulded and bear grooves and
f illets.
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b

c

d

Figure 48. Chamber pots and seal.
a, b, c) Form: 8.2 spheroid with narrowed neck, decoration:
debased scratch-blue SBL-late; d) seal of chamber pots or
pitcher, decoration: debased scratch-blue SBL-late.
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below the rim and the other 2.0 cm above the bottom. The
upper band on the large chamber pot contains four lines,
much more spaced than the combed incisions of the classic
and non-equidistant scratch-blue, whereas the lower band is
formed by three very wide lines. These two bands are
approximately 1 cm wide.
The smaller pot has a horizontal combed eight-line
band, 1.4 cm wide, 117 cm below the rim. The centre of the
belly has a floral decoration that cannot accurately be
construed.
History: Noel Hume (1966: 520) shows a photograph
of such a chamber pot. The horizontal combed band with four
lines underneath the rim can be seen, as well as a George
III seal, similar to the seals described earlier on the
mugs, but larger and also surrounded by incised beading.
Handle: The handle generally has a flat section
that is thick and wide. There are sections of two sizes and
two different more or less complex profiles (Fig. 47e, f,
g ) . They are attached with slip to the belly, like all the
handles of white stoneware, and the lower end is folded back
at the seam.
Objects with Unknown Uses (Fig. 49-51)
Figure 49. Form: 8.1 - spheroid, with its simple
deformations. These items, represented by several
partial shapes from Fort BeausSjour and Fort Sillery,
have a profile almost similar to that of the chamber
pots, but are of a much smaller size. The diameters at
the rim vary regularly from 4.5 to 5.5 cm. The sidewall
is very thin. The rim is narrow and hemmed. There is a
base (Fig. 49) that might suit them. The form of the
footring is formed by an extension of the bottom.
Figure 50. Form: unidentified, possibly 8.1 spheroid.
These two fragmentary items from Fort Sillery are
characterized by their very massive spherical base
without footring, as well as by the excessive thickness
of the sidewall and of the bottom. Maximum diameter of
the body: approximately 7 cm. These were possibly
mortars or crucibles, possibly for medicinal use.
Figure 51. Form: 4.1 - cylindroid, with its simple
deformations, and a regular profile. This item comes
from Restigouche and is a kind of low cylindrical cruet
with a large spout, provided with a handle. It should
probably have a cork or a lid. It might perhaps be a
condiment or mustard jar.
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Figure 49. Objects with undetermined uses (possibly
measuring cups).
Form: 8.1 spheroid with straight rim and hemmed lip,
decoration: none.

Figure 50. Objects with undetermined uses (possibly mortars
or crucibles).
Form: unidentified, possibly 8.1 spheroid, decoration:
invisible.

Figure 51. Object with undetermined use (cruet ? ) .
Form: 4.1 regular cylindroid, decoration: roughly turned.
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Unidentifable Ware (Figs. 52 and 53)
Figure 52a, b. Items with a bellied base, probably bulbous
teapots. Diameters of the footring: 5.0 and 6.3 cm;
maximum diameter at the belly: approximately 9 cm. The
decoration in one case is roughly turned.
Figure 52c. Item probably of Form 4.4 bulbous and
cylindroid; possibly a mug or a pitcher. Diameter at the
base: 5.8 cm.
Figure 52d. Item with a reverse truncated base; possible
Form 3.1. Diameter at the base: 5.5 cm. The shape and
size would suit a small seasoning plate.
Figure 52e. Base with a pedestal; possibly a bowl or a
cup-bowl.
Figure 53a. Bellied sidewall with narrower neck, type of
water jug or a pitcher. The dimensions cannot be
calculated. Scratch-blue incised decoration (SBL-?) with
single incision.
Figure 53b. Sidewall, bellied with a narrow neck, type of
water jug or pitcher. Diameter at the rim: 12.3 cm.
Hemmed rim. Roughly turned decoration around the neck.
Figure 53c. Bellied item with wide neck. Possibly a small
condiment. Diameter at the rim: 10.2 cm. Shape 8.2(?).
Spheroid with wide neck. No decoration.
Figure 53d. Base of a cylindroid item; might be a mug or a
large cup. Shape: 4.0 cylindroid. Maximum diameter at
the base: 7.8 cm. Roughly turned decoration around the
base.

Figure 52. Objects whose form cannot be reconstituted,
a) Teapot? sugar bowl? cream jug? Form: with bellied base,
decoration: roughly turned on the footring; b) teapot, form:
with bellied base, decoration: not visible; c) pitcher, mug
?, form: possibly 4.4, cylindroid, bulging at the centre,
decoration: not visible; d) small condiment ?, form:
probably 3.1 inverse truncated, decoration: not visible; e)
bowl ?, form: unidentifiable, decoration: not visible.
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Figure 53. Objects whose form cannot be reconstituted,
a) Water jug, pitcher ?, form: bellied with narrowed neck,
decoration: classic scratch-blue SBL-2; b) water jug,
pitcher), form: possibly bellied with narrowed neck,
decoration: roughly turned around the neck; c) small
condiment? form: 8.2? spheroid with narrowed neck,
decoration: not visible; d) mug? form: possibly 4.0,
cylindroid with simple deformations, decoration: roughly
turned around the base.
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MOULDED FORMS
Historical Note
The use of moulds for the manufacture of salt-glazed
stoneware made the designing of a larger variety of forms,
as well as a more massive production of the dinner sets,
possible.
Two distinct techniques were applied in the use of
moulds; pressing, which suited rather flat objects, such as
plates and dishes, and casting, for hollow and more
complicated forms. They are described by Rackham as
follows:
From about 1740 new methods came into use.
Small trays and dishes, triangular,
heart-shaped, star or shell-shaped, or oblong
with regular wavy sides, were made by pressing
a 'bat' of clay into an intaglio mould made
either of brass or alabaster. Similar moulds
in two or three sections were used for 'hollow
wares', but for these a process which was of
recent invention, that of casting, was
introduced as it seems from France.
Impressions from moulds, with or without
intaglio patterns, are taken, and these when
assembled, stuck together with slip and fired
(usually also saltglazed), form a solid proof
or 'block' [ref.]; from this an unlimited
number of working moulds can be taken as
required, either in soft clay or in plaster of
Paris, from which the actual pieces can be made
by casting. The casting is done by uniting and
tying together the constituent moulds and then
pouring into them clay in a liquid slip from
which the water is rapidly absorbed into the
porous mould; slip repeatedly poured in until
the clay lining formed inside the mould is
sufficiently thick; the redundant liquid is
then poured away, the mould left to dry, and
then, its parts being separated, the vessel
itself is released in readiness for firing.
(Rackham 1951: 23-24.)
According to Prof. A.H. Church's classification,
(Barber 1907: 20-22; Hagger 1950: 48-54), the first items
manufactured with these two processes appeared during the
period of ca. 1720-40, when they were exported in large
quantities to Holland and other European countries as well
as to America.
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Honey states that the pressing technique is the oldest
in the stoneware industry and that plaster moulds, mainly
for casting, were imported from France into Staffordshire,
just before 1750, by a certain Ralph Daniels. However,
teapots commemorating the taking of Portobello by Admiral
Vernin, seem to date from before 1740 (Honey 1962: 70).
The items with a rather flat profile are generally
pressed, whereas the hollow items were usually cast.
Wedgwood and Ormsbee add a few details:
The ware made by pressing the clay into the
moulds sufficed for plates, basins and any
lead-glazed ware, but it came out much too
heavy for complicated shapes such as
sauce-boats, teapots and vases, etc. To get
these shapes Elers would have had them thrown
and turned down in the lathe: they would all
have been round. The process known as
"casting" in a mould produced a finer result,
and gave infinite scope for variation.... The
process of casting came into use about 1730
(Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947: 33).
Rackham, on his part, admits that casting was adopted
in Staffordshire around 1745 for the manufacturing of
tableware: teapots, coffeepots (or chocolate pots), cups,
cream jugs, tea caddies, gravy boats, soup tureens, mugs and
flower holders. (Rackham 1951: 24).
Taking all the cast items of our collection and those
illustrated in the works of the historians of the ceramic
industry into consideration, we reached the conclusion that
a distinction as to technology between pressed and cast
items does not provide a valid classification for our
purposes. Many items, cast and pressed, have the same type
of decoration and were part of assorted dinner ware.
Furthermore, Honey (1933: 19) does not favour a distinction
between manufacturing techniques, but rather between style
classes. We agree entirely with this point of view, because
it is quite clear that cast items cannot efficiently be
discussed on the basis of other characteristics.
During the analysis of the collections, it clearly
appeared that a reasonable classification of cast items must
be based on the various decorating traditions rather than on
the technical distinctions between pressed forms and cast
forms.
The relatively constant varieties and families of
decoration found not only on white salt-glazed stoneware,
but also on creamware shapes, Whieldonware and sometimes
even on porcelain, whether pressed or cast, can easily be
distinguished among the multitude of the decorations on cast
objects. These families of decoration, associated in
various manners with a set of preferred shapes, define the
popular styles of the period in England, and make it
possible to describe categories that are more exact, more
complete and easier to date.
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The classification proposed by us at this time was not
only established on the basis of the collection in our
possession, but also by taking into account, when useful,
the pastes, decorations and shapes not in our possession,
but mentioned or illustrated in the documentation. We also
drew upon the classifications established by A.H. Church
(Barber 1907: 20-22; Hagger 1950: 48-54) and W.B. Honey
(Honey 1933: 17-19) .
Among the moulded objects (pressed as well as cast) we
will make a distinction between two groups of basic,
although contemporary, styles, depending upon the importance
of the decoration in relation to the object's shape.
The decorations on moulded objects belonging to the
first group, which we will codify in this work as MI, are
mostly figurative, and are characterized by the fact that
they demand a certain shape from the object. Because of
their complexity, they are found on objects obtained by
slip-casting in moulds consisting of one, two or three
parts.
The decorations of the second group, to be designated
Mil, only have a low relief ornamentation, almost
exclusively non-figurative, on objects with a simple pressed
or cast shape.

Moulded Decorations of the MI Group
Since these decorations were not represented at Fort
Beausejour, they will not be discussed at length in this
work.
Group No. 1 is characterized by the predominance of
highly diversified figurative elements that may be applied
or moulded in one piece. They are very often found in tea
services. The preferred themes are animals, plants and
travel scenes. The decoration may be so important as to
impose its form on the object; thus, we see teapots in the
form of a camel or of a house. The scenes are most often
chinoiseries, fables or Hogarth etchings (Rackham 1951: 24)
appearing on the panels around the cups and teapots. These
decorations are associated with a great variety of forms
made possible by the use of moulds, made of metal but more
often of plaster of Paris. Plates in the shape of hearts,
diamonds (Rackham 1951: 24) or even more complicated shapes,
as well as teapots, cups, and tea caddies with a square,
hexagonal or octagonal shape, date between 1740 and 1750.
In his classification of styles, Honey (1933: 19)
attributes most of these items to the pew group in the Aaron
Wood style, manufactured from 1740 onward. This group also
is part of the second and third stage of the classification
established by A.H. Church (Barber 1907: 21; Hagger 1950:
50), characterized by the use of moulds made by Aaron Wood.
The reliefs are mainly moulded with the object.
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Honey (1933: 19) distinguishes another class, called
the Whieldon style, which we also include in the decorations
of the first group, in that the figurative aspect still
predominates. This class is somewhat later than the Aaron
Wood style (1745-55), and includes the tortoise shell and
clouded gray varieties. Applied reliefs are characteristic
of this class, but moulded grapevines, branches and
chinoiseries are also to be found.
This period also witnessed the early rise to popularity
of the enamelled decorations previously described in the
chapter on wheel-thrown forms. The reliefs are often
highlighted to a greater or lesser extent with coloured
enamels.
Although certain moulded items - teapots and bottles may be provided with incised scratch-blue and applied
sprigged decorations, popular between 1745 and 1755 (Honey
1933: 19), these decorations are most often observed on
wheel-thrown objects, described previously for the sake of
convenience.
Classification of the MI Decorations
These are the decorations on moulded objects in which
the figurative motifs predominate. Having very few objects
of this variety on hand, the subdivisions have been kept to
a minimum but can be developed later on as needed.
MI-1
MI-2
MI-3
MI-4
MI-5

MI-6

Decoration moulded at the same time as the objects,
and imposing a shape upon the object. Generally
without colour.
Relief decoration on panels, representing figurative
motifs of the Aaron Wood style.
Impressed decorations. These involve relief elements
produced on the object with the aid of a die.
Sprigged decoration on moulded objects (spriggs) of
the Whieldon style.
Incised decoration on moulded object. Although very
few in number, certain moulded items of this type have
an incised decoration of cobalt blue of the
traditional scratch-blue type.
Coloured enamel decorations on moulded objects. These
are often associated with moulded or applied reliefs
of the MI-1, 2 and 4 varieties.

Moulded Decorations of the Mil Group
This group includes most of the decorations found on
pressed or cast items in our collection.
It is characterized mainly by the use of repetitive
heraldic ornaments in moulded relief, such as: gadroons,
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ribbings, barley grains, fretwork, interlacing patterns,
scrolls, feathers, etc., by the use of panels, cartouches
and textural effects inspired by basketwork.
The decorations of this group are found mainly on
tableware: plates, dishes, gravy boats, soup tureens and,
notwithstanding the many different forms, the varieties of
decoration are easily identified. Nevertheless, because of
the abundance of the plates and dishes, the varieties and
sub-varieties and families of decorations are more easily
defined.
The basketwork motifs arranged in panels form the
majority of the decorations belonging to this group, in our
collection.
A favourite type of decoration consists of
basketwork and trellis of varying pattern in
compartments separated by scrollwork with a
slight rococo flavour; the trelliswork is
sometimes perforated, as on the rims of dishes
or plates or the lids of butter dishes (Rackham
1951: 24).
According to the dated specimens, these decorations may have
made their appearance around the year 1750 and persisted
until around 1770, i.e. until the decline of salt-glazed
white stoneware.
These decorations are based upon a limited number of
motifs and are encountered most of the time in the form of
consecutive panels. We will provide a detailed description
for each variety later on in this work. The decoration is
very intricate, covering in certain cases the entire
object.
The decoration with perforated fretwork may constitute
a later development of the motifs inspired by basketwork.
This innovation, visibly involving great technical
virtuosity, is considered to be the latest development of
the decoration on salt-glazed white stoneware, and is
presumed to have coincided with the start of the decline of
this industry. The perforated items, of which we have one
specimen, are dated around 1770.
After dealing with the perforated decorations, Barber
reached the conclusion:
About 1780, after the introduction of creamware
and porcelain, the manufacture of salt glaze
began to decline rapidly, although it continued
to be made at a few establishments until after
the beginning of the nineteenth century (Barber
1907: 22).
Certain items, also decorated with panels, bear a
commemorative inscription concerning Frederick the Great,
King of Prussia; they made their appearance some time after
the start of the basketwork decorations, and are dated from
1756 to 1760 (Rackham 1951: 25; Honey 1933: 74).
Rackham adds an important detail:
Such plates, dating from the time of the king's
popularity as an ally of the British Crown
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after the victories in the Seven Years War,
were made both in saltglaze and in what is
known as "Whieldonware"; (Rackham 1951: 25).
In fact, it seems that not only the decorations of
these commemorative plates but also those of most of the
stoneware plates in our collection are found on choice terra
cotta Whieldonware plates. Jerome Irving Smith (1967:
198-204) shows a certain number of them that are all dated
between 1750 and 1770, i.e. the period during which white
stoneware plates were also manufactured. We will give more
exact dates for each of the decorations in the chapter on
forms.
In this respect, Smith (1967: 198), states:
A steady production of Whieldon lead glaze and
saltglaze wares was made simultaneously in the
Staffordshire potteries because (with the
exception of the manner of firing) the same
materials yielded bodies for which identical
methods of throwing, turning, moulding and
casting were serviceable. Due to this reason
one often finds the same impressed moulded in
relief decorations utilized on each product.
A careful examination of the objects in our
collections, as well as of similar decorations, mainly found
on Whieldonware and creamware plates, forces us to
acknowledge that certain features of the decoration were of
a greater stylistic importance, and often more evolutionary
than other decorations. The following are, in the order of
their importance, the features of the moulded decorations
belonging to group Mil that must be used for an orderly
classification of the plates and dishes.
1. The rim profile
Some are flat and even, i.e. the extension of the marli;
others have a fillet on the edge. This fillet may be
gadrooned, ribbed, or smooth.
2. Grooves and fillets inside the edge fillet
One or two grooves may be found between the marli and the
edge fillet. In certain cases, this detail is very
important in order to distinguish the rims of different
styles and different periods.
3. The marli decoration
The marlies may be: even, with a single repeated element,
with individual panels, with repeated panels containing
reliefs and forming cycles, or with perforated panels or
cartouches. As we will see later on, the panel marlies can
be subdivided by different combinations of a limited number
of elementary motifs.
4. The rim cutouts
These are changes made in the general contour (circular,
oblong or polygonal) of the object. They can be:
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multi-lobed, lobed-notched, fluted, multi-notched etc.
5. The general contour of the objects
It may be angular, circular (with varied cutouts) and oblong
(also with varied cutouts). It appears as a subdivision of
characteristics 2, 3 and 4.
These five characteristics and their variations are
found grouped in different manners to form eight main
varieties of decorations which we will enumerate later on.
It is also easy to observe that these varieties appear
mainly in specific forms of objects (plates for various
uses, dishes, but also soup tureens and gravy boats) and
define the popular styles or fashions that made their
appearance between 1750 and 1770. There are then minor
characteristics as well as various functional features, such
as the concavity and the height of the bilge, the form of
the rim-bilge and bilge-bottom joints, the lack or presence
and the form of the footring.
Classification of the Mil Decorations
These decorations present non-figurative elements in
relief, moulded at the same time as the object. Most often
this involves repetitive heraldic ornaments, such as
fillets, gadroons, ribbed edges, fretwork, etc. The plates
and dishes, for which these decorations can be classified
more easily, served as the basis for the varieties.
MII-1.0 With simple rim and plain marli
1.1 With generally octagonal contour
1.2 With generally circular contour. This category
groups together the moulded undecorated objects.
MII-2.0 With a rim containing a ribbed fillet with plain
marli
2.1 Generally octagonal contour (Fig. 56). The edge of
the rim, in this case, is thickened and decorated with
a regularly and finely ribbed fillet.
MII-3.0 With smooth fillet rim and panelled marli
3.1 With individual panels (Fig. 77b)
3.2 With dotted panels (barley pattern) (Fig. 77c). In
this variation, the marli or sidewall is divided into
panels, sometimes plain, sometimes textured with a
dotted pattern similar to barley grains. There are six
panels on the plates and dishes.
MII-4.0 With a rim having a smooth fillet and a plain
marli. This decoration is frequently found on the
creamware objects, and is then called New Queen's. We
may legitimately think that it was also used on white
stoneware items.
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MII-5.0 With rim containing an outside gadrooned fillet
5.1 Two smooth fillets on the inside (Fig. 78)
5.2 Containing only one smooth fillet on the inside. In
this variation, the rim fillet is very thick and is
decorated with gadroons separated by two lines thus
providing the aspect of a cable pattern. The cutouts
of the circumference show six large lobes sometimes
separated by a small lobe.
MII-6.0 Decoration with multiple elements repeated on panels
and cartouches. The objects of this type are
characterized by a relatively intricate moulded
decoration, with cartouches and panels bearing varied
combinations but limited to heraldic motifs. This is
the type most often found and the most diversified in
the collection, and it was extremely popular between
1755 and 1770. However, it is possible to subdivide
these decorations according to the choice and
succession of the motifs, for purposes of easier
classification and dating. Variation 6.1 shows a
combination of three textured motifs or effects, at
least two of which are made up of elements inspired by
basketwork and weaving. Variation 6.2 associates panel
motifs with a commemorative inscription in honour of
the King of Prussia. Variation 6.3, on its part, has
the same elements as variation 6.1, but some of them
are perforated through the body. These perforations
are of some importance in the evolution of the rims of
plates and dishes.
MII-6.1 Combination of motifs inspired by basketwork. The
decorations with a woven motif are produced by the
juxtaposition of a limited number of elementary motifs
for which the choice and the order of succession is
constant and characteristic. Each of these
combinations is found indifferently on large plates
with varied forms, on dishes, soup tureens, gravy
boats, beauty cream jars, etc.
These combinations are also found in the fine terra
cotta Whieldonware and creamware industry, that will
eventually be used in establishing the date. For this
reason, it seemed to us once again more necessary to
describe and group the moulded objects according to
their decoration technique rather than their form or
the technique used in their manufacture.
6.1.1 This is the most frequent combination. It
consists of the following three motifs
- a cartouche with beaded fretwork presenting the
appearance of loose weaving with two perpendicular
elements. Each piercing is decorated with
cross-shaped beading (5 beads). The cartouche is
edged with two scrolls.
- an interlacing panel;
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- a cartouche with a star-shaped fretwork the
piercings of which are adorned with an eight-point
star. It too is edged with two scrolls.
These motifs are juxtaposed, alternating with
cartouches and panels to form cycles. There are
four of them around the marli of the plates and
circular dishes, with lobed cutouts and
characteristic notches. The lobes coincide with the
cartouches while the notches coincide with the
panels. The edge fillet is emphasized by a more or
less pronounced groove and interior fillet (Fig.
79) .
6.1.2 This combination groups together the following
motifs on panels and cartouches
- a dotted cartouche. For this decoration, the
cartouches are edged with two palmed elements rather
than with scrolls.
- an interlacing pattern panel similar to the one
shown in combination 6.1.1;
- a cartouche with an irregular meshed pattern,
edged with two palmed elements.
The three elements follow each other in such a
manner that each cartouche is separated from the
following by an interlacing pattern panel. Four
repetitions or cycles are counted around circular
plates. This combination is found associated with
indentations identical to those of variety 6.1.1
(Fig. 8 0 ) .
6.1.3 This combination also groups together a
succession of motifs on panels and cartouches
- one panel with horizontal waves;
- one cartouche entirely covered with the barley
pattern motif;
- one panel of interlacing pattern similar to the
one in decorations 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.
Each barley grain cartouche is separated from
the following by a panel with waves and a panel with
an interlacing pattern, alternatively. Cartouches
and panels succeed each other without scrolled or
palmed elements. There are four complete cycles
around circular objects. The cutouts are the same
as those of decorations 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 (Fig. 81).
6.1.4 This decoration also has cartouches and panels,
with the following motifs
- a panel with beaded fretwork giving the effect of
loose weaving wits two elements. Each open area is
adorned with five beads in the form of a cross.
This motif is similar to the one of decoration
6.1.1;
- a blank cartouche formed by two palms or feathers,
very close to each other;
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- a panel with star-shaped fretwork, each open area
of which is adorned with an eight-point star.
The panels with beaded and star-shaped fretwork
alternate, each being separated from the following
by a black cartouche. The objects with this
decoration have a smooth edge fillet, emphasized by
a groove, followed by another very fine smooth
fillet on the inside. There are three complete
cycles on circular or elliptical objects (Fig. 82).
MII-6.2: Commemorative marli in honour of the King of
Prussia. This decoration has no variation. It
consists of elements on panels and cartouches and has
an inscription. Three of these panels bear part of the
inscription: SUCCESS TO THE / KING OF PRUSSIA / AND HIS
FORCES. The three other panels, alternating with the
first three, bear on a star-studded background: an
eagle, a military trophy and a bust of Frederick the
Great, or an equestrian figure (Noel Hume 1970: 116).
This decoration appears only on large coarse serving
dishes (Fig. 8 4 ) .
MII-6.3 This decoration uses the same decorative elements as
variation 6.1.1, but with the difference that the open
areas of the fretwork or the "woven" elements are
perforated completely through the thickness of the
wall. The circumference is provided with lobes
(probably eight), clearly separated, containing as many
cartouches with perforated fretwork, separated by small
interlacing pattern panels (Fig. 85).
MII-7.0 With a rim containing a single repeated element
7.1 With a floral element (Fig. 86)
7.2 With shells. Different from the others, this
decoration has only one element, but repeats it in an
identical manner to fill the marli.
MII-8.0 With fluted or notched rim:
8.1 With repeated palmed motif, called feather-edge
(Fig. 8 7 ) . These palmed elements are frequently found
on the creamware plates and dishes, however, in a much
more stylized form.

Evolution of the Decorations on Pressed Objects
As we said earlier, these decorations are often found
on the rims of plates and dishes and were most popular
between 1740 and 1770. It is known that some of them are
also found on fine terra cotta objects of the Whieldon
style, and sometimes even on creamware.
We should now ask whether there is an evolutionary
trend in the appearance of these decorations.
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Noel Hume (1970: 116) shows an evolutionary series
which he calls the "evolution of the saltglazed English
stoneware plate rims" up to pearlware, around 1740-85. This
series indicates a progressive simplification of the
ornamentation of the rims, from complicated motifs imitating
basketwork on lobed-notched rims to fluted feather-edge rims
also found on many creamwares.
Smith (1967: 198-204) illustrates a group of dated
plates and dishes in the Whieldon tradition, with
decorations identical to those of several specimens in our
collection. These dates roughly follow the stages defined
by Noel Hume.
Certain other ceramic historians also suggest a few
dates for special objects with these decorations.
We have shown in the table the dates supplied by these
authors with respect to the classification of the
decorations in our collection. Although the dates do not
exactly coincide, the table can be used as a guide for a
rough chronology of the decorations. By combining the
contributions of the various documentary sources, the main
decorations are arranged in the following series, from the
oldest to the most recent (See Table 3 for a synopsis).
1. MII-6.1.1
With multiple elements on panels and
cartouches, with basketwork motif (dot,
diaper, and basket pattern)
2. MII-5.0
Rim with gadrooned fillet (bead and reel
pattern)
3. MII-3.2
Rim with smooth fillet and panelled marli
(barley pattern)
4. MII-3.1
Rim with smooth fillet and marly with blank
panels (Queen's)
5. MII-6.2
Memorial plate for the King of Prussia
6. MII-8.1
Fluted or indented rim called
"feather edge"
7. MII-6.3
Perforated motifs imitating basketwork

Inventory of the Moulded Decorations in Group MI
The only decoration of group MI is represented by a
complete object from Louisbourg. This decoration is
characterized by the presence of reliefs moulded
simultaneously with the object, showing scenes, and objects
or persons.
Decoration: MI-2 with figurative panels. This is
probably a cast cup, with a high and vertical sidewall,
provided with a slightly flared rim (Lynch 1969: Fig. 16).
Each of the eight faces of the sidewall has a rectangular
panel representing a scene with persons, animals, plants and
heraldic motifs.
General Dimensions: Maximum diameter according to

Table 3. Dates of the Mil decorations on moulded o b j e c t s , according t o various authors

Noel Hume
1970
( stades )
MII-1.0
1.1

Simple rim, plain marli

Smith
1967

Barber
1907

Honey
1962

Lewis
1956

Mallet
1967

Rackham
1951

Wedgwood si
Ormsbee
1947

ca.1755

Octagonal

1.2

Circular

2.0

Ribbed rim & plain marli

2.1

Octagonal

3.0

Smooth rim, panelled marli

ca.1750

3.1

Blank panels

4

ca.1755

3.2

Barley grains

3

ca.1755

4.0

New Queen's smooth rim; plain

5.0

Gadrooned rim

2

ca.1760

5.1

With 2 interior furrows

marli

ca.1755

5.2

With 1 interior furrow

5.3

With 3 interior furrows

6.1

Multiple elements, panels,

before 1760

cartouche: basketwork

6.2

6.1.1

var.

6.1.2

var.

6.1.3

var.

6.1.4

var.

Memorial plate - King of Prussia

1

ca.1755

Perforated motifs: basketwork

7.0

Single repeated elements

7.1

Floral

7.2

With shells

8.0
8.1

F e a t h e r - e d g e f l u t e d or indented rim
Feather edge

1759

ca.1760

ca.1750
ca.1757
after

ca.1757

1750
6.3

1750

1756-

ca.1760

1760

ca.1760
CD
CO

5

ca.1760
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the drawing: 5.5 cm approximately; approximate height: 6.4
cm; diameter/height ratio: approximately .86.
Base: The base is slightly narrowed to form an annular
foot extending the wall underneath the body. Diameter: 3.7
cm approximately.
Handle: Cannot be described on the basis of the
drawing.
History: These decorations became popular after
1740. It is also possible that it forms part of a tea
service containing a teapot and a tea caddy in the same
style, but unfortunately we have no single example.

Inventory of the Moulded Decorations in Group Mil
Decoration MII-1.0
This decoration is characterized, on the plates and
dishes, by a plain marli and rim, without ornaments or
fillets. It is found on plates and dishes with an octagonal
or circular contour.
Octagonal Plate (Fig. 55)
Decoration: MII-1.1 with simple rim and plain marli. It
is represented by at least three partial or complete objects
from Fort BeausSjour. These include a low side plate with a
narrow bilge, for serving dry foods, bread or hor-d'oeuvres,
for instance.
General dimensions: Interior diameter of the rim:
16.5-17.0
cm. Diameter between opposite tops: 24.4 cm
approximately; height of the brim: varying between 1.8 and
2.1 cm; diameter/height ratio: 10.
Rim and marli: The marli is flat or slightly convex;
the rim plain and without fillet. Minimum width: 2.2-2.8
cm; maximum width: 3.2-3.6 cm at the top edge; thickness:
3.6-8.0 mm, depending upon the objects.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilges
themselves are narrow: 1.1-1.4 cm, and appear in two shapes:
concave, and flat and sloped.
Base and bottom: The bilge-bottom joint is rounded on
the inside and on the outside in the case of plates with a
concave bilge, but with a clear angle in the case of plates
with a flat bilge. The bottom is uniform and without a
distinct foot. Thickness: 3-4 mm.
Angular Dish
Decoration: MII-1.1 with simple rim and plain marli. A
shard from Fort Beaus§jour shows that there are also dishes
with plain rims; maximum thickness: 5.3 mm.
Circular Plate (Fig. 54)
Decoration: MII-1.2 with simple rim and plain marli.

It
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Figure 54. Circular plate.
Decoration: MII-1.2 with plain
marli and simple rim, circular
contour.

Figure 55. Octagonal low plate.
Decoration: MII-1.1 with plain
marli and simple rim, octagonal
contour.

0

1

2

3cm
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is represented by two fragments from Fort Beausejour. This
is probably another side plate, smaller than the common
dinner plate. We should like to add, by way of comparison,
that such rims are currently found on creamware plates and
d ishes.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 21.0 cm
for an object that can be measured; height: ca. 2.4 cm;
diameter/height ratio: ca. .85.
Rim and marli: The marlies are slightly convex and have
two sizes: 3.2 cm and 2.6 cm; maximum thickness: 4.5 and 5.5
mm respectively. This variety of plain rim is called
"Paris" on creamware objects.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. One of the
fragments shows a concave and narrow bilge: ca. 1.5 cm.
Base and bottom: The same fragment shows a concave
bilge-bottom joint on the inside; on the outside, the foot
is formed in the extension of the bilge, and the bottom is
set back over a distance of 1.8 mm; thickness: 4.9 mm.
History: Plates bearing a decoration of this
variety, circular as well as octagonal, manufactured in
"Whieldonware," are dated 1755 (Smith 1967: 199).
Decoration MII-2.0
This decoration is characterized by a plain marli on
plates, and by the presence of a ribbed fillet.
Low Octagonal Plate (Figs. 56, 77a).
It is represented by one complete object and a few fragments
from Fort Beausejour. This is probably a serving plate,
possibly for bread and desserts.
General dimensions: Diameter on the inside of the
rim: 15.3 cm; diameter between opposite edges: 21.9 cm;
height of the brim: 1.8 cm; diameter/height ratio: ca. 12.
Rim and marli: The regular octagonal contour has almost
straight sides, 9 cm long. The rim has a flattened ribbed
fillet, 4 mm wide and 3 mm thick. The fracture of this
fillet leads us to believe that it was flattened on the
object after the general form had been pressed. The marli
is level, sometimes slightly concave and plain; minumum
width: 2.3 cm; maximum width: 3.3 cm at the top of the
angles of the periphery; thickness: 2.7-4.0 mm.
Bilge: The marly-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
low: 1.0 cm and slightly concave.
Base and bottom: The bilge-bottom joint is just
slightly rounded on the inside and at a clear angle on the
outside. The bottom is slightly concave underneath and
shows no distinct foot; thickness: 3 mm.
Dish (?)
Decoration: 2.1 rim with a ribbed fillet and a plain
marli. It could be represented by a fragment of a rim and
bilge from Fort Beausejour. It is much more massive than
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the fragment of the plate described above. Minimum width of
the rim, ca. 3.2 cm; thickness: 5.0-6.7 mm. The marli is
perfectly level. The somewhat higher bilge (13 cm) is
slightly concave. The joint with the bottom is rounded.
The object's diameter, although impossible to calculate, is
considerably larger than that of the plate.
History: A Whieldonware plate of the same variety
was dated approximately 1750 (Smith 1967: 199).
Decoration MII-3.0
This decoration is characterized on the plates and
dishes by a smooth fillet on the rim edge and a marli
divided into panels. There are two varieties.
Circular Plate with Average Depth (Figs. 57, 77b)
Decoration: 3.1, rim with fillet, smooth, with a marli
having blank panels.
This decoration is represented by an
object that can be put together again from Fort Beausejour.
This is a plate that was probably used individually for the
main courses.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 24.1 cm;
height of the brim: 2.8 cm; diameter/height ratio: 8.5.
Rim and marli: The contour is multi-lobed with probably
six lobes. The edge is emphasized by a smooth fillet
separated from the marli by two grooves. The innermost
groove is indented between each lobe throughout the width of
the marli to form six blank panels. Such a rim is called
"Queen's" in the creamware industry. Maximum width of the
marli: 3.2 cm; thickness: 4 mm. Its profile is slightly
concave.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
concave and 1.6 cm high; thickness: 4 mm.
Base and bottom: The joint with the bottom is concave
on the inside. The bottom is flat without a distinct
footring.
Circular Low Plate (Figs. 58, 77c)
Decoration: 3.2 rim with smooth fillet, with panelled
marli. The decoration is represented by two objects that
can be reconstituted, from Fort Beausejour. This is a
shallow plate for the main courses.
General dimensions: Outside diameter at the rim:
ca. 25 cm; height of the rim: 2.5 cm; diameter/height
ratio: 10.
Rim and marli: The multi-lobed contour has six lobes
and the edge fillet is separated from the marli by three
grooves. The marli is also divided into six panels, but
entirely covered by the barley motif (Fig. 77c). Maximum
width: 3.5 cm; thickness: 3.5-4.8 mm; slightly concave.
This also is a Queen's rim.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
concave and low. Height: 9.5 mm; thickness: 5 mm.
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Figure 56. Small low octagonal plate.
Decoration: MII-2.1 rim with a ribbed fillet motif, with
generally octagonal contour.

Figure 57. Plate with average depth.
Decoration: MII-3.1, rim with smooth fillet, with marli
having blank panels.
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Base and bottom: The joint with the bottom is rounded
on the inside, but forms a distinct angle on the outside.
The bottom, slightly lobed on the inside, has a thickness of
4.2-6.0 mm. It is smooth and has no distinct footring.
Dish (?)
Decoration: 3.2 rim with smooth fillet, with barley
pattern panels on the marli. This shard from Fort
Beausejour has a very large rim, probably the rim of a dish.
The marli is similar to that of a plate, but larger: 5.1 cm.
It is concave and measures 4.9 mm in thickness.
History: The decorations of variety MII-3.0 are
dated ca. 1755 in the whieldonware industry.
Decoration MII-4.0
This decoration is found on plates with a rim having a
smooth fillet as well as a plain marli. This rim was named
New Queen's later on in the creamware industry.
Circular Low Plate
This is a complete object from Louisbourg (Lynch 1969: Fig.
29), i.e. a plate for the main dish.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: ca. 23 cm;
height of the brim: ca. 2.2 cm; diameter/height ratio: ca.
10.5.
Rim and marli: The contour is formed by six lobes, and
the brim thickens on the edge to form a smooth fillet that
is joined to the marli by two (?) inside grooves. The marli
is plain and slightly concave. Such a rim is called "New
Queen's" in the creamware industry.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
concave and seems low.
Base and bottom: The bilge/bottom joint is concave on
the inside. The bottom is slightly bulged toward the
inside. No distinct footring.
Decoration MII-5.0
This is a decoration on the rim of a plate or dish
characterized by a gadrooned edge fillet. The objects of
this variety may have two, sometimes one fillet inside the
gadrooned fillet. The marli with two inside fillets is the
one most often appearing in our collection, and may have
appeared earlier on the Whieldonware plates. The marli with
a single inside fillet would have appeared at a later date.
Circular Deep Plate (Figs. 59, 78)
Decoration: MII-5.1 with a rim having a gadrooned fillet
and two smooth inner fillets. This decoration is
represented by several objects, from Fort Beausejour, that
can be reassembled. This is a deep plate for soup or
consomme.
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Figure 58. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-3.2 rim with
smooth fillet, with panelled
(barley pattern) marli.

Figure 59. Deep plate.
Decoration: MII-5.1 rim with
gadrooned fillet and two inside
fillets (New Queen's).
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General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 24.5 cm;
height of the brim: 4.0 cm; diameter/height ratio: 6.2.
Rim and marli: The cutouts of the contour form six
large blank lobes separated by six small lobes (Fig. 59).
Such a rim is called New Queen's in the creamware industry.
Bilge: The bilge is rather high: 2.3 cm, and is very
concave.
Base and bottom: The joint with the bottom is highly
rounded. The bottom, slightly bulged at the inside, bears a
low and narrow trapezoid footring.
Low Circular Plate (Figs. 61, 62, 78)
Decoration: MII-5.1 with rim having a gadrooned fillet
and two small smooth inner fillets. This very common plate
is represented by several complete objects from Fort
Beausejour and Fort Amherst.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim:
approximately 24.5 cm; height of the brim: 2.4-2.6 cm;
diameter/height ratio: approximately 9.8.
Rim and marli: The marli is plain and slightly concave;
approximately 3.2 cm wide. The cutouts of the contour have
two variations: the usual rim called New Queen's, also found
on the plates with a smooth fillet and panels (decoration
MII-3.0); it consists of six large successive similar lobes.
The modified New Queen's rim, the most current in our
collection, has six large lobes separated by a small lobe.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
narrow (ca. 1.3 cm) and very slightly concave.
Base and Bottom: The joint with the bottom is slightly
rounded on the inside. The bottom is slightly bulged on the
inside. Thickness: 3.0-5.0 mm. The underside of the bottom
may be smooth or bear a footring extending the bilge.
Dishes of Various Sizes (Fig. 63)
Decoration: 5.1 with rim having a gadrooned fillet and
two smooth fillets on the inside. Dishes with this
decoration are poorly represented in our collection. We
have only a few shards from Fort Beausejour and from
Sillery. The width of the rim, as well as the size of the
gadroons, makes it possible, however, to see that there are
plates of various sizes.
One object has a 4.0 cm-wide rim which is slightly
concave. The bilge also is concave.
Another object has a much more massive rim. It is 5 cm
wide and 6 mm thick. It is more concave than the previous
object. The bilge is concave.
A shard from Sillery has an even more massive rim.
History: The Whieldonware plates, presumably
contemporary with this type of decoration, are dated around
1755 (Smith 1967: 200). Furthermore, one similar plate is
dated "on or before 1760" (Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947: 21).
Decorations MII-5.2 contain only one smooth fillet
inside the gadrooned edge fillet, and are apparently of a
later date than those of the MII-5.1 variety described
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F i g u r e 60
P l a t e with average
depth.
Decoration: MII-5.2, rim with
gadrooned fillet and one inside
fillet.

Figure 61. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-5.1 rim with
gadrooned fillet and two
inside fillets.
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above. However, it is difficult to identify them with
certainty, because the first inside fillet is hardly visible
in many cases, and is often pushed completely against the
gadrooned chain. We should also observe that the items with
this decoration have a much vaguer relief than those of
decoration MII-5.1. Therefore, it is possible that they
belong to a batch produced actually at a later date, as
indicated by the Whieldonware industry, or that they even
belong to the MII-5.1 decoration varieties but are pressed
with relief moulds that were less clear, different or worn
out.
Circular Plate with Average Depth (Fig. 60)
Decoration: MII-5.1 with rim having a gadrooned fillet
and one single smooth fillet on the inside. This decoration
appears on a few objects, that could be reconstituted, from
Fort Beausejour.
General Dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 23.2-23.5
cm; height of the brim: 2.6-2.8 cm; diameter/height ratio:
8.4-9.0.
Rim and marli: Width: 3.2-3.4 cm. Concave. The
cutouts are multilobed of the modified New Queen's type,
with large and small lobes.
Bilge: the bilge is concave.
Base and Bottom: The bilge-bottom joint is round. The
bottom bulges slightly toward the interior and is plane
underneath. The footring is low, 1 mm, and with rectangular
sections. One of the items does not have a footring.
Large Size Dish
Decoration: MII-5.2 with rim having a gadrooned fillet
and a single smooth fillet on the inside. This is a shard
of a rim belonging to a large dish, judging by its thickness
and the size of the gadroons. The relief of the gadrooned
chain is very poor.
Large Size Dish (Fig. 63)
Decoration: MII-5.2 with rim having a gadrooned fillet
and one single smooth fillet on the inside. This shard
belongs to a smaller dish than the preceding dish. Its
bilge is straight.
History: The items with MII-5.2 decorations are
dated ca. 1760, in the Whieldonware industry (Smith 1967:
201) .
Decoration MII-6.0
The decorations of this variety are the most common
ones. They are characterized by the presence of multiple
and repeated elements on panels and cartouches. Among them
we are able to distinguish: Decoration MII-6.1, containing
motifs inspired by basketwork, and several variations
thereof; Decoration MII-6.2 unique, commemorative of the
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Figure 62. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-5.1, rim with gadrooned fillet and two
inside fillets.

Figure 63. Dish.
Decoration: MII-5.2, rim with gadrooned fillet and one
fillet on the inside.
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King of Prussia, and Decoration MII-6.3, formed by various
motifs inspired by basketwork, but perforated through the
marli of the plates and dishes (See detailed description of
these varieties in the chapter on the description of the
decorations).
Small Circular Plate (Figs. 64, 79).
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. This decoration is represented by an object
that could be reconstituted from Fort Beausejour. This is a
low plate, smaller than the individual plate of a dinner
set, probably used to serve bread or dessert.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 19.7 cm;
height of the brim: 2.0 cm; diameter-height ratio: 10.
Rim and marli: Width: 2.7 cm. The marli is virtually
flat.
Bilge: Width: 1.2-1.5 cm. The bilge is highly
concave.
Bottom and base: the bilge-bottom joint is round. The
bottom has a footring distinct from the profile, with a
vertical trapezoid section.
Deep Circular Plate (Figs. 65, 79)
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a rim having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. This very common plate is represented by
several items for most of the sites. It is a deep plate for
soup or consomme.
General Dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 24.5 cm;
height of the brim: 3.7 cm; diameter/height ratio: 6.6.
Rim and marly: Width: 3.4 cm and slightly concave.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge
alone is 2.6 cm high and very concave.
Bottom and base: the bilge-bottom joint is very round
on the inside and is attached to a plain flat bottom or has
a footring with a trapezoid section.
History: The Whieldonware plates having this
decoration are dated around 1755 (Smith 1967: 199).
Low Circular Plate (Figs. 66, 79)
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a rim having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. This is the most current plate, often
represented by complete items from almost all the sites.
shis is a low plate used as the individual plate for the
main course.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 23.1 cm;
height of the brim: 2.1 cm; diameter/height ratio: 11.
Rim and marly: Width: ca. 3.4 cm. Its profile is
slightly concave. The cutouts of the contour are lobed bi-notched.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge
itself may either be very concave or almost flat. Width:
1.4 cm.
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Figure 64. Small plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with
multiple elements on panels and
cartouches, and with basketwork
motifs.

Figure 65. Deep plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with
multiple elements on panels and
cartouches, and with motifs
inspired by basketwork.
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Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is round in the
case where the bilge has a concave shape, and angular in the
case where the bilge has a flat shape. The bottom bulges
slightly on the inside and has no distinct footring.
History: A white stoneware plate, quite similar in
decoration to the plates described above, appears in one of
Mallet's articles (1967: 181-247, Pi. 142), with an
inscription cut on the outside of the bottom, the first
lines of which read as follows: "This dish was modelled by
Aaron Wood about the year 1759 or 1760...." We should like
to observe at this point that this is not necessarily the
date the item was manufactured, but possibly only the date
the mould was made, or possibly the positive of the "block"
used to make the moulds. Most of the blocks for this
variety of decoration were probably made by Aaron Wood.
Similar Whieldonware plates date from around 1755 (Smith
1967: 199).
Large Elliptical Dish (Figs. 67, 79)
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a rim having multiple
elements on the panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired
by basketwork. It is represented by an item that can be
reconstituted from Fort Beaus£jour.
General dimensions: Length: 41.3 cm; width: 32.0
cm; height of the brim: 3.8 cm.
Rim and marli: Width: 4.5 cm; thickness: ca. 5 mm. The
brim's profile is flat and almost horizontal.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. Height: ca.
2.5 cm. It is very concave. Thickness: 3.6-4.5 mm.
Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is very rounded
on the inside. The bottom bulges slightly on the inside and
does not have a distinct footring.
History: A similar dish appears in Mallet's article
(1967: 181-247 and Pi. 140) next to a soup tureen bearing an
incised date: 1763.
Gravy Boat
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a sidewall having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. The gravy boats are represented by a
fragmentary item from Louisbourg. The item has a
big-bellied body, placed on a narrower base and provided
with a large spout, as well as a handle. This is probably a
cast item, bearing a fretwork band and with scrolls
belonging to family 1.
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: Pi. XVII): Maximum
height: ca. 7.5 cm.
History: A gravy boat with the same decoration
appears in Mallet (1967: Pi. 143). No exact date is given.
We also observe that Barber (1907: Fig. 31) shows a gravy
boat with a barley decoration belonging to family 3.
Height: 9.2 cm. The footring is annular and stands out from
the profile. It is dated around 1750.
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Figure 66. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with multiple elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.

Figure 67. Elliptical dish.
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with multiple elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.
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Dish with an Unidentifiable Shape
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a rim having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. This form is partially represented by a
fragment of a rim that reveals a more shallow profile, but
with a higher and more sloped rim. It is impossible to
define its general contour.
Rim and marli: Maximum width: 4.7 cm; thickness: 6-7
mm. The marli is slightly concave and very sloped.
Bilge: The bilge is concave. Height: 1.8 cm.
Bottom and base: The joint at the bottom is rounded.
There is a footring underneath the bottom in the extension
of the outside profile of the bilge; it is emphasized by an
interior groove on the bottom's circumference. Thickness:
5 mm.
Elongated Dish (Fig. 79b)
Decoration: MII-6.1.1 with a rim having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. It is represented by a partial item from Fort
Beausejour. This is probably a dish of average size, with
an oblong contour, possibly elliptical.
General dimensions: The horizontal dimensions
cannot be calculated. Height of the brim: 3.2 cm.
Marli and rim: The marli is virtually horizontal and
3.7 cm wide.
Bilge: very concave. Height: 1.9 cm.
Bottom and base: The bottom-bilge joint is very rounded
on the inside. The bottom bulges slightly toward the
interior. There is no distinct footring.
The MII-6.1.1 decorations may have appeared after 1750
on pressed items (Honey 1933: 19) and predominated in 1760
(Barber 1907: 20). Items are found illustrated in the
documents of the ceramic history dated 1750 (Barber 1907:
27-29) and around 1755, on Whieldonware (Smith 1967: 199).
Low Circular Plate (Fig. 80)
Decoration MII-6.1.2 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with motifs inspired by
basketwork. This decoration is represented by several rim
fragments from Fort Beausejour. This is a low plate to
serve the main course.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: ca. 24.5
cm; height of the rim: 2.2 cm; diameter/height ratio: ca.
11.
Rim and marli: Width: 3.2 cm; thickness: 2.4-3.7 mm.
The marli is slightly concave.
Bilge: Hardly concave; width: ca. 1.2 cm.
Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is very
slightly rounded. It is impossible to describe the bottom.
Small Circular Plate (Figs. 68, 81)
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 rim with multiple elements on
panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. This could
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Figure 68. Small plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.

Figure 69. Circular soup tureen with a low spheroid
profile.
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 sidewall ornamented with multiple
elements on panels and cartouches and with motifs inspired
by basketwork.
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be a bread or dessert dish. This decoration is represented
by a partial object from Fort Beausejour.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: ca. 18.5
cm; height: 1.8 cm; diameter/height ratio: 10.
Rim and marli: Width: 2.8 cm; thickness: 2.6-4.6 mm.
The marli is slightly concave.
Bilge: Low and concave; height: ca. 9 mm.
Bottom and base: The joint with the bottom is rounded
on the inside. The bottom is flat and thick (3.4 mm) and
does not have a distinct footring.
History: A Whieldonware plate thus decorated is
dated approximately 1760 (Smith 1967: 204).
Circular Soup Tureen (?) (Figs. 69, 81)
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 with a sidewall having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, with motifs of the
basketwork type. This rim fragment comes from Fort
Beausejour and possibly belongs to a soup tureen. The
sidewall is bellied and narrowed in its upper part. The rim
is circular, wide and flared, almost forming a collar.
Diameter: 25 cm; width: 2.7 cm.
Decoration: The belly's exterior has barley panels
and waved panels. The outside of the rim has three smooth
horizontal fillets.
Elongated Soup Tureen (?) (Figs. 70, 81)
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 with sidewall having multiple
elements on panels and cartouches. We have a partial item
from Fort Beausejour, probably cast, with a shape and
dimensions that could fit a soup tureen. This is a bellied
receptacle with an elongated contour, greater in width than
height, possibly in the shape of a heart or a rounded
triangle. The final form could not be reconstituted.
Decoration: The barley panels are placed vertically
around the sidewall, alternating with trellis work and waved
panels.
General dimensions: Approximate height: 12.5 cm;
thickness of the sidewall: 3-7.3 mm.
Bottom and base: The bottom is almost flat on the
inside, forms a 6 mm ledge underneath the belly, and is
almost completely hidden by it. Thickness: ca. 5 mm.
The soup tureen probably did not rest on its bottom,
but on detached cast feet (probably three) attached near the
base of the belly, as we are led to believe by the remnant
of a foot attachment. By way of additional information, we
should like to mention that Wedgwood and Ormsbee (1947: 22)
shows a photograph of a soup tureen, dated 1760, with the
Decoration 6.1, where two of the three feet can be seen.
Mallet (1967: pi. 140a) shows the same soup tureen in
association with an oval dish belonging to the family 6.1.
This soup tureen bears the following inscription underneath:
J B 1763 (John Baddeley, of Shelton) .
Attachments: handles: the attachment of a handle
enables us to observe that the soup tureen has two moulded
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horizontal handles, fixed with liquid paste at the height of
the belly. The lid is missing.
Small Circular Plate
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on cartouches and panels, with basketwork motifs. This
decoration is represented by an object from Louisbourg.
This is a smaller plate than the main plates, and might
possibly be a bread or dessert dish.
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: Fig. 22): Diameter
at the rim: 18 cm; height of the rim: ca. 1.8 cm;
height/diameter ratio: ca. 10.
Rim and marli: The rim's lacework shows irregularities
at two locations where the lobes are sometimes squeezed,
sometimes asymmetrical.
Octagonal Plate (Fig. 82c)
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. A shard
of the rim from Fort Amherst shows that this decoration is
also found on polygonal plates. The proportions of the
motif elements indicate that this might be a small bread or
dessert dish.
Soup Tureen Cover
The Louisbourg collection contains a cover and a few shards
of a soup tureen with a "leaf and berry" decoration. This
soup tureen seems to have been mounted on an annular
footring rather than on individual moulded feet (Lynch 1969:
34) .
General dimensions: Diameter of the lid: ca. 20.5
cm; estimated height of the item: ca. 12.6 cm.
Circular Plate with Average Depth (Figs. 71, 82)
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. This
decoration is represented by an object that could be
reconstituted from Fort Amherst. It is a plate that might
suit for serving the main courses.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: ca. 23.3
cm; height of the rim: 2.9 cm; diameter/height ratio: ca.
8 .3.
Rim and marli: The general contour is circular, but has
a characteristic six-lobed lacework. Maximum width: 3.4 cm;
thickness: 3.6 mm. The marli is flat.
Bilge: the marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
concave. Height: ca. 1.8 cm.
Bottom and base: The bottom-bilge joint is very
rounded. The bottom has a groove on the outside, 3 mm wide,
on its edge, at the footring. Thickness: 3.7 mm.
Low Circular Plate (Figs. 72, 82)
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. This very
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Figure 70. Oblong soup tureen.
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 sidewall ornamented with multiple
elements on panels and cartouches and with motifs inspired
by basketwork.

Figure 71. Plate with average depth.
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.
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common plate is represented by several items that can be
reconstituted from Fort Beausejour. It is a low plate for
the main course.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: ca.
24-24.5 cm; height of rim: 2.3 and 1.9 cm; diameter/height
ratio: ca. 10.4.
Rim and marli: The lacework is similar to that of the
plates with an average depth, and shows six lobes. Width:
3.4-3.7 cm; thickness: 2.6-3.6 mm. The marli is very
slightly concave.
Bilge: the marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
very slightly concave and low. Width: 1.2-1.4 cm.
Bottom and base: the bilge-bottom joint is slightly
rounded on the inside. The bottom is flat or slightly
bulging on the interior. The exterior may be plain and
without a footring, with a groove on the edge, or with a
very low footring in the extension of the bilge's profile.
History: A Whieldonware plate of the same
decoration variety was dated approximately 1757 (Smith 1967:
200) .
Circular Dish (Figs. 73, 82)
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. It is
represented by an object that could be reconstituted from
Fort Beausejour.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 38.4 cm;
height of the brim: 3.2 cm.
Rim and marli: The multi-lobed circumference is similar
to that of the plates. Width: 4.8 cm. The marli is
slightly concave.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular on the inside.
The bottom has a footring in the extension of the bilge.
Thickness of the bottom: ca. 7 mm.
Dish with Unidentifiable Form
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 with rim having multiple elements
on panels and cartouches, with basketwork motifs. This is a
shard from Fort Beausejour, a rim, 4.2 cm wide, that leads
us to suspect that this is a smaller dish than the previous
one.
History: These dishes belong to the same decoration
variety as the plates, and seem to date back to the same
period: around 1757.
Circular Plate with Average Depth (Fig. 84)
Decoration: MII-6.2 with a decoration commemorating the
King of Prussia on the marli. This decoration has no
variation.
It consists of elements on panels and
cartouches, and bears a commemorative inscription in honour
of the King of Prussia. Three of these panels bear part of
the inscription: SUCCESS TO THE/KING OF PRUSSIA/AND HIS
FORCES. The other three interspersed panels bear the
following items on a star studded background: an eagle
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Figure 72. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 rim with
multiple elements on panels
and cartouches, and with
motifs inspired by
basketwork.

Figure 73. Circular dish.
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 rim with
multiple elements on panels and
cartouches, and with motifs
inspired by basketwork.
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(clearly visible on the illustrated specimen, Fig. 8 4 ) , a
military trophy and a bust of Frederick the Great or an
equestrian figure (Noel Hume 1970: 116). We only have a
partial specimen of this decoration from Fort Amherst and it
seems that it appears only on the common 23 cm low plates.
General dimensions: Approximate diameter at the
rim: 23.0 cm; height of the brim: 2.2 cm; diameter/height
ratio: ca. 11.
Rim and marli: The contour is multi-lobed, like the
contour of the plates with other varieties of decoration
MII-6.1. The marli is wide: ca. 3.5 cm.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
flat and low: 1.3 cm.
Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is angular on
the inside. The footring is a rounded section extending the
bilge's profile.
History: The plate is usually dated around 1760
(Rackham 1951: 25), 1756-1760 (Honey 1962: 74) or after
1750 (Noel Hume 1970: 115). The same plate in Whieldonware
is dated around 1757 (Smith 1967: 200).
Elliptical Dish (Figs. 74, 85)
Decoration: MII-6.3 with rim having basketwork motifs
with perforations. It is represented by two partial objects
found at Quebec. The marli of this dish uses the same
decorative elements, generally speaking, as Decoration
MII-6.1.1 (with a fretted cartouche and an interlacing
pattern) but with a difference in that the openings of the
fretwork, in this case, are pierced through the entire
thickness of the wall. The contour shows lobes (probably
eight) clearly standing out, containing as many perforated
fretted cartouches separated by small interlacing pattern
panels.
General dimensions: The horizontal dimensions
cannot be calculated. Height of the brim: 2.5-3.2 cm
depending upon the rim being horizontal or slanted.
Rim and marli: Maximum width: 5.4 cm; thickness:
5.3-6.8 mm. The marli is generally flat.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
concave and approximately 1.9 cm. high.
Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is rounded on
the interior and on the exterior; the bottom, bulging toward
the interior, does not have a distinct footring. Thickness:
4 . 2 mm.
History: Such a decoration is visibly a late
variation of Decoration MII-6.1.1. A Whieldonware dish with
the same decoration and probably the same elliptical shape
is dated ca. 1770 (Smith 1967: 203). The items with motifs
of a basketwork type and with perforations seem to have
appeared toward the end of the white stoneware production,
1770-80.
Fruit Baskets
Decoration: MII-6.3 with basketwork-inspired motifs,
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with perforations. This partial basket has an oval shape
and appears in the Louisbourg collection and is thought to
have been a fruit bowl (probably pressed) (Lynch 1969: 31
and Fig. 18, 1 ) . According to the design, it has a woven
decoration of three strands forming two perpendicular
elements. In places, there are perforations between the
meshes. Estimated height of the item: 9.5 cm (Lynch 1969:
Fig. 18, 1 ) . The bottom has an annular footring standing
out from the profile.
No date has been suggested.
Decoration MII-7.0
This decoration repeats one single element, i.e. a
floral element (MII-7.1) or a shell (MII-7.2).
Circular Deep Plate (Figs. 75, 86)
Decoration: MII-7.1 with rim having a repeated floral
element. This decoration is represented by an object, that
could be reconstituted, from Fort Beausejour. It is a deep
soup bowl or consomme.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 23 cm;
height of the rim: 3.4 cm; diameter/height ratio: 6.9.
Rim and marli: The contour has six lobes in the manner
of specimens previously described, but they are more
accentuated. In this case, the smooth edge fillet is
provided with two fine grooves on the side of the marli.
Width of the marli: 3.3 cm; thickness: 3-5 mm; the marli is
slightly concave. The marli, without being divided into
panels, has a decoration formed by six branches of a plum
tree with leaves, flowers and fruit forming a large garland
all around, almost uninterrupted.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is angular. The bilge is
highly concave and 2.2 cm high; thickness: 3.3 mm.
Bottom and base: The joint with the bottom is very
rounded; the bottom is flat, 3.6 mm thick and without
footring.
History: The specimens illustrated by the ceramics
historians bearing the same decoration on Whieldonware and
white stoneware pastes are dated about 1760 (Smith 1967: 200
and Lewis 1962: Fig. 107).
Soup Tureen (?)
Decoration: MII-7.1 with repeated floral motif. The
Louisbourg collection contains a lid and a few shards of
what could be a soup tureen with decorations of leaves and
small fruit (leaf and berry). This soup tureen seems to
rest on an annular footring rather than on individual
moulded feet (Lynch 1969: 34).
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: Fig. 20): Diameter
of the lid: ca. 20.5 cm; estimated height of the object: ca.
12.7 cm.
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Figure 74. Circular or elliptical dishes.
Decoration: MII-6.3 rim with complex elements on panels and
cartouches, and with perforated motifs.

Figure 75. Deep plate.
Decoration: MII-7.1 rim with repeated floral element.
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Unidentifiable Forms: Plate or Dish
Decoration: MII-7.1 with rim having a repeated floral
motif.
Four shards from Fort Beausejour lead us to believe
that there may be objects in this variety with a polygonal
and notched contour. Some of the objects, with large
dimensions, are probably dishes. In addition to the edge
fillet, the polygonal object has a small smooth inside
fillet on the marli. The objects with a notched contour
have two interior fillets forming three grooves between the
contour and the marli. Finally, a shard of a dish or plate
rim has a flattened lobed contour emphasized by one single
interior fillet.
Low Circular Plate (Louisbourg)
Decoration: MII-7.2 with rim decorated with a repeated
shell motif. This decoration is represented by a large low
plate from the Louisbourg collection. This is a plate used
for the main course.
General dimensions (Lynch 1969: Fig. 26): Diameter
at the rim: 28 cm; height of the rim: ca. 2.4 cm;
diameter/height ratio: ca. 11.7.
Rim and marli: The rim is lobed-notched and severely
cut out; it is the only one of this shape we have seen. The
marli is decorated with four pairs of scalloped motifs.
Bilge: the bilge is low and slightly concave.
Bottom and base: the bilge-bottom joint is rounded and
the bottom's exterior has no distinct footring.
Decoration MII-8.0
This variety groups together the rims of plates and
dishes with an undulated or notched contour, including the
feather-edge rims. Numerous examples of undulated and
notched rims, smooth or decorated, appear on creamware and
Whieldonware objects. However, we have in our collection
only plates with notched rims, with the marli decorated with
the feather-edge motif running along the exterior rim of the
marli.
Circular Plate with Average Depth (Figs. 76, 87)
Decoration: MII-8.1 with undulated or notched rim, with
webbed feather-edge elements. This decoration is
represented by three fragments from Fort Beausejour. The
feathered motifs are clearly figurative, contrary to those
found at a later date on creamware plates. There are also
minor variations. This is a plate suitable for the main
course.
General dimensions: Diameter at the rim: 23.3 cm
for one of the specimens; height of the brim: 3.0 cm;
diameter-height ratio: ca. 7.8.
Marli and rim: The exterior part of the marli has the
feather-edge motif. The quality of relief varies with the
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Figure 76. Plate with average depth.
Decoration: MII-8.1 notched or fluted rim with feathered
motifs called feather edge.

objects. Maximum width: 3.4 cm (for one specimen);
thickness: 3-4 mm. They are perfectly flat.
Bilge: The marli-bilge joint is slightly rounded on the
interior. The bilge is somewhat concave and about 1.1 cm
high.
Bottom and base: The bilge-bottom joint is rounded on
the inside. The bottom is flat and without a distinct
footring.
History: There are two kinds of feather-edge
decorations appearing on the plates of the different wares:
variation 1, which we have just described, was only observed
on white stoneware; variation 2 is much more stylized and
the feathers appear as clearly detached globules. This
second variety has not been found on white stoneware plates,
but has become common, however, on creamware and
Whieldonware. A Whieldonware thus decorated was dated
around 1760 (Smith 1967: 202). Naturally, we are led to
believe that the variety 1 feather-edge, which we did not
find on the creamware, would be the oldest.
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Figure 77. Plates.
a) Low octagonal plate, decoration: MII-2.1 rim with a
ribbed fillet motif, with plain marli; b) deep plate,
decoration: MII-3.1 rim with smooth fillet, with marli
containing blank, panels; c) low plate, decoration: MII-3.2
rim with smooth fillet, with barley-patterned panels on the
marli.
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Unidentified Moulded Forms
These are two pressed-lid shards that may belong to
soup tureens, but we are unable to specify the shape or the
decoration.
The first is a finial or knob attachment bearing six
motifs resembling leaves stemming out from the centre. The
second is the rim of an undecorated lid provided with a
gallery 12 mm wide.
Object Not Illustrated
Decoration: Sprigged. This is the only sample of a
sprigged decoration on a moulded object which we have had so
far.
This is an object with a straight angular rim decorated
with a groove on the exterior. The exterior surface has an
applied pointed leaf resembling a detail of the motif on the
Louisbourg cup (Lynch 1969: Fig. 4, 2 ) .

Figure 78. Low plate.
Decoration: MII-5.1 rim with gadrooned fillets and two
inside fillets (New Queen's).
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Figure 79. Plates and dishes.
a) Deep plate, decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with multiple
elements on panels and cartouches, and with motifs inspired
by basketwork; b) oblong dish, decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim
with multiple elements on panels and cartouches, and with
motifs inspired by basketwork; c) elliptical dish,
decoration: MII-6.1.1 rim with multiple elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.
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Figure 80. a) Plate, b) low plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.2 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.
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Figure 81. Small plate, b) oblong soup tureen, c) circular
soup tureen.
Decoration: MII-6.1.3 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches, and motifs inspired by basketwork.
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Figure 82. a) Low plate, b) circular dish, c) octagonal
plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.4 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches, and with motifs inspired by basketwork.
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Figure 83. a) Low plate, b) plate.
Decoration: MII-6.1.0 rim with complex elements on panels
and cartouches.

Figure 84. Plate with average depth.
Decoration: MII-6.2 commemorative plate for the King of
Prussia. The complete inscription reads: SUCCESS TO THE
KING OF PRUSSIA - AND HIS FORCES.
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Figure 85. Circular or elliptical plates.
Decoration: MII-6.3, rim with complex elements on panels and
cartouches, and with perforated motifs.

Figure 86. Deep plate.
Decoration: MII-7.1 rim with repeated floral element.
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Figure 87. a, b) Plates with average depth, b) plate.
Decoration: MII-8.1 fluted or notched rim, feather edge.
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NOTES CONCERNING THE EXPORTING OF WHITE SALT-GLAZED
STONEWARE TO AMERICA

Before dating the various stratigraphic levels by the
presence of salt-glazed white stoneware, or even before
knowing whether these white stoneware items confirm the
occupations dated by historic documents, we should
determine: 1. when and how the white stoneware reached the
sites where they were found. Did they arrive directly from
England; had they travelled with the British troups moving
around in Canada? or were they brought via New France? 2.
Could the French have used them or are they definite proof
of British occupation?
We believe that explicit answers to these questions
would require a historical study concerning the exporting of
English ceramics to Canada, as well as a comparative
analysis of the material from all the sites mentioned in
this report, in order to reveal the transportation and
distribution circuits of the imported goods.
The historical documents of the ceramics historians and
archaeologists do not give any information specifically
concerning Canada. Nevertheless, we should like to mention
at this point some evidence concerning the American
colonies, that may prove to be useful for the sake of
comparison.
According to Noel Hume, the all-white salt-glazed
stoneware items reached America prior to 1730 (1970a: 249)
and a Boston newspaper of 1724 carries the unfortunately
ambiguous announcement: "white stone Tea-cups and saucers,"
that could however, mean another ware (Noel Hume 1970a:
249). Thereafter, until the 1760s, tableware of refined
white stoneware may have supplanted little by little table
delftware (Noel Hume 1963: 296) and may have given way to
creamware during the 1780s.
With respect to exports to New England, it is also
reported:
By 1735, when the potters of Staffordshire
began to realize that there was a market for
their wares across the water potentially as
important as that of England, Scotland, Ireland
and Wales, the colonies of Virginia and
Massachusetts were over a hundred years old and
eleven others had become established. The lean
days of early settlement were over ...
Here in this New World was a market not to
be ignored. But the problem facing the potters
of Staffordshire was how to get their wares to
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it. The Potteries were located about fifty
miles from Liverpool, which was the nearest
seaport, and a hundred and fifty miles from
London, dominant center for foreign trade ...
Freight rates on ships sailing from
England to the American colonies varied from
two to five pounds a ton. But despite high
transportation charges and hazards of losses at
sea of entire cargoes, an astounding amount of
the wares made in Staffordshire reached America
during the years before preliminaries to the
Revolution, such as non-importation resolutions
by independent-minded colonists and
disciplinary regulations by determined royal
governors, paralyzed commerce with the mother
country.
The story is partially told in the
advertisements of Boston, New York and
Philadelphia newspapers between 1750 and 1771.
"Hogsheads of earthenware, white stone teacups
and saucers, bowls, plates, salts and milk
pots", reads one of the first in Boston, and
the advent of Whieldonware in New York is
indicated by another just a little later that
mentions "English brown china teapots of all
sorts with raised flowers-flintware tea cups
and-Japanned and gilded and flowered teapots."
Another illuminating advertisement, dated
1762, stated that "Will Greenleaf, fronting
Cornhill, Boston has imported from London and
Bristol, China Ware crates of White Stone Ware
sorted, crates of White Stone Tea Cups and
Saucers, red and white and blue and white."
The latter could easily describe salt-glaze
cups and saucers with red enamel decoration in
Chinese designs which were being made in
quantity ir. I \.a c'f ordshire, a f o n q with
salt-qlaze scratchware done in blue, and also
popular.
For a detailed account of what Americans
were buying in 1771, there is the advertisement
of Flores Bancker which appeared for several
weeks unchanged in the New York Gazette,
indicating that his stock was so large as to be
not quickly depleted. It ran as follows:
"JUST IMPORTED
And to be sold, wholesale and retale, at the
west-side of the Exchange, fronting the Great
Dock, by
FLORES BANCKER,
A LARGE, neat and general assortment of glass
and earthenware, consisting of the following
particulars,...
White Stone Ware, viz.
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Dishes, plates, tureens, bowls, mugs, pitchers,
bottles and basons, salts, castors, mustard
pots, chamber pots, porrengers, butter tubs,
sauce boats, cups and saucers, white, blue and
white, and enamelled.' (Wedgwood and Ormsbee
1947: 106-9).
Still on the subject of the American market, NormanWilcox writes:
Fine grades of stoneware approches the quality
of porcelain, such as the white stone Tea-cups
and Saucers' (thin bodied White Staffordshire,
later with scratch blue decoration) sold 1724
in Boston, or the "Basket-work't plates" (of
saltglaze with embossed and pierced lattice
borders) which arrived from england in 1758 and
1764 (Norman-Wilcox 1966: 211-12).
During the decade preceding the American revolution,
certain expensive items were repaired on the spot, but a
large number were thrown away:
Out of them enough broken pieces of redware,
salt-glaze, early whiteware and queen's-ware
dishes, all of Staffordshire provenance, have
been recovered to prove that plenty of pottery
from the five towns of Burslem, Tunstall,
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent and Longton was used and
broken in American homes between 1740 and 1780
(Wedgwood and Ormsbee 1947: 110).
Finally, the American revolution greatly restricted the
flow of English imports, and probably had an even greater
restrictive effect upon white stoneware, since these were
beginning to be replaced by creamwares and other refined
baked wares.
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CONCLUSIONS

Having dealt with the aspects of form and decoration of
the object in our collection, we have reached a few
important conclusions.
The breakdown of the description of the objects and of
the classification must be limited to rather visible
variations concerning the general profile, due to the nature
of the shaping technique. For instance, it is observed that
circular objects, whether thrown or moulded, undergo first
of all a rough shaping operation, on the wheel or on the
mould, as the case may be, and are then sized with a
template or turned with precision, as can be seen by slight
variations of profiles on objects generally having the same
decoration.
The lack of relatively complete objects often forces us
to group fragments of objects, the remaining parts of which
seem to belong to an identical profile but that could differ
in any other unknown part of their body. This is notably
the case for objects with convex-concave profiles (Form 5.0)
that can have several uses, such as bowls with spouts,
cup-bowls, pitchers and wide-mouthed mugs represented by a
shard of their rim or of the upper part of the body.
It appeared to us that slight variations in the colour
of the Ware III paste (all-white) as well as in the texture
of the salt-glazed surface, cannot be classified; the
distinctions in this respect would have no practical value,
in view of the infinite variety within very narrow limits.
As mentioned above, these colour and texture variations seem
to depend upon inevitable flaws found in the composition of
the pastes or revealed at the time of the firing.
Items belonging to Wares I and II (slip body or
drabware) began to be manufactured well before items of Ware
III, but production of all three was simultaneous for a long
time and archaeological contexts have often shown them
associated until approximately 1776 (Noel Hume 1970: 115).
The dating of the production of thrown items belonging
to Ware III, forming virtually all of our collection, must
range between ca. 1720 and 1780, with an increased
production that reached its peak between 1740 and 1760. The
lack or deficiency of datable decorations makes the dating
of the individual objects impossible. However, the make-up
of the collection and the different archaeological contexts
indicate that the thrown forms, plain or roiughly turned,
must almost be contemporary with the moulded forms having a
better quality of relief decoration (especially the
plates).
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The relief decorations of the moulded white stoneware
items were also found on Whieldonware items during the same
period and later, certain motifs such as the gadrooned
chains have also been found on the rims of creamware plates.
With the aid of these three pastes and certain clearly dated
items of other collections, it is possible to determine the
approximate evolution of the motifs and groups of moulded
relief motifs.
It is evident that this work is above all a
contribution to the analysis of forms and decorations, which
are the most important and the most critical characteristics
of salt-glazed white stoneware, and also that it represents
an effort to place them as accurately as possible in their
chronological order. However, the proposed production dates
in this work must not be considered definitive. It is
important to mention, for instance, that the manner in which
the various loads of white stoneware arrived on the sites
under consideration, is far from clear for Eastern Canada,
and that this commercial aspect might well change the
determination of the date of their use on each site. More
advanced research concerning trade and distribution, on the
North American continent, of goods arriving from Europe will
be necessary, as well as comparative analyses of all the
archaeological material found at sites that are more or less
contemporary with New France.
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ABSTRACT

Rhenish brown and gray stoneware was first made in
Europe in the 16th century. During the 17th and 18th
centuries, large amounts were exported to England, some went
to France, and numerous items found their way from England
and France to the North American colonies.
The present inventory begins with a historical sketch
of the principal traditions in question and the technical
information required for identification of these wares. The
second part provides illustrations and descriptions of the
forms and of the types of decoration represented in the
collection kept by the Archaeology Section of the National
Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada. The
following sites are inventoried: Castle Graves (Nfld),
Fortress Louisbourg (N.S.), Fort Anne (N.S.), Beaubassin
(N.S.), Fort Beausejour (N.B.), Fort Amherst (P.E.I.), the
old Jesuit house in Quebec City, the well of the Maillou
house in Quebec City, and Fort Coteau-du-Lac (Que.).
Sometimes items in foreign collections are mentioned
where this assists in the description of certain forms or
decorations.
Submitted for publication in 1972 by Gerard Gusset, National
Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Ottawa.
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INTRODUCTION

Rhenish stoneware is found at most mid-18th century
British sites. Most of the pieces are receptacles for the
storage or drinking of beer, such as bottles, mugs and jugs.
The decorations are varied but characteristic and represent
the end point of the evolution of the great traditions of
the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, especially the Raeren,
Frechen and Grenzhausen traditions.
Historians of ceramics have written a great deal about
the history of this type of stoneware in Europe, and a
number of archaeologists have described and evaluated it in
18th century North American colonial contexts. In the
present work, we begin in the first chapter by summarizing
the historical facts most pertinent to an understanding of
the origin of Rhenish stoneware and its spread, first in
Europe and then to North America. This first chapter also
gives the technical characteristics that are most
significant for description, classification and analysis.
Beginning in chapter two, we illustrate and describe in
considerable detail all the forms and decorations
represented in the collection held by the National Historic
Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, including the most
important items recovered at Louisbourg up to spring 1971.
For some of the forms and decorations, there are additional
historical and archaeological notes providing comparisons
with items in other collections or data on other
archaeological sites where these will help with dating and
with understanding the diffusion process.
The study is intended as a guide for archaeologists,
analysts and cataloguers. It should give them an overview
of the Rhenish stoneware industry and help them resolve
initial problems of identification, classification,
chronology and comparison. We are presenting it as a
summary of basic data that can be of assistance in the
initial processing of materials from a site before they are
interpreted in the light of statistical, historic and social
data specific to each context.
An archaeological inventory, unlike that of a museum,
is never finished and never completely up to date.
Subsequent digs are bound to reveal new forms and
decorations. There will be additions to our collection and
to foreign collections and these additions will have to be
integrated in some manner and a synthesis made. The present
study aims at a description of the important characteristics
of one collection in hopes that this will facilitate
comparison with other materials.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Origins of Rhenish Stoneware
The coarse salt-glazed stoneware to be considered here
belongs to a number of fairly old traditions with a
well-defined range of form and decoration. These traditions
have changed little over time, with few radical innovations.
They adapted slowly, and often quite late, to the changes in
popular taste that developed among beer drinkers in German
taverns, and later to the demands of Dutch and English
buyers. The samples we find at mid-18th century sites in
North America represent the ends of these traditions.
As the nam indicates, this type of stoneware was made
in the Rhine Valley, in parishes and districts on both sides
of the river after which the traditions are now named. The
principal traditions are Siegburg (the products of which are
often wrongly called Cologne ware), Raeren, Cologne,
Frechen, Kreussen and Grenzhausen (the latter in the
district of Westerwald). Other traditions appeared in the
Netherlands, Flanders and other parts of Germany. The place
of origin indicates stoneware that is uniform from the point
of view of body decoration and range of forms.
Production of Rhenish stoneware began before 1650
(see Table I) and some traditions, like Raeren and
Grenzhausen, continued until the 19th century. Most of the
items manufactured were mugs (kannen) r -jugs
(kvugen),
bottles, fountain jugs and various other
vessels for daily use, mainly in taverns. Production was
greatly encouraged by the growing popularity of beer as the
preferred drink of all classes of society:
Towards the beginning of the sixteenth century
the coarse malt liquor drunk by the lower
classes was transformed into a much improved
beverage by the addition of a new ingredient hops, and, as ale, became of general use in all
ranks of society. An old English saying
reminds us, that "The reformation and hops in
beer came in at the same time". Jugs and
cannettes of neat stoneware were not long in
gaining the preference for beer drinking over
tankards of metal, goblets of glass or pitchers
of common earthenware, and in Germany at least
soon supplanted them altogether. This gives
good grounds for fixing the manufacture of the
earliest pieces of the newly-improved ware to
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the second half of the sixteenth century.
(Solon 1892, 2: 17)
The most commonly found items are mugs, jugs, tankards
and bottles of various sizes, made both for local
consumption and for export to the rest of Europe, mainly
England and France. They have been long popular with
collectors and have been frequently imitated. They are
thickly potted, bulky, and buff, beige or bluish-gray in
colour; they have simple geometric shapes; the brown ware is
lightly decorated, the gray ware heavily decorated, and the
decoration is often highlighted with cobalt blue and
manganese purple pigments; there is a good quality salt
glaze.
Also produced (at Siegburg, for example) were a few
items with a red or white clay often with no salt glaze.
These will not be considered in this study because they are
not represented in the collection.
The various degrees of elaboration in the execution and
decoration and the functional range of the items would seem
to indicate that the industry produced stoneware for all
classes of society.

Physical Characteristics and Classification
The main features distinguishing items of varying
origin and style are the body colour, the arrangement and
range of certain decorative motifs, and to a lesser degree,
the range of forms.
The composition of the clay mixture is fairly simple
but it is not described in detail in the historical and
technical literature we looked at:
The body of all stoneware consists simply of
plastic clay or - as it is also called - marl,
well manipulated by blundging and beating, with
which a small quantity of sand has been
incorporated. The selection of the clays was,
for the old potter, of paramount importance;
all the beds differing in quality, no clay was
accepted but that which, after careful
experiment, had been found the easiest to work
out and the least liable to accident in the
firing. (Solon 1892, 1: 19)
The sand is needed to reduce the clay's plasticity for
easier shaping, and to reduce the risk of cracking and
splitting during firing.
According to Brongniart, different clays were used
depending on the desired quality and colour of ware:
On distingue plusieurs sortes ou qualites de
ces argiles, qu'on appelle generalement en
francais terre a pipe, ou chez les Allemands
weifevdela jaune (weifgelberde), qui est
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employee pour les gres a pate rouge, tels que
ceux de Sarreguemines, et la blanche
(weifweisserde), qui est employee en Hollande
et a Vaudrevange pour la faience fine, viennent
d'Ebernhahn, pays de Nassau; la bleue
(weifblauerde), plus sableuse que les autres,
est employee pour les cazettes et pour les gres
gris bleuatres nommes
steinware.
(Brongniart 1854, 2: 227)
Note, by the way, that the distinction we will be
making between brown and gray stoneware refers to the
outside surface after firing, not the colour of the body.
The pieces were thrown on a wheel, sometimes in two
parts in the case of large objects. The upper and lower
parts were then joined with slip and the joint carefully
finished (Hornberger 1963: 9 ) . When the work was fairly dry
and hard, it was passed on to the Fovmsahneidev
(Solon
1892, 1: 27) for decoration.
The different types of ware are distinguished by their
decoration as much as and perhaps more than by their form.
All items are decorated, and though it is often difficult to
distinguish different decorative styles, a combination of
decoration, colour and form will identify origin or
tradition, and sometimes give a rough dating. We will now
briefly describe the commonest and most representative
decorations.

Decorative Development of the Brown Ware
At centres producing brown stoneware, in particular
Raeren and Frechen, brown was apparently the earliest colour
in the tradition. The brownware has a characteristic
appearance well known to historians of ceramics. In the
very thick salt glaze there is an iron oxide which
agglomerates in thickly packed spots, often connected with
each other and located on the most raised portions of the
glaze. This gives a flecked and speckled surface ranging in
colour from a light reddish brown to a dark brown.
There have been several explanations of this
phenomenon, and we reproduce below three which seem
technically possible:
The exact cause of this colouring has never
been satisfactorily explained. Goods fired in
an oven, and under exactly the same conditions,
are not stained with it in an equal
proportion; we find it developed on certain
parts and not on others; on the outside of a
vessel, for instance, and not on the inside.
We can only observe that the brown colour seems
to increase under the influence of the flames,
loaded with wood ashes, which act on the oxide
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of the iron contained in the clay, in all the
parts of the oven where they have been allowed
to circulate. In every case, when two pieces
have stood in close proximity, the parts
protected from the direct contact of the flame
remain colourless.
Tradition has kept the recipe employed in
the pot works of Bouffioux; the method
consisted there in abstaining from throwing in
more than one load of salt, in giving a final
and sharp stroke of firing, and taking care
afterwards to close hermetically every
aperture. Elsewhere it was recommended, as a
good means of obtaining a fine brown tint, to
throw on the fire, with the last load of wood,
a few shovelfuls of birch bark well impregnated
with brine; while some potters were wont to dip
the ware in ground iron ore in suspension in
water, or else to rub it with black lead. This
last and m st effective process was, we think,
very widely adopted, wherever the clay was not
sufficiently ferruginous to develop a natural
colour; on grey pieces, partially stained with
a well defined zone of brown, we can plainly
see that it has been obtained in this way. On
some examples of dark ware we observe a
superficial coating which, of a fusible nature,
has turned black and metallic in appearance,
and blurred out all the raised detail. On
other instances, the outer surface is covered
with minute brown spots, caused by the glaze
segregating into clots on the light ground of
the clay. All these various effects are signs
that artificial colouring has been practised.
Many authors maintain the incorrect opinion
that the stoneware owed its rich bronze hue
merely to the high firing it underwent. This
could not be so, a look at some of the oldest
specimens, which, although most highly fired,
never exhibit the brown colour, will convince
us. The white tint and the grey colour, always
preferred as a ground for the ware enhanced
with blue and purple enamels, resulted from a
different manner of conducting the firing.
(Solon 1892, 1: 22-23)
According to Brongniart:
Suivant la nature du feu et son action directe,
comme je l'ai fait remarquer deja, la glacure
varie du gris de perle, couleur de la pate la
plus blanche, au brun ocreux roussatre passant
au bronze du meme ton; ...
On voit ici tres bien que c'est a
1'influence de la flamme et de la fumee qu'il
doit ce ton si fonce, car la partie sur
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laquelle posait sa base ou fond est exactement
dessinee par la couleur jaune rougeatre sale
qu_elle a co servee, ayant ete abritee de la
flamme par les pieces sur lesquelles portait ce
pot cylindrique. (Brongniart 1854, 2:
224-225)
Rhodes gives the most complete explanation:
In reduction [of the kiln atmosphere], the
color of the surface of the clay is often quite
different than the color of the clay inside.
Inside, the clay of a well-reduced specimen is
apt to be dark gray or black. If some
reoxidation has taken place on the surface (and
this is nearly always the case), the surface of
the piece may be brown, warm tan, or an orangy
toast color. Paradoxically, the warmest hues
are achieved in reduction, rather than
oxidation, because of this tendency of iron
oxide on the very surface of the piece to
reoxidize on cooling, ...
The colour of stoneware bodies fired in
reduction tends to vary considerably from one
firing to another, and even from one part of
the kiln to another. Color may also vary on
the same piece from light buff to dark brown,
depending on how the flame strikes the ware.
These variations are natural to the process,
and may be accepted and made use of. Iron
oxide especially, is extremely sensitive to the
atmosphe e of the kiln and will produce quite
different results with seemingly small
differences in firing procedures.
All of these stoneware body colours - the
grays, the buff colors, and the browns come
about very naturally and easily as a result of
the kind of materials used and the kind and
intensity of the fire. Certainly one of the
virtues of stoneware is that the potter does
not have to struggle to achieve the subtle and
beautiful colors which develop in the clay.
One common characteristic of stoneware
clay bodies is the presence of flecks or
specks. These occur because of the tendency of
high firing to melt whatever impurities exist
in the clay, and many clays contain small
concentrations of iron, or iron combined with
other minerals, which fuse and give a broken or
spotty texture. Fire clays in particular are
apt to contain bits of iron which burn to dark
spots. If spots are not desired, clays must be
chosen for their purity and freedom from iron.
Kaolin, ball clay, and some stoneware clays
will produce a smooth surface without any
noticeable specking. If specks are desired,
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fire clay or stoneware clay can be used which
contain concentrations of impurities. Specks
or spots are also very easy to achieve by
making small additions to the body ....
In stonew re, whatever impurities exist in
the body are likely to have a strong influence
on the glaze, and any material which is added
to give textural interest, such as spots or
flecks, is sure to produce spots in the glaze
also. (Rhodes 1959: 54-55)
Thus the appearance of specks on the surface of a piece
depends basically on the reaction of iron oxide in the clay
mixture to a reducing atmosphere in the kiln during firing.
It should be borne in mind that this colouring and texture
are not accidents but are deliberately produced, though the
exact appearance of the surface cannot be perfectly
determined in advance.
The nature and colour of the surface after firing
promoted widespread use of simple decorations, mostly
sprigged, stamped and incised. The mugs, tankards, jugs and
bottles produced at Raeren and Frechen were decorated with
large medallions, bands of applied panels of relief work
representing persons and scenes, and German or Dutch
inscriptions and coats of arms. Also frequent were heraldic
elements such as garlands, chains, frets, festoons,
interlacings, and columns. The most important and most
figurative decorations, often in the form of repeated panels
or medallions, were located around the centre of the piece,
while simple, non-figurative decorations were placed on the
neck, shoulder, base and foot. There were fillets and
grooves and ornamented bands separating the various parts of
the piece and emphasizing the shape and decoration of the
central portion. There are numerous illustrations in Solon
(1892), showing a wide variety of decorative styles.
It is generally said that the decoration of Rhenish
stoneware n ver showed any great creativity. It seems that
innovation was less important to the potter than success in
completely covering the surface with simple motifs or a few
scenes, often repeated and almost always borrowed from
popular engravings of the period. There seems no general
principle governing the decorative style. According to
Solon, the decoration was motivated by passing fancy rather
than by any desire to innovate. Still, Rhenish wares do
have much in common as regards decoration, and there are
clearly recognizable traditions involved:
After the first operation of throwing the plain
shape had been accomplished, the articles
received more or less finish by the addition of
mouldings neatly profiled by the turner, not
from a settled design, but according to his own
passing fancy. Cylindrical or circular forms
were rarely departed from....
None but open moulds, or, more correctly,
dies or matrixes, served to obtain the subjects
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in relief applied on the best class of work.
Impressed ornaments were produced by means of
small seals, or punches. These matrixes were
sunk, like intaglios, in dry clay, hardened
afterwards by firing, ...
The moulds for the details of
ornamentation, whatever might be the shape of
the piece they were meant to decorate, were
always cut upon a flat field. To allow the
proofs pressed in these moulds to be
conveniently bent, so as to espouse the curved
surface of a vase or a jug, they had to be made
by small sections, and to hide the joints
architectural compartments were formed, with
arcades and pillars, separating at regular
intervals the principal groups of figures or
ornaments. (Solon 1892, 1: 20-21)
Further on, Solon makes an interesting point that may
largely explain the lack of innovation:
When the commission had been duly completed and
delivered, and after a few years had gone by,
those special moulds, discarded for a time,
were again taken up and employed as commonplace
ornaments for the cheap ware; and this is how
it happens that so many heterogeneous elements
are now found associated on the same piece - a
medley well calculated to discourage the
archaeologist who should endeavour to explain
the incomprehensible conjunction. (Solon 1892,
1: 33-34)
One of the most common and most interesting decorations
found on stoneware from Western Europe and the North
American colonies was that of the Bartmann jug or bottle
(later called bellarmine jugs in England). This name was
given to various sizes of pot-bellied bottles and
wide-necked jugs with an iron-oxide glazing which bore a
more or less carefully executed bearded face in varying
degrees of stylization, applied at the base of the neck on
the side opposite the handle.
The name Bellarmine was given to the
bearded-man jugs because of Cardinal Roberto
Bellarmine (1542-1621) who was sent by Rome to
the Low countries to convince the reformers of
the error of their ways. And here a false
legend has arisen based on the assumption
suggested by Chaffers in his monumental "Marks
and Monograms" that the jugs were made to
satirize the Cardinal ...
The German potters were making jugs with
bearded masks long before Cardinal Bellarmine
was sent to the Low Countries. (The earliest
date is 1550 when the Cardinal would have been
but eight years old). (Hornberger 1963: 9-10)
On many of these pieces, the belly had large sprigged
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medallions, sometimes with inscriptions below them (mottoes,
proverbs, memorials).
Ravtmann jugs and bottles were utilitarian,
mass-use items made to hold wine and beer; they were
intended for use in England as well as Germany:
The German jugs were used for the export of
Rhenish wine and England was the principle
market which explains the large number still in
existence in Great Britain. They came in
several sizes, the little Pot (pint), the Pot
(quart), the Pottle Pot (2 quarts) and the
gallonier (gallon). The Pot and Little Pot
were used over and over in the taverns and
homes since England did not manufacture any of
her own until 1671 when John Dwight took out a
patent to make "porcelain and Cologne-ware" at
Fulham.
As the demand grew, both for the wine and
the container, jugs were almost mass produced.
Moulds wore out and were replaced by cruder
ones and the decoration, with a few exceptions
deteriorated. (Hornberger 1963: 9)
As to the use, one notes also that:
these jugs, made in Germany during the 16th and
17th centuries, were standard tavern and
household equipment in Elizabethan England.
There are many allusions to them in the
literature of the period: "First to breakfast,
then to dine, Is to conquer Bellarmine".
(Hornberger 1963: 8)
The smallest bellarmines were probably also used as
tableware. There is a picture in Hornberger's article
(1963: 11) of a simple table service from the reign of Queen
Elizabeth (1533-1603) that includes a small bellarmine. In
passing, it might be mentioned that in England, toward the
end of the 17th century, the bellarmine was said to be able
to ward off bad luck and protect people and buildings
against black magic (Merrifield 1969: 102-4 and Hornberger
1963: 10-11 for further information).
It is very difficult to date an object of this type,
which was produced so widely and over such a long period.
Dating with any precision is impossible with unmarked
bellarmines found in England or in a North American/English
context. Holmes has however classified bellarmines
according to the degree of stylization and the quality of
the execution of the bearded-man figure, and in some cases
this classification could help establish a relative date
within the period during which bellarmines were produced
(1560s to the end of the 17th century). Holmes defines nine
types of bearded man over this period, with the figure
becoming more and more stylized and grotesque in expression
and progressively poorer in execution.
Since there are few bellarmines in our collection, we
will not enter into further detail on this classification
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(the reader may refer to Holmes 1951: 173-79). The pieces
we do have belong to the later types (8 or 9 ) , those with
the most stylized and most grotesque figures.

Decorative Development of the Gray Ware
In the middle of the 17th century, stoneware production
at Grenzhausen and Hohr blossomed and there was a period of
intense activity in which almost nothing but bluish-gray
stoneware was produced. The body is generally uniform, well
fired, and simply covered with a thin transparent salt glaze
through which the colour of the fired body can be seen
without the brown specks characteristic of the brown ware.
Centres like Raeren, which had until then produced only
brown ware, switched to production of gray ware almost
exclusively.
The same range of objects was produced as with the
brown ware and the workmanship was very similar, but the
decoration differed. From the earliest production of
gray ware, the new decorative potential was realized. In a
clear break with brown ware decoration, the relief work was
eliminated and cobalt and manganese oxides were put on
directly. The light gray surface was an ideal ground for
blue and aubergine pigments to bring out applied or incised
decoration.
We must remark about the blue and purple
enamels, - which alone could stand the
temperature required for glazing, - that they
were not painted on, but were merely a staining
applied with a rag soaked in the colour. These
enamels ran down so freely during the salting,
that any work of the br sh would have been
hopelessly destroyed. (Solon 1892, 1: 23)
Other colours that may be found on the gray ware were
fixed to the glaze by a second low-temperature firing.
The first documentary evidence of gray ware production
in the Grenzhausen and Hohr area dates from 1614, but it was
not until mid-century that a good level of production was
established and the trade in gray ware prospered. The main
influence on technique and style was from Raeren (Solon
1892, 2: 8 4 ) . The popularity of gray ware increased rapidly
and maintained itself until the third quarter of the 18th
century, when it speedily declined (Table 1 ) .
Owing to this superiority of material,
stoneware seems from that moment to enter upon
a new course, and to leave behind, as far as
technics are concerned, the white body for so
long a time dear to Siegburg, and, the dark
bronzy ground with which Raeren had gratified
the taste of so many generations. In
appearance, as well as in substance, the beer

Table 1. Chronology of stoneware production a t p r i n c i p a l centres
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vessels had, in the land of Wied, undergone a
thorough transformation ...
No more figures or allegories, no more
inscriptions or mottoes, were henceforth
embossed on the ware. The beer-drinker refused
to be amused or instructed any more by the
impressed images he once admired on his
canette. (Solon 1892, 2: 101-2)
Once the simplification process was underway, the
Grenzhausen tradition never returned to a more complex
style. There was a slow but constant suppression of
figurative motifs and a gradual decrease in the quality of
the execution.
It is surprising how little the decoration of the
Grenzhausen work varied. A small number of ornaments and
sometimes a few applied medallions, combined in slightly
different ways, cover the whole surface of the piece. The
work is sometimes highlighted with both blue and aubergine
enamels, sometimes with blue alone.
This lack of variation is generally explained by the
fact that the small number of master potters working in the
area were almost totally cut off from outside influence and
from changes in popular tastes and customs. Most of their
effort went into the shaping and firing work. The pieces
were thrown on the wheel, and then carefully turned, and the
firing produced a uniform bluish-gray body that was very
hard and of high quality. Cobalt and manganese oxides were
applied to certain portions of the surface giving a
brilliant and uniform colouring (Solon 1892, 2: 90-91) that
was to be a characteristic of Rhenish stoneware for a long
time. Solon (1892, 2: 90-91) also points out that the
Potters' Guild imposed strict regulations that limited the
range of style and all but prohibited any innovation that
might stir up competition. Also, the market did not call
for continual change; it seems beer-drinkers were rather
conservative in their tastes.
As with the brown ware, there seems little point in
making a detailed classification of the decoration based on
the presence or arrangement of motifs on individual pieces:
according to historians of ceramics, the produced work
defies any attempt at systematization. Still, there are a
sufficient number of characteristics related to decoration,
functional form and workmanship to assign objects to a given
centre of production or to a tradition that had moved from
one place to another. Among the pieces in the Grenzhausen
tradition, two styles can be distinguished (Solon 1892, 2:
95f.) which we will call Grenzhausen I and Grenzhausen II.
Together they account for almost all the items in our
collection and they will now be briefly described.
Grenzhausen I
This is the older style, from the period when Raeren
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potters moved to Grenzhausen. It is characterized by a
gradual simplification of the decoration. At first there
were a few efforts to imitate the heavily decorated and
figurative style of Raeren. But the moulds, stamps and
other equipment needed for the execution of applied reliefs,
equipment which the potters apparently brought with them to
Grenzhausen, got worn out and could be replaced only by
simple tool made with varying degrees of skill by the
potter himself, there being no Formsohneider.
The
result was an impoverishment of the decoration.
The modeller, or, as he was called, the
"Formschneider", trained in large towns in the
midst of artists and familiar with art work of
all kinds,—whose talent the working potters of
Siegburg and Raeren were proud to solicit and
associate with their works, — is never found
among the Grenzhausen workmen ...
They [the decorative elements] are no
more, as a rule, than simple rosettes,
fleurons, flowers and leaves, sometimes a
cherub's head or a flower vase, all treated in
a very rudimental manner ... A small lump of
clay of corresponding size being applied on the
field of the piece to be decorated, it was
stamped with the seal, and the superfluous clay
left round the impression carefully removed;
then, leaves and flowers having thus been
obtained, they were usually connected together
by gracefully curved stems, scratched in the
clay by means of an indented iron tool,
incising four parallel lines at one time ...
(Solon 1892, 2: 100)
Being simpler and easier to execute, incised
decorations spread as a means of linking sprigged or stamped
work. Another sign of the Grenzhausen tradition, according
to Solon (1892, 1: 9 6 ) , was aubergine colouring, never found
on pieces made at Raeren, though many Grenzhausen pieces too
had only the cobalt blue work.
Later on, simplification reached the point of
elimination of sprigged and stamped work, leaving only
freehand lines highlighted with blue or purple. It is to
this stage that many of the pieces in our collection seem to
belong, and they will be fully described in the next
chapter.
Grenzhausen II
Slightly before 1687 certain changes were made in
production and the style continued to be simplified mainly
under the influence of local demand and foreign markets:
After this transitory period, the style,
taking, as time goes on, a more definite
character, becomes gradually free from all
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foreign influences; we follow tep by step its
rapid transformation, until at least we see
that it retains nothing of the imported notions
from which it took its rise.
Constantly tending towards a greater
simplicity of means, the potter rejects the
complicated models to which the monochrome ware
owed its chief interest, and, neglecting every
other object, becomes intent only on obtaining
pleasant effects of colours combined with
commonplace traceries ...
Subjects in relief, coats of arms, and
portraits were reserved for articles of
superior quality; the list of them is a very
short one; on the goods required for the daily
trade they appear very seldom. Vases of
artistic pretentions seem to disappear
completely. The beer jug, made of a form that
suited all buyers, and which sold well and
everywhere, became the staple article of
manufacture. (Solon 1892, 2: 106-7)
It was at this time that there began production for
export of objects with stamped likenesses of English
monarchs. A circular or oblong medallion bearing the figure
in relief was located at the middle of the body or on the
belly. Around it there sometimes appeared a memorial
inscription, and often a date, either the date of
manufacture or the date of the event commemorated. Often,
as in some of the pieces in our collection, the medallion
contained only the coat of arras and initials of the monarch,
with a crown above them - no inscription and no date. The
most common initials found in a few collections we have
examined are:
W R (Wilhelmus Rex) for William III, Prince of Orange.
Pieces bearing this medallion often had inscriptions in
Latin or Dutch and they were intended to commemorate the
visit by the royal couple, William III and Mary, to the
Netherlands i 1691 (Solon 1892, 2: 114). Solon
(loo.
oit.)
points out that:
In some rarer cases the monogram W.R.,
surmounted by the royal crown, is alone stamped
on the front of the piece ... The few jugs on
which this medallion occurs are generally of
coarse manufacture; they bear no inscription
besides the crowned initials, and are
considered as having been made at Fulham.
We know that the first English stoneware was made at
Fulham by John Dwight beginning in 1671, leading to
well-defined traditions at the beginning of the 18th
century.
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A R (Anna Regina) for Queen Anne.
in the same period.

These pieces appeared

G R (Georgius Rex or Guilhelmus Rex) for William III or
one of the Georges. According to Solon (1892, 2: 116), the
ambiguity can be resolved by examining the quality of
execution, the main thing that changed over time. G R would
stand for William III in the case of very carefully executed
pieces (found only, he says, in European contexts) and it
would stand for one of the Georges in the case of the less
careful work that was done later and was mostly intended for
export to England, or else was made in England itself. The
pieces in our collection probably fall in the latter group.
There is generally thought to be a relation between the
size and sharpness of the monogram on the one hand and the
age of the piece on the other: the smaller and less sharp,
the later the date of production. This, as we have seen,
also applies to the rest of the decoration, which became
increasingly sparse and decreasingly well executed, often
consisting only in geometric motifs.
It is rarely possible to assign a piece, especially a
late one, to the reign of George I (1714-27), George II
(1727-60) or George III (1760-1820), unless a date is
included.
E R (Elizabeth Regina) for Elizabeth I. These initials
appeared with a crown above them on medallions on brown-ware
jugs from Frechen, especially in the last quarter of the
16th century. However there are no examples in our
collection.
The necks on the later jugs are almost entirely covered
with reeding painted with manganese purple. In the earlier
period, there were a few wide grooves, two of which would be
painted blue (Noel Hume 1967: 351).
Some of the later tavern mugs and jugs made for the
English market bore numbers, usually 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10,
or 12, indicating their capacity (the most frequent were 4,
6 and 8 on the mugs and 2, 3 and 8 on the jugs). The
numbers were sometimes painted blue, sometimes stamped or
incised beside the handle (on jugs) or the rim (on mugs).
Noel Hume (1970: 282) assigns the following meanings to
the numbers, in terms of English pints (=22 imperial
ounces):
10 = 1 gill or noggin
3 = 2 quarts
8 = 1/2 pint (or 8 Dutch "mussies")
2 = 3 quarts
6 = 1 pint
1 = 1 gallon
4 = 1 quart
These arbitrary numbers were intended to express
legally standardized measures:
An Act for the Ascertaining the Measures for
Retailing Ale and Beer' received the Royal
Assent on the 11 of April 1700, its object was
to enforce the use of the Standard Ale Quart in
retailing ale and beer. This had become
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necessary because innkeepers were finding it
profitable to deceive the public and defraud
the Excise by selling ale in 'uncertaine
Measures much lesse than th said Standard'.
From the 24 June 1700 it became illegal to
retail ale or beer except 'according to the
said Standard or in Proportion thereunto in a
Vessell made of Wood Earth Glasse H o m e Leather
Pewter or of some other good and wholesome
Metall made sized and equalled unto the said
Standard and signed stampt or marked to be of
the Content of the said Ale Quart or Ale Pint';
the mark being the letters W R and a crown.
. . . Obviously it cannot have been followed
literally, for 'vessels of earth' would have to
be stamped before they were 'sized' , indeed
before they were fired, and could not have been
stamped afterwards as directed. The 'W R and a
crown' stamps must have been applied by the
potters even if provided by the local
authority; they vary sufficiently in detail to
make it possible that they may be of some use
in identifying pieces made at the same place.
It does not appear that the act was very
successful in standardising the capacity of
beer mugs; six mid 18th-century brown-stone
mugs marked with 'W R and a crown' were found
to contain the equivalent of 1,000, 1,080,
1,120, 1,180 and 1,220 ml. to the quart,
whereas the Standard Ale Quart held 1,155
ml3.
Only two years after the act became law,
William III died and was succeeded by Queen
Anne; a number of surviving mugs marked with 'A
R and a crown' show that some potters believed
that the correct mark was the current royal
cipher. However, the act made no provisions
for a change of monarch and 'W R and a crown'
remained the legal mark until repealed by the
Statute Law Revision Act of 1876. The
significance of these 'Ale Measure' marks,
therefore, is that 'W R and a c own' can
indicate any date from 1700 to 1876, whereas 'A
R and a crown' almost certainly derives from
the early years of Queen Anne's reign ...
(Bimson 1970: 165, 166)

Export: The Archaeological Evidence
Rhenish stoneware was exported in large quantities to
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all European countries where beer was consumed - Holland and
especially England from the early 17th century. The
exported pieces had the same forms and decoration as those
used in Germany; for the most part they were mugs and small
jugs of various sizes.
Archaeological evidence shows that these jugs and mugs
were being received in England from Raeren and Frechen from
the earliest period of manufacture. For example brown ware
recovered from Basing House, Hampshire (occupied between
1540 and 1645) includes pieces dated between 1560 and 1600
and perhaps belonging to contexts as old as 1540-50
(Moorhouse 1971: 76). A bellarmine dated 1560 was found in
the Tower of London (Holmes 1951: 175). Numerous other
pieces also have dates before 1600.
Gray ware, probably from Westerwald, began to arrive in
England in significant quantities in the second half of the
17th century but, surprisingly enough, it had already
appeared at North American colonial sites of the first half
of the century (Noel Hume 1967: 349):
Rhenish Blauwevk did not often appear in
English homes until the second half of the
seventeenth century, and it was then larqely
confined to products made for the continental
European trade. Not until the 1690's did the
Westerwald potters begin to cater specifically
to the English market ...
Nevertheless, pieces made specifically for
shipment to England were still in a minority;
the majority of Westerwald products of the late
seventeenth century, many of which reached
America, were carefully decorated with applied
bands of qeometric ornament ... or with
spriqqed flowers and fruit joined bv stalks
combed into the bodv of the pot ... This relief
decoration was very carefully highlighted with
cobalt and manganese ...
The use of manqanese seems to have been a
Westerwald innovation and it is not known on
pieces made before 1660, the date that appears
on a large Btevnekvuge
bearing the arm of
France which is in the collection of Frank S.
Thomas of London. Although the majority of
cobalt- and manganese-decorated pieces made in
the late seventeenth century are jugs,
similarly ornamented mugs have been found in
excavations at Pemaquid, Maine. They appear to
be the first of their kind found on a colonial
site, and they represent the beginning of a
brisk, British-oriented trade in Westerwald
mugs, jugs and chamber pots that continued into
the third quarter of the eighteenth century.
(Noel Hume 1967: 350)
Rhenish stoneware was exported to England from Dutch
ports and was generally in competition with English wares.
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But it was never subject to trade restrictions imposed on
other types of pottery.
Because they were shipped out of Netherlandish
ports, these Rhenish products were erroneously
known as "Dutch Ware" and the potters' export
business consequently suffered when, in the
late 1600's, the English were devoting
considerable effort to damaging the Dutch
carrying trade. For this reason, as well as to
placate English potters who felt that Dutch
wares in general were ruining their business, a
number of acts and duties were imposed to cut
down the importation of "stone and Earthen
Bottles and other Earthenwares" (1695). But as
there were few stoneware potters in England at
that time the "Dutch" stonewares were not long
discouraged. However, an earlier Order in
Council (July 22, 1672) prohibiting the
importation of "any kind or sort of Painted
Earthen Wares whatsoever (except those of
China, and Stone bottles and Juggs)" remained
in force until 1775. Its importance to Rhenish
(and some Flemish) stoneware potters was in the
explicit exclusion of their products from the
embargo, and consequently their blue-on-gray
wares flowed in and out of Britain without
restriction. (Noel Hume 1967: 353)
These regulations assisted the development in England
of fine local wares (first delftware and later white
salt-glazed ware) while allowing for continued importation
of drinking vessels and utilitarian containers.
However we know that around the mid-18th century, white
salt-glazed ware with late scratch-blue decoration was being
produced by Staffordshire potters precisely to counteract
the importation of Rhenish mugs, jugs and chamber pots
(zee section on scratch-blue decoration in Chapter 3 of
"inventory
of Fine White Salt-glazed
Stoneware").
At first, the products sold on the English market were
in all respects the same as those used in Germany. Only
later were pieces made for export to England distinguished
by medallions bearing the likenesses or monograms of English
monarchs.
Rhenish wares were exported from England to the North
American colonies in large quantities, especially during the
first three quarters of the 18th century. They are found at
many colonial sites, American and Canadian, occupied at
various times between 1630 and 1850 (Miller and Stone 1970:
125), with a peak between 1740 and 1775 (Table 3 ) .
According to Noel Hume, the oldest piece of gray ware
recovered from a colonial American context was found at the
site of the home of John Hallows in the county of
Westmoreland, Virginia and is dated 1632. Table 2 gives
South's chronology of the principal types of Rhenish
stoneware exported to America (South 1971). The brown- and

Table 2. Chronology of t h e p r i n c i p a l types of Rhenish stoneware

r->
CO

1540

1560

1580

1600

1620

brown-glazed, sprigged
and stamped Cologne-type
stoneware
brown bellarmines with
well-moulded human face
brown bellarmines with
deteriorated face (one
example dated to the 1760s)

gray ware with sprigging,
combed lines, blue and
purple enamelling
embellished Hc"hr gray ware

Westerwald gray ware,
stamped blue floral devices,
geometric designs
Westerwald gray chamber pots

* Source: South 1971, Ceramics analysis tools (Table appended to article),
"Evolution, and Horizon as Revealed in Ceramic Analysis"
in Historical Archaeology.

1640

1660

1680

1700

1720

1740

1760

1780

Table 3 . Occurrence of Rhenish stoneware on North American s i t e s
NORTH AMERICAN HISTORIC SITES

1620

1640

1660

1680

1700

1720

1740

1760

17 80

1800

1820

Louisbourg, N.S.
Santa Rosa, Pensacola, Fla.
Rose\vell, Va.
P o r t l a n d P o i n t , N.B.
P&tacjuid, Maine
F o r t L i g o n i e r , Pa.
Williamsburg, Va.
JamestCT.-m, Va.

'-'.'•

T a t t e r ' s Neck, Va.
I l i c h i l l i m a c k i n a c , Mich.
Great Crossings, Pa. *

Castle Graves, Placentia, Nfld

(2A)

Fort Anne, Annapolis Royal, N.S. (5B)
Beaubassin, Amherst, N.S. (7B)
Fort Beausejour, Aulac, N.B. (2E)
Fort Amherst, Rocky Point, P.E.I. (3F)
La liaison des Jesuites, Sillery, Que. (1G) **

* Data for the first 11 sites are from Miller II and Stone, 1970: 125.
** Data for the other sites were compiled by the author.
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gray-ware traditions of 1620 to 1700 are the only ones
represented in the collections inventoried in this article.
Most of the brown ware consists of late 17th century
Bartmann jugs and bottles, often marked with the royal seal
of English monarchs. As already mentioned, the bearded
figure had deteriorated in execution by this time. The
latest piece bearing a date has 1699 . The bottles were
exported until around 1725 but often bore no bearded figure
or medallion (sometimes they were decorated with incised
chevrons and rosettes (Noel Hume 1970: 57). It is also very
likely, in our view, that bellarmines made in England were
exported to America after John Dwight established himself at
Fulham in 1671.
The gray ware was mainly jugs and mugs of various
capacities (Table 4) with the applied royal initials, and
chamber pots typically decorated with rosettes and stylized
lions highlighted with circular bands in cobalt blue:
Apparently, these became popular about 1710 and
were found in most homes throughout the
remainder of the century, though it is
doubtfull that they were imported in any
quantity after about 1765. The shape evolved
little throughout that period; the only
evolutionary trend was a slight increase in
height and proportionate reduction in diameter,
which manifested itself in the 1740's.
(Noel Hume 1967: 352)
In addition the Louisbourg collection contains (in much
smaller quantities) bowls and large storage jars which Noel
Hume dates between 1740 and 1765. Porringers have been
identified as well, as has a sort of tankard with a tubular
spout {see "Gray-ware forms" below).
So far very little precise information has been
compiled with a view to tracing the history of Rhenish
stoneware at 18th century North American colonial sites.
Separate, purely historical studies are needed that would
look at cargo inventories and commercial correspondence, to
determine trade routes and distribution systems for civil
military goods on the North American continent.
The following remarks by Noel Hume provide a good
summary of the facts commonly mentioned in regard to the
export European stoneware to America:
On April 30, 1750, the noston
Evening
Post
carried an advertisement offering for sale
"Dutch Ware, as gallon Jugs, quart and pint
Mugs, Chamber Pots, etc., etc." These,
therefore, would have been numbers "1" and "3"
jugs and "4" and "6" mugs.
Archaeological evidences would suggest
that Rhenish stonewares lost favor in England
and in America in the 1760's and were no longer
imported after the Revolution. It must be
added, however, that English customs records
show that "Pots, stone" were still being

Table 4. Capacity (marked or urimarked) and size of Westerwald mugs

1Capacity
Form

Lip Diam.

Base Diam.

Height

(marked)

Capacity

Capacity

(unmarked)

mearlures)

ml

1 gallon

4620

1

Gallon jug

No.
Examp.

Source

Author's collection
Jug

26.5

2

3 quarts

3465

1

Noel Hume 1967: 351

Mug

17.5

3

2 quarts

2310

1

Noel Hume 1970: 280

2 quarts

2310

1

Noel Hume 1970: 283

Jug

3

Lcuisbourg
Mug

10.5-11.0

15.5-16.0

4

Jug
Mug

4
8.5-9.2

9.3

11.5

6

Jug
Small mug

6.1-6.3

7.2

8.0

1 quart*

1155
578

1 pint

578

8

i pint

8

§ pint

10

1 gill

6
6.9

1155

1 pint

Jug
Mug

1 quart*

2

Fort Amherst

2

Louisbourg

289

1

liouisbourg

289

1

Noel Hume 1967: 351

3

Louisbourg
H

Small mug

6.7

12?

1

IVouisbeurg

* According t o Bimson 1970, t h e Standard Ale Cuart contained 1155 ml but t h e mug's c a p a c i t y ranged from 1100 t o 1120 m l .
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imported in 1776 from Holland, though in less
than half the quantity that they had been five
years earlier. It should be noted that this
does not mean that the stonewares were made in
Holland but only that they were shipped from
that country, probably from Amsterdam ...
Stonewares had been shipped to England
from Holland all through the first three
quarters of the eighteenth century, but such
imports direct from Germany were very few
indeed. It is interesting to note, however,
that stoneware from Flanders reappeared in
British customs records in the 1770's.
Besides the reeded-necked jugs with their
AR or GR medallions, Westerwald cylindrical
tankards (with similar but smaller medallions)
and chamber pots (q.v.) were exported to
Britain and thence to the colonies in very
large quantities until the Rhineland's virtual
monopoly was broken by the saltglaze potters of
Staffordshire, who went into the coarse jug,
tankard, and chamber-pot business in a big way
in the 1760's. (Noel Hume 1970: 283)
Rhenish stoneware of the Grenzhausen II period was made
for the French market as well but quantities are harder to
deterimine. While England imported a lot of mugs and jugs
for beer consumption, France mainly imported bottles for
wine:
Special articles were, however, manufactured for
importation in that country, in forms especially
designed to suit the taste of the people. In
the collection of Mr. Gasnault, in Paris, is to
be seen the well known shape of the
broad-mouthed and single-handled tankard,
peculiar to the old French potters of the
Palissy school, reproduced in blue and purple
stoneware.
If we do not find in France as many beer
jugs as in England, there is at all events no
lack of long-necked bottles of a shape different
from those used in Germany, and made to hold the
wine of France. They are generally travelling
flasks, provided on the sides with loops for
suspension, of the kind which were then carried
by soldiers and travellers. The center is
occupied either by the portrait of the reigning
sovereign, Louis XIV, surrounded with the
inscription:
Ludovicus. XIIII. Franci. et. N. Rex or
simply with the royal arms of France (fig. 196).
Sometimes the central medallion contains the
arms of the city of Paris, with large
fleurs-de-lys stamped on the field of the pieces
(Fig. 197). (Solon 1892, 2: 116-17)
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It is more than likely that some of these pieces reached
the American colonies, though in relatively small
quantities. They would now be mixed up with a large number
of pieces dating from the English occupation. But as long
as the decoration or form is recognizable from fragments,
they are significant for identifying or confirming contexts
belonging to the French occupation.
It may be that a long-necked bottle in the Fort
Beausejour collection is one of the Grenzhausen II items in
question (see the section on bottles in the next
chapter). In addition, a muq rim bearing an impressed
fleur-de-lys was found at Fort Michillimackinac (Miller and
Stone 1970: 76) in a context dating from the first half of
the 18th century.
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THE BROWN-WARE FORMS

Bartmann Bottles (Bellarmines) (Figs. 1, 2, 3)
Several shards from Fort Beausejour, representing two
incomplete pieces.
Size and Shape
The pieces in question seem to have been fairly large
bottles with the late pear shape shown on Figure 1. Shape
and size cannot be determined with any accuracy; however,
the thickness of the side is between 0.8 cm and 1.6+ cm at
the base. The handle forms a wide loop and has an
elliptical, almost circular section (2.9 x 2.3 cm). It is
attached with slip and the joint is reinforced with a ring
of clay that has been firmly pressed against both body and
handle. At the top of the joint there is visible, on one
shard, the characteristic depression caused by the potter's
thumb. The outside of the handle has two wide parallel
grooves along its entire length. The neck of one of the
bottles is 7.0 cm in diameter.
Colour and Clay
The body is sometimes pale gray (Munsell 2.5Y 7/2),
sometimes gray (Munsell 2.5Y 6/0). The fragments show that
in many cases the colour was not uniform: the cross-section
reveals a stratification indicating unequal or slightly
insufficient firing.
The texture is coarse. The clay has numerous air
bubbles, round and elongated, sometimes flat indicating
introduction of air during shaping. The main inclusions are
quartz and mica in the form of sand.
Surfaces, Decoration and Glazing (Fig. 3a, 3b)
The outside surface of the pieces is entirely covered
with the spots regularly found on Rhenish brown ware, and
with a salt glaze. The spots mean that an iron-oxide slip
was applied before firing; their colour ranges from light
reddish-brown to dark brown on a single piece. The salt
glaze is not smooth, varying markedly in thickness.
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Figure 1. Changes in the shape of Bartmann (bellarmine)
bottles
a, b. Early shape of bottles and jugs; body spherical and
proportions balanced; made principally during the second
half of the 16th century and the early 17th century.
c. Later shape; body lengthened to pear-shaped; base overly
small in relation to belly; shape bearing the later forms of
the bearded figure. These items were in popular use in the
second half of the 17th century.
d. Later shape; neck shorter and base slightly wider; shape
of the last bottle bearing a date (1699).

Figure 2. Bartmann (bellarmine) bottle; neck shard; maximum
diameter at mouth about 7 cm.
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Figure 3a. Bartmann (bellarmine) bottle shards.

Figure 3b. Belly shards of Bartmann bottle. Visible on the
largest shard is the lower part of bearded figure and an
impressed star.
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The inside surface, though unglazed, is ocre to reddish
in colour either throughout or only on the inside of the
neck. This is caused by iron in the kiln atmosphere, iron
oxide in the clay or from the slip applied to the outside,
or more likely a combination of these.
On one neck and shoulder shard, there is visible the
lower portion of the beard of a Bartmann figure, and a few
centimetres below it a stamped ten-pointed star. The bottle
does not seem to have had medallions or other applied
decoration.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
These are late bellarmine bottles, probably from
Raeren. They were no earlier than the first quarter of the
18th century, when bellarmines were made without the bearded
figure and without medallions, and sometimes with little
decoration. The Fort Beausejour context is post-1751.

Other Forms
None of the other brown-ware forms that were made in
large quantities (small jugs, pots and in particular mugs)
have been identified among the objects in our collection.
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THE GRAY-WARE FORMS

Technical Description
Gray ware constitutes the majority of pieces found at
most 18th century colonial sites, and hence the majority of
pieces in our collection. The bluish-gray body is finer,
thinner and more highly vitrified than that of the
brown ware; the cross-section is of uniform colour; the thin
salt glaze has been applied on the inside as well as the
outside; and there is relief decoration highlighted with
cobalt oxide.
A harder body with fewer inclusions and fewer large air
pockets is made possible by selection of purer clays and
finer opening materials and by more careful and more uniform
firing.
The salt glaze is much thinner than in brown ware,
probably because of the absence of iron flecks'.' As with
white ware, the glaze has a spotty texture that varies from
one piece to another and from one part of a piece to
another: in places the glaze may be matt or there may be no
glaze at all. Sometimes the glaze on the inside or on the
bottom of the piece may have a faint bronze tinge, probably
a result of surfacing from within the clay of iron that
reacts with the kiln atmosphere. The outside surface is
always pure bluish-gray with no trace of brown from iron,
even if such traces are found on the inside surface.
The throwing is more finely executed than in the
brown ware. The walls of the pieces are much thinner and
though their thickness is irregular and circular marks from
the throwing process are visible on the inside, the outside
is carefully turned and smoothed in preparation for the
decoration.
The decoration (mostly, as we have seen, late
Grenzhausen II, which started about 1700) involves several
techniques sometimes used alone but more often combined.
All the decoration is executed with simple hand tools. The
decorative techniques found are:
(1) Turning: grooves, fillets and bands mainly on
cylindrical surfaces, made while the piece is still moist
and on the wheel using a suitably shaped tool. This type of
decoration is found on all mugs and chamber pots and on
tankard necks. In fact, it is present on almost all
pieces .
(2) Incising: simple, usually geometric designs
delimiting the various sections of the piece; coloured in
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later periods. The designs include zigzags, rosettes,
scrolls and checks. Sometimes there are slightly stylized
floral motifs. This work is done while the clay is still
moist, generally using a single-pointed tool.
(3) Stamping: rare, and where found usually little of
it. The designs include crosses, small circles representing
fruit, and in cases where more detailed decoration was
called for, rather freely executed heraldic motifs. A
roller with hatched or zigzag pattern is used to highlight
stamped motifs or to make circles around incised rosettes.
Some objects have bands of hatching made with the edge of a
blade that was moved back and forth along a length of a few
centimetres.
(4) Sprigging: more complex motifs, generally medallions
with likenesses of monarchs and their monograms on mugs and
tankards, and stylized lions on all chamber pots. The
ornament is made separately - stamped out by hand from a
small pad of clay, removed and applied to the stoneware with
slip. The ornament and joint are then touched up and excess
clay removed.
The few examples of sprigged decoration in our
collection are rather poorly executed and represent late
Westerwald work, but they are the earliest pieces at the
sites in question.
Almost all the decoration is highlighted with blue and
purple enamel or both. The enamel was probably applied in
the liquid state with a rag that had been soaked in it
(Solon 1892, 1: 2 3 ) , to avoid running during firing.
Careful enamel work is used to cover areas bounded by
incised motifs; sometimes rougher work is found around and
on the inside of stamped and sprigged motifs, particularly
rosettes. Once fired, enamel work is much thicker than
glazing and gives a smooth shiny surface.

Classification of Decorations
Since the selection of motifs and decorative techniques
is somewhat random, individual objects cannot be classified.
However, it can be observed that for most of the decorations
certain techniques and motifs are regularly associated,
giving three stylistic groupings whose principal inspiration
was the Grenzhausen (and Hohr) traditions that constituted
the last stages in the development of Rhenish stoneware in
the 18th century.
Early Group with Predominance of Simple Applied Motifs
(inspired by Grenzhausen I)
This is the earliest style represented in our
collection. The simple applied decorations are generally
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floral or animal motifs or geometric shapes highlighted with
blue or purple, recalling Grenzhausen I. In addition there
are of course other decorations executed by incising,
rouletting and turning. There are already signs of the
simplification characteristic of Grenzhausen work but the
pieces do recall the large jugs with heavy relief work
produced at Raeren, and at Grenzhausen in the early period.
This type of decoration would have been popular around the
end of the Grenzhausen I period (late 17th - early 18th
century). Of course, the North American contexts in which
the pieces are found are of later date.
Late Group with Incised and Stamped Floral and Animal
Motifs (inspired by Grenzhausen II)
The e fects of simplification are clearer in this
group. Applied work is almost absent except for royal (and
on rare occasions other) medallions. The main decorative
elements are incised freehand motifs always highlighted with
blue, and sometimes with purple. The favourite subjects are
flowers, birds, horses and butterflies carefully drawn with
a single line. To this group can be assigned most of the
mugs, jugs and chamber pots in our collection, these having
constituted the bulk of the Rhenish ware imported onto the
English market. The incised motifs are concentrated in the
middle of the body, while the necks and bases are decorated
with cordoning, also highlighted with blue. These pieces
were popular in the second and third quarters of the 18th
century.
Late Group with Incised and Stamped Geometric Designs
(inspired by Grenzhausen II)
Most of the decorations were simple geometric shapes circles, eyes, lozenges, rectangles, triangles, scrolls etc
- arranged in motifs or just repeated and filled in with
blue or purple. There are applied royal medallions and
cordoning as before, as well as a few incised rosettes.
This group represents a development of the incised
decoration of the preceding group, and the style was
probably in vogue in the third quarter of the 18th century.
Imitations
In this group we have put objects produced after the
decline of gray stoneware production in the Westerwald
district, around 1770. It consists of German, English and
North American imitations made during the 19th century, in
particular during the Gothic revival of the early 1880s.
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The imitations bear virtually the same motifs made by
the same techniques and they vaguely recreate the impression
of combined intricacy and restraint. But they differ
clearly in that they use a rougher, lighter coloured clay,
the decoration is less precisely executed, and the glaze is
thicker and of lower quality. The favourite motifs are
plants and geometric figures with groove work.
The items in question are poorly preserved. No intact
piece was found; most are represente by a few shards
generally constituting less than a quarter of what we take
to be the original surface area. Luckily there are not many
different forms involved and almost all can be reconstructed
by deduction or by comparison with complete pieces from
other North American sites. The body, decoration and
glazing were hard and seem not to have been affected by
erosion or by chemical or thermal processes since their
original breakage: the breaks are clean; the glazing is in
very good condition, only slightly scratched, and crazing is
often not visible to the naked eye.
The main forms found at 18th century sites are mugs,
tankards and chamber pots. Also found, in much smaller
quantities, are storage jars, bowls with handles, pots with
spouts and bottles.

Cylindrical Mugs (Figs. 4 to 13)
Mugs are the commonest object found.
represented at all sites.

They are well

Size and Shape
The shape is constant whatever the size of the mug.
The body is a uniform cylinder right to the base, slightly
narrowed at the centre. There is a wide lip sometimes
inclined inward and separated from the body by one or two
horizontal cordons. The base is very slightly rounded where
it joins the bottom (Figs. 4, 6, 8 ) .
The handle is made separately from a tube of clay drawn
out in decreasing diameter. The outside of the handle often
has lengthwise cordoning. Its terminals are attached to the
body with slip and the joints pressed and then finished.
The finishing is not as well executed at the lower terminal
and a slight depression made by the potter's thumb is often
visible. At the top of the loop, a few millimetres from the
body, there are one or two deep holes probably intended for
the pewter lid which came ith some mugs. None of the mugs
in our collection were found with such lids; it may be that,
given their strictly utilitarian function at the colonial
sites, it was not thought necessary to add the ornamental
cover, or perhaps the metal was used for some other purpose
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after the mug was thrown away. At Fort Beausejour, one
ornamental band made of an alloy rich in tin was found; it
may have been a neckband.
We have already pointed out that Westerwald mugs made
for the English market varied greatly in size and that their
capacity was often indicated by an arbitrary numbering,
probably using the Standard Ale Quart of 1155 ml as a base
(see above) .
Table 4 compares the sizes, capacities and numberings
of the various mugs and jugs. Our collection includes mugs
with capacities corresponding to 4, 6, 8, 10 and perhaps 12,
but numbered objects are in a minority and many are so
fragmented that their size cannot be deduced. It would seem
that sizes 4 and 6 were especially suited to beer drinking
while 9 and the smaller capacities were perhaps used for
hard liquor, drunk in smaller quantities. The smallest mug
in the collection had an internal rim diameter less than
that of size 10 mugs, but there was no capacity number on
it.

Surfaces and Decoration
The decoration varies, but is almost always highlighted
with cobalt blue. There is no clearly recognizable case of
manganese purple highlighting.
All the mugs belong to the two late groups.
(1) Late group with incised and stamped floral or animal
motifs (Figs. 5, 7, 10a, 13b). This is the bigger group.
The subjects are flowers, fruits, leaves, rosettes and stems
freely incised or stamped in the unfired clay with a hand
tool having one or two points. Often there is cordoning on
the upper and lower parts of the body surrounding the
central incised floral motifs (Fig. 10a). The mugs
generally bear the characteristic applied royal medallion
with the initials G R. The decorations themselves are left
gray, but blue enamel is applied on the ground, between the
incised motifs and in some of the grooves. The colouring is
not always uniform but it was carefully applied and has not
run. The rim is never ornamented; it sometimes bears a
capacity number incised or stamped near the upper handle
terminal (Figs. 5a, lib).
(2) Late group ith simple geometric designs (Figs. 10b,
12, 13a, c, d ) . The motifs are very simple: lobes, rings,
lozenges, small squares and rectangular checking, repeated
fairly regularly to cover the area intended for decoration
around the mug. The circular motifs are generally stamped
while the checking is incised. The upper and lower
cordoning and the royal medallion found with the previous
type may again appear but generally the turned decoration is
not elaborate. The medallion bears the initials G R (the
only initials found in the collection). Like the floral
motifs, the geometric ones are regularly coloured blue, less
commonly with purple. But less colouring is applied, and it
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is on the motifs themselves rather than constituting the
background.
One of the smallest mugs (capacity 10) is entirely
covered with a simple, fine hatching without colour (Fig.
13a) - the only item of its kind we have come across in the
descriptions of several collections.
Historic and Archaeological Notes
The degree of elaboration and care in execution of the
decoration are generally taken as chronological indicators;
the more elaborate and more carefully executed decoration is
taken to be considerably earlier. It is thought that the
best floral motifs on blue or purple background (or both),
probably inspired by the Grenzhausen II period, were made
before 1740. The less elaborate geometric designs, often
painted blue or purple (or both) with the ground left gray,
are thought to be later. From this one might conclude that
the simple geometric designs without colouring are later
still. Only precisely defined archaeological contexts will
be able to give more accurate datings.
If we follow the datings suggested by several
historians and archaeologists, the cordoning at the top and
bottom of the earliest mugs was later reduced and then
disappeared. Late objects in this tradition often have no
monogrammed royal medallion.

Figure 4a, b. Common cylindrical mugs
a. Rim diameter 11.6 cm; note cordoning on upper part of
body; capacity number 4 incised on the rim.
b. Rim diameter 11.1 cm; note grooves on the base.
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Figure 5a. Cylindrical mug
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted with cobalt blue; capacity number
4 impressed on rim.

Figure 5b. Cylindrical mugs
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted with blue; shard on right shows
beading around medallion bearing royal monogram.
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Figure 6a, b. Common cylindrical mugs
a. Rim diameter 9.4 cm; b. Rim diameter 8.8 cm.
decoration is much less extensive.

a

Turned

b

Figure 7a, b. Cylindrical mugs.
a. Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral
and animal motifs highlighted with blue. b. Decoration:
late group with incised and stamped floral and animal motifs
highlighted with blue. Note at centre the outline of
monogrammed royal medallion.
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Figure 8a, b. Common cylindrical mugs.
a. Base shard; base diameter about 10 cm; b. Rim diameter
9.8 cm. Limited amount of turned decoration. See detail on
Figure 9.

Figure 9. Cylindrical mug
Decoration not identifiable: geometric panel on blue
background.
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Figure 10a. Cylindrical mugs
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted with blue. Both examples show
royal medallion with initials G R. Item on right has rim
diameter of 10.5 cm and height of 15 - 16 cm; capacity 4.

Figure 10b. Cylindrical mugs
Decoration: (left) late group with incised and stamped
floral and animal motifs highlighted with blue; (right) late
group with incised and stamped geometric designs. Both
probably had monogrammed medallions.
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Figure 11a. Cylindrical mug
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted with blue. Rim diameter 6.9 cm;
rim height 2.1 cm; the capacity number 8 on rim.

Figure lib. Rims of cylindrical mugs
Capacity number 4 incised on item on left and stamped on one
on right.
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Figure 12a. Cylindrical mug (front and side view)
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped geometric
motifs highlighted with blue, and applied medallion
initialled GR. Rim diameter 8.5 cm; base diameter 9.3 cm;
height 11.6 cm; rim height 2.2 cm. Capacity number 6 on
rim.

Figure 12b. Cylindrical mugs
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped geometric
motifs highlighted with blue. Both pieces probably had
medallions. Item on left 12.2 cm high and one on right 11.5
cm high. No capacity number but in both cases it would be
6.
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Figure 13a, b, c. Cylindrical mugs
a. Decoration: probably hatching, stamped without colour.
Rim diameter 6.1 cm; base diameter 7.2 cm; height 8.0 cm.
Capacity number 10.
b. Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral
and animal motifs highlighted with blue. Base diameter 7.2
cm; height 7.9 cm. Capacity number 10.
c. Decoration: late group with incised and impressed
geometric designs highlighted with cobalt blue and manganese
purple. Rim diameter 6.3 cm. No capacity number but it
would be 10.

Figure 13d. Very small cylindrical mug
Decoration: group with incised and stamped geometric motifs
highlighted with blue. Height 6.7 cm. No capacity number;
might be 12.
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Spherical Jugs (Figs. 14, 15, 17)
Jugs of all sizes are common and are usually found
along with mugs. Most sites with Rhenish gray ware have
them.
Size and Shape
The typical beer jug has an almost spherical body with
a small, high base and a cylindrical neck. Most have a wide
lip like the mugs. A wide handle joins the base of the lip
to the shoulder. The handle is made in the same manner as
mug handles and its cross-section is the same.
Jugs came in the same sizes as mugs; pieces with
capacity numbers 1 to 8 are listed or mentioned in the
inventories we looked at (Table 4 ) . Unfortunately, our
collection includes no piece bearing such a mark and very
few pieces can be reconstructed to an extent that would
reveal their principal dimensions. We may simply note that
a jug of capacity 2 is 26.5 cm high (Table 4) and that the
ratio of the maximum (belly) diameter to the height is
around 0.7. Like the mugs, the jugs were designed to take a
pewter lid and neckband, as evidenced by the hole visible at
the top of the handle in some of them.

Figure 14a, b. Jug
a. Belly and neck shard. Neck base diameter 6.6 cm; belly
diameter 11.1 cm. See detail of decoration on Figure 15a.
b. Belly and base shards. Belly diameter 12.1 cm; base
diameter 6.9 cm. See detail of decoration on Figure 15a.
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Surface and Decoration
As is to be expected, many jugs have decorations
similar to those on mugs. However our collection enables
more significant technique-and-motif groupings than can be
made in the case of mugs:
(1) Group with simple applied motifs inspired by
Grenzhausen I (Fig. 15a). This group, the earliest in our
collection, is strongly reminiscent of the rudimentary,
regular applied work in vogue during the Grenzhausen I
period when the potters, no longer having the services of
the wovm8ohneider,
were unable to replace worn-out
moulds and were obliged to begin simplifying the decoration
(see pp. 162ff. above and illustrations in Solon 1892:
94ff). Strips of clay were decorated with heraldic or
vaguely floral motifs, usually highly stylized, and then
applied to the jug in a regular pattern covering the whole
surface. The neck has the characteristic cordoning. The
motifs are highlighted with blue and purple enamel. It may
be that jugs from this period did not yet bear monogrammed
royal medallions (Fig. 15a and Noel Hume 1967: 351, Fig.
3b) .
The piece we have is a small jug of capacity 6 or 8.
It is decorated with applied vertical bands of symmetrical
geometric designs, regularly spaced around the belly. The
designs and spaces are filled in with blue and purple
enamel.
(2) Late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs inspired by Grenzhausen II (Fig. 15b). The
decoration is the same as that described for mugs. The
motifs are predominantly stylized incised floral and animal
ones. The decoration extends from the base of the neck to
the base of the belly. Blue enamel is sometimes found on
the background, sometimes on the motifs. The piece from
Fort Beausejour illustrated in Figure 15b clearly shows a
roughly executed royal medallion initialled GR. On earlier
pieces in some foreign collections the medallion is executed
with greater care. The neck and base have cordoning but on
the later pieces, cordoning is replaced by a wide band of
reeding covered with manganese purple. These later pieces
do not have the lip found on the earlier jugs.

Historic and Archaeological Notes
The decoration on jugs as on mugs became progressively
simplified. Care for fine detail in execution and
elimination of certain elements are reliable chronological
indices.
The mugs belonging to the group inspired by the earlier
Grenzhausen I tradition were made during a period extending
into the early 18th century. A piece very similar to the
one we have, and certainly from the same tradition, is dated
around 1685 by Noel Hume (1967: 351). Dates such as these
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Figure 15a. Jug
Decoration: early group with simple applied motifs
highlighted with blue and purple. Neck base diameter
6.6 cm; belly diameter 11.1 cm.

Figure 15b. Jug
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted with blue. Monogrammed medallion.
Base diameter 6.9 cm; belly diameter 12.1 cm.
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must be taken as the earliest possible ones, given the
colonial context from which our example comes.
Then come the initialled jugs with incised motifs
inspired by the Grenzhausen II tradition and exported to
North America via the English market between 1700 and 1770.
Most of the pieces can be dated 1720 or after; those with
purple reeding are somewhat later (Noel Hume 1967: 351).
This again is the earliest possible date for our example:
the imprecise execution would suggest a later one. There is
no way of assigning it to any one of the three King
Georges.

Other Jugs
Jug or Tankard, Shape Bulbous or Cylindrical (Fig. 16a)
In the Louisbourg collection there is a neck shard,
including a lip and handle, which probably belonged to a
jug, or possibly a tankard. The rim diameter is 8 cm but
the neck widens toward the bottom, leading into a belly that
may have been bulbous or cylindrical. The handle has a hole
to take a pewter lid and neckband.
What remains of the neck decoration is a few applied
medallions bearing rosettes, on an irregular blue ground.
This might therefore fall into the group inspired by the
Grenzhausen I tradition. The unusual shape suggests the
piece might be earlier than spherical pieces, as the later
shapes are fairly well known.

Figure 16a. Bulbous or cylindrical jug or tankard
Decoration: very restricted. Small applied medallions on
blue ground. Rim diameter about 8.0 cm.
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Jug or Tankard, Shape Uncertain (Fig. 16b)
This item is also in the Louisbourg collection. As
regards size and shape, it is tall and combines cylindrical
and conical portions, which is rare in the collections under
consideration here. This could make it a tankard or a jug.
The decoration puts it in the late group with simple incised
and stamped floral motifs highlighted with blue and purple;
there are rosettes, leaves and eyes arranged on a coloured
background. The base is decorated with long stamped
hatchwork lines made with the point of a tool moved back and
forth. To judge by the general appearance and the precision
of execution, this is probably one of the earliest incised
decorative styles that followed the abandonment of applied
work. It appeared around the mid-18th century.

Figure 16b. Jug or tankard (?), shape not identifiable.
Decoration: late group with incised and stamped motifs
highlighted with blue and purple enamel.
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Figure 17a, b, c. Jug shards
a. Neck shard with reeding. Diameter 7.5 cm. b. Base
shard, could be part of a piece having neck shard a.
Decoration consists of cordoning. Foot diameter 9.8 cm.
c. Base shard from smaller jug, with reeding. Foot diameter
about 7 cm.
Chamber Pots (Figs. 18 to 21)
Chamber pots and mugs are the commonest objects found
at almost all sites with Rhenish gray ware. Pots are well
represented in our collection.
Size and Shape
The belly is spherical, sometimes uniformly so and
sometimes slightly narrowed at the base. The base is not
high and ends suddenly with no footring. The rim is
enlarged and flat, and either horizontal or slightly
inclined toward the outside. The five-finger handle is
moulded and resembles the handle on the mugs and jugs; it
joins the rim to the centre of the belly.
The complete and incomplete pieces in our collection
and in others suggest the following range of sizes: external
rim diameter between 17.8 and 19.3 cm; maximum belly
diameter between 18.1 and 18.9 cm; base diameter between
14.7 and 16.0 cm; height between 12.7 and 12.8 cm; diameter
to height ratio 1.5 for the complete piece with external rim
diameter of 19.3 cm. The variations are not sufficient to
make a significant difference in overall proportions and
they were probably due to accident in the making. However
one piece which is slightly higher (about 13.5 cm) is
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Figure 18. Common chamber pot
See detail of decoration on Figure 20.
height about 13 cm.

Rim diameter 9.3 cm;

described by Noel Hume (1970: 281) as being later and of
different origin. Its decoration is also somewhat
different.
Surface and Decoration
All the gray-ware pots h ve similar decoration (Fig.
20). They belong to a late group with incised and sprigged
floral and animal motifs.
The belly is simply ornamented with incised rosettes
and stylized sprigged heraldic lions arranged alternately
around the whole circumference. Each motif has a blue band
around it. There is also blue inside the rosettes, which
are surrounded by rouletted zigzag lines. The base, and the
top of the belly just below the rim, are decorated with some
cordoning, also filled in with blue.
The outside surface of the belly is not smooth as it is
in mugs and jugs. It is easy to see the oblique scorings
left by the finishing tool.
Noel Hume (1970: Fig. 92 lower right) mentions that on
the 13.5 cm chamber pot referred to above, there are
sprigged wreaths instead of incised rosettes. This he says
is a later piece made by Flemish potters.
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Historical and Archaeological Notes
Chamber pots along with mugs and jugs constituted the
bulk of Westerwald work intended for the English market and
certainly make up the biggest part of the Rhenish gray
stoneware found at sites of the period just after 1750. The
style obviously originated in the late Grenzhausen
traditions of the late 17th and early 18th century with
their predominance of incised and simple applied work
highlighted with blue. The pots were in vogue on the
English market through most of the 18th century, probably
until they were supplanted by scratch-blue whiteware around
1770. We know that scratch-blue mugs, and chamber pots were
being pushed by the English potters precisely to counteract
the massive importation of Rhenish stoneware.

Figure 19. Common chamber pot
The base on this piece is slightly narrowed. See detail of
decoration on Figure 20. Belly diameter 18.0 cm.
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Figure 20a. Chamber pot
Decoration: late group with incised, stamped and sprigged
floral and animal motifs, highlighted with blue. Rim
diameter about 17.8 cm.

Figure 20b. Chamber pot
Decoration: late group with incised, stamped and sprigged
floral and animal motifs highlighted with blue. Belly
diameter about 18.0 cm; base diameter about 14.7 cm.
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Figure 21. Chamber pot
Decoration: late group with incised stamped and sprigged
floral and animal motifs highlighted with blue.
Storage Jars (Figs. 22, 23)
These are found in much smaller quantities than mugs,
jugs and chamber pots. There are incomplete pieces from
Fort Beausejour and Louisbourg.
Size and Shape
The belly is cylindrical though it swells slightly and
there is a narrowing at the neck. The rim is thick. At the
top of the belly are two horizontal handles similar to those
found on chamber pots. There may have been a lid.
The sample is not large enough to tell whether there
was a range of sizes. Measurements that could be made on
pieces in our collection, or documented with illustrations
elsewhere, show the following range: rim diameter 18.7 to
21.5 cm; height 23.0 cm (for rim diameter of 18.7) to 24.5
cm. There are no capacity numbers.
Surface and Decoration
The three examples in Figures 22 and 23 are differently
decorated but the style is of the same type as that of the
chamber pots already described, that is, the late group with
incised or stamped floral, animal and geometric motifs
(Fig. 23a) .
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Figure 22. Storage jar
See detail of decoration on Figure 23.
presumed height 2 2.8 cm.

Rim diameter 18.7 cm;

Figure 23a. Storage jar
Decoration: late group with incised or stamped floral,
animal and geometric motifs highlighted with blue. Rim
diameter 21.5 cm.
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Figure 23b. Storage jar
The piece is not glazed and the decoration is not
recognizable. Rim diameter 18.7 cm; belly diameter 20.7 cm.
The item from Louisbourg has double lines of arcs and
circles highlighted with incised triangles and lozenges
filled in with blue. One of the circles contains a horse,
probably sprigged, as on the chamber pots. The neck, and
probably the base as well, have some cordoning filled in
with blue. The handle terminals are also painted.
An item from Williamsburg (Noel Hume 1967: Fig. 8) is
decorated with large incised rosettes very similar to those
on the chamber pots but more heavily adorned with stylized
plant motifs in the wreath form. The handle terminals are
surrounded by botryoid groups of circles painted blue. The
handles themselves bear spots of enamel.
The item from Fort Beausejour is unusual. It is of
coarser make and wheelmarks are clearly visible on the
outside and the inside. The salt glaze has not adhered to
the body, so the surface is not shiny; it is dirty yellow in
colour and shows grains of sand, swellings and other
imperfections. The decoration cannot be identified: all
that remains of it are a few irregular bands of blue enamel
(Fig. 23b) and there is no incised or applied work. The
turned circles around the neck are filled with blue, but
rather carelessly; the circles at the base are unpainted.
Generally speaking, the storage jars are less carefully
made than the other gray-ware forms. The walls are of less
uniform thickness and are not as fine.
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Historical and Archaeological Notes
The jars were used for transport and storage of almost
all solid foods, especially meat. In this they are like the
similarly shaped stoneware jars in use throughout North
America in the 19th century.
Judging from their decoration, the jars would be
contemporary with the chamber pots and belong to the same
contexts. They are certainly among the latest examples of
Westerwald gray stoneware. Noel Hume (1970: 284) says that
the decoration could represent a revival of a Flemish style
and that these items probably reached American colonial
sites during the second and third quarters of the 18th
century. One of the pieces belongs to an archaeological
context of about 1760 (Noel Hume 1967: 353).

Jars with Spouts (Fig. 24b)
This is a rare form. The only example is one rim shard
from the Louisbourg collection.
Size and Shape
The shape is similar to that of an ordinary jar (a
cylinder that swells slightly) except for a tubular pouring
spout immediately below the rim. The shard shows that this
type of jar was considerably smaller than a spoutless one,
but it does not reveal the actual size. The handle, which
is not represented, must have been similar to that on jugs
and located on the side opposite the spout. The rim is
bulky and wide as on other jars.
Surface and Decoration
The decoration is the same as on ordinary jars, as
evidenced by the cordoning under the rim and the lobes
painted blue around the spout attachment. It falls in the
late group with incised or stamped floral, animal and
geometric motifs, mostly rosettes.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
We may safely assume that jars of this type are from
the same contexts as jars without spouts and drinking bowls.
They were probably used to serve beverages at table. Like
the pieces with similar decoration, they would be from the
third quarter of the 18th century.
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Figure 24a. Porringer or other bowl with handles
Decoration: late group with incised or stamped geometric
designs highlighted with blue. Similar to a storage jar
(see Figure 23a). Rim diameter 25.5 cm; height 10.5 cm.

Figure 24b. Jar with spout
Visible decoration similar to that on jars with handles:
predominance of geometric designs.
Porringers or Other Bowls with Handles (Fig. 24a)
There is one such item in the Louisbourg collection.
Size and Shape
The item is of a simple spherical shape with slightly
flattened base. There are two horizontal wide-bordered
handles similar to those on jugs, mugs and chamber pots.
The rim is high and slightly recessed.
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cm.

The rim diameter is 25.5 cm and the height 10.0 to 11
There is no evidence of bowls of other sizes.

Surface and Decoration
The decoration is similar to that on one of the storage
jars and belongs to the same late group with incised or
stamped geometric motifs. The body is decorated with
incised rosettes surrounded by rouletted lines and then by
incised or stamped triangles at regular intervals. Other
triangles are arranged in simple patterns to fill up the
empty spaces. Blue enamel has been put in the triangles, and
over the whole outside surface of the rim and handles.
There is no applied work visible.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
Porringers are found mixed with storage jars and so are
probably contemporary with them (mid-18th century). They
are quite rare items in comparison to jugs, mugs and chamber
pots.
They were probably used for drinking liquids such as
soup or broth at table, as is suggested by the handles and
the lip.

Bottles (Figs. 25a, 26)
Bottles are represented by two necks, one from Fort
Beausejour and one from Louisbourg.

Figure 25a. Bottle with handle
Neck and handle shards. Neck diameter about 3.5 cm.
Figure 25b. Form unidentifiable
See detail of decoration below. Maximum diameter 10.7 cm.
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Figure 26. Bottle
The decoration is a sample band painted above the handle
terminal.
Size and Shape
The shapes cannot be reconstructed. The neck from Fort
Beausejour is probably fairly high (the upper part is
missing) and the external diameter at the narrowest point is
3.3 cm. The handle, which we found separated from the neck,
must have been attached at the shoulder and at the belly.
It is similar to the handles on jugs and mugs and like them
has a hole for a pewter lid. The piece has been carefully
thrown and turned.
The item from Louisbourg is less well executed. The
handle is not like the ones normally found on Westerwald
gray ware: it is thinner; it is attached directly at the
neck and shoulder, and it has no hole for a lid.
Surface and Decoration
The neck from Fort Beausejour has only some unpainted
cordoning. The one from Louisbourg has nothing but a
carelessly painted blue band around the middle.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
The difference in the quality of throwing and turning
indicates that the item from Louisbourg is of later
manufacture. The shape of the neck and shoulder is
reminiscent of the Dutch and Flemish gin or mineral water
bottles which only barely go back to the 19th century. The
item from Fort Beausejour, despite its lack of decoration,
has the main features of body and shape associated with
earlier bottles that are probably descended from the
Grenzhausen tradition.
Solon shows a drawing of a bottle whose neck is similar
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to the item from Fort Beausejour; he says it was made at
Grenzhausen for the French market (Solon 1892, 2: Fig. 197)
The belly is decorated with fleur-de-lys that are clearly
applied work, and with the arms of the city of Paris.

Unidentifiable Forms
Figure 25b shows a shard of convex shape from Fort Anne
that does not seem to belong to any of the forms thus far
described. It may be an object not used as much as the more
common forms, or it may be an ornamental object like the big
cylindrical jugs from Raeren or the early Grenzhausen
period.
The decoration includes rudimentary turned and
rouletted elements as well as stamped floral motifs (Fig.
27a). The background is blue. The decoration seems more
elaborate than usual and is quite well executed, which would
make it earlier, perhaps Grenzhausen I dating from the first
half of the 18th century.

Figure 27a. Unidentifiable form
The decoration includes turned,
rouletted and stamped elements
highlighted in blue.

Miscellaneous Decorations (Figs. 27b, 28)
Figure 28c shows shards of some common objects.
Visible on them is some quite elaborate applied decoration;
for example on some fragments of cylindrical walls there is
a rose and bands of diamond points filled in with purple,
belonging to an early Grenzhausen I style characterized by
simple geometric applied work.
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Figures 28b and d show shards with simple incised and
stamped geometric decorations on a blue ground, sometimes
highlighted with purple. This is very common and it belongs
to late Grenzhausen styles of the second half of the 18th
century.
Figure 28a shows fragments of a monogrammed applied
medallion from a jug (the initials are missing). This
decoration belongs to a late group.
The fragment in Figure 28e is a neck decorated with
reeding and painted purple. This was common after 1720
(Noel Hume 1967: 351).

Figure 27b. Various decorations of the late group with
incised a d stamped floral and animal motifs highlighted
with blue and purple.

Figure 28a. Fragments
illustrating various
decorations. Late group with
incised and stamped floral and
animal motifs highlighted in
blue. Figurative motifs
generally accompanied by
heraldic elements such as
scrolls, scallops, lobes, etc.
Note applied royal medallion.
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Figure 28 , c, d, e
b. Incised decoration highlighted with blue and purple.
c. Early group with simple applied motifs inspired by
Grenzhausen I and highlighted with blue and purple. This
example shows bands of diamond points and rosettes.
d. Incised decoration, perhaps geometric motifs.
e. Geometric designs. Fragment in centre has reeding like
that found on necks of later jugs.
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IMITATIONS

Some pieces, while resembling in form, colour and
decoration the Westerwald stoneware we have been describing
are sufficiently different that they cannot be directly
linked to these 18th century models. They are probably late
imitations made at the end of the 18th or during the 19th
century, in England or even at Grenzhausen itself as
suggested by Solon. After the decline of Grenzhausen at the
end of the third quarter of the 18th century, there were
efforts to revive the market but it appears that the new
products were of mediocre quality. Also, English potters of
this period were following the earlier example of John
Dwight at Fulham and trying to gradually replace imported
tavern ware and other utilitarian containers by their own
work which, at first, was not as fine as the best Rhenish
ware.
The pieces that appear to be more recent imitations
differ from the Rhenish ware in the following aspects:
(1) lighter colour - buff rather than brown - and rougher
clay texture as a result of less complete and less
careful firing;
(2) thicker sides and less finely executed turning work;
(3) darker surface colour under glazing;
(4) decoration, especially incised work and reeding, not
executed with precision; blue enamel colouring blurred
rather than sharp, as in the 18th century work;
(5) salt glaze thicker, resulting in more readily visible
crazing;
(6) frequent presence of a brown iron-oxide coating on the
inside.

Cylindrical JMug (Fig. 30a)
There is one incomplete mug from Louisbourg.
Size and Shape
The shape is
mug. The body is
slightly inclined
capacity 3 on the

similar to that of the classic Rhenish
perfectly cylindrical; the lip is high and
inward. This is a large mug, possibly of
scale described earlier.
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Surface and Decoration
There are simple flowers with dotted outlines, probably
rouletted, and cordoning at the top of the body. Blue
enamel has been applied carelessly to the grooves and
motifs. There is little relief and it appears to be
sunken.
In addition to the lack of precise execution in the
decoration, the surface colour is very dark. The salt glaze
is very thick, its texture is uneven, and crazing is very
visible.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
This item definitely does not belong to the mid-18th
century Rhenish tradition. Its rough execution suggests it
is a late 18th century or 19th century imitation. It may
even be one of the first items of this style made in North
America by German potters who brought their skills and some
of their equipment with them when they immigrated.

Pot or Storage Jar (Figs. 30b, 29)
There is one inc mplete item of this type from Fort
Beausejour.
Size and Shape
The belly at the centre is very prominent. There is a
wide, funnel-shaped neck that would be suitable for a pot or
a storage jar. Height about 20 cm; rim diameter 11.9 cm;
belly diameter 16.2 cm.
Surface and Decoration
The only decoration is a series of semicircles incised
around the shoulder and a few grooves turned on the neck and
the foot, all highlighted in blue. The belly is
undecorated.
The inside is not glazed and it is covered with a brown
iron-oxide slip.
Historical and Archaeological Notes
This is again an imitation in which there appear
certain features of the forms and decorations of Westerwald
gray ware, but it clearly cannot be assigned to any of the
18th century traditions.
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Figure 29. Rough-textured glass or pot
See detail of decoration on next figure.
cm; height about 20 cm.

Rim diameter 11.8

Figure 30a. Rough-textured cylindrical mug
As with classic gray ware, decoration has floral motifs, and
cordoning highlighted with blue.
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Figure 30b.
R o u g h - t e x t u r e d j a r or pot
Simple geometric decoration highlighted with blue.
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CONCLUSION

Of the various problems that one might expect to see
resolved as a result of examining a certain type of pottery
at a number of sites, there are two of particular relevance
to the present inventory.
We have seen that the North American colonial sites
have only some of the numerous forms originally made in the
Rhine Valley. From Frechen and Raeren we have virtually
nothing but the Bartmann bottles. From Grenzhausen there is
only the most basic type of utilitarian ware: mugs, jugs,
bottles, chamber pots, bowls and the like. Luxury items and
pieces that are mainly ornamental (such as are found in
great numbers in European museums) probably had no place at
Canadian military posts, where the aim was to satisfy the
essential needs of the officers and men.
It is clear that whatever hierarchical differences
existed at these parts, they were not such as to lead to
appreciable differences in the type of pottery. Pieces with
more elaborate decoration, such as those from Fort Anne with
a predominance of applied work, were not necessarily
intended for users of higher rank. They may simply have
been from an early point in the gradual simplification
process of Grenzhausen work.
The main problem is that of explaining the presence of
Rhenish ware in the first place: what distribution and
supply network took the pottery from England and France to
Canada? The answer can come only from archival research on
commercial relations on the one hand, and on the other a
comparative study of all the classes of artifacts and of the
history of technology in Canada, as observed at the various
forts in the military network.
There are also many other questions that are related to
the particularities of each site. To answer them,
statistical, architectural, historical and social data will
have to be brought together and interpreted as a whole.
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ABSTRACT

Red dry-body stoneware, also called rosso antico,
appeared in England in 1762 and reached a peak of popularity
between 1776 and 1786. Black dry bodies, sometimes called
basalt ware, were developed by Wedgwood between 1762 and
1769; his work was imitated by numerous potters and this
type of ware remained popular until the opening decades of
the 19th century. Also described here are a few pieces of
white ware resembling classic jasper ware but differently
made.
This is an up-to-date inventory of our collection of
objects of these types from Fort Beausejour (New Brunswick),
Fort Coteau-du-lac (Quebec) and Fort Amherst (Prince Edward
Island). Dry bodies were made in large numbers and in a
wide variety of forms and decorations, but they constitute
only a small portion of the materials recovered from these
sites; all of these dry bodies are parts of tea sets. They
are not necessarily found in all contexts of the second half
of the 18th century.
Submitted for publication in 1972 by Gerard Gusset, National
Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, Ottawa.
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INTRODUCTION

This inventory has been prepared for archaeologists and
ceramics specialists interested in English 18th and 19th
century pottery from North American colonial sites. It
describes our collection of dry-body red, black and dipped
jasper ware, along with historical background and technical
information, and information from the best museum
collections pertinent to the description and dating of these
pieces .
Our collection is small, and as is often the case it
contains only a small part of the range of functional forms
made. For instance, it contains none of the richly
decorated, purely ornamental forms for which Wedgwood became
so famous, such as ewers, urns, flower vases, busts and
cameos. Most of the items in the collection belong to tea
sets.
There was never a complete dry-body table service for
the preparation and serving of meals. Dry bodies were
accessories - at main meals, at tea, and for other purposes
in a variety of locations, as may be deduced from such
ornamental pieces as wall plaques, trinkets, candlesticks,
jewellery, incense burners, and many other forms.
Realizing that the colour, decoration and surface
textures of red and black wares were not suitable for table
use, but that these qualities made them highly desirable for
other purposes, potters must have made them at the same time
as tableware, which then consisted of fine salt-glazed
stoneware or fine earthenware called creamware and
pearlware. We would therefore expect to find tableware
alongside the dryware in a number of contexts of the second
half of the 18th century and the early decades of the 19th.
And this is in fact just what preliminary observations at a
few sites indicate.
Dryware was made by numerous potters but except for a
few points, the technical and stylistic development is due
to a single man, Josiah Wedgwood, who produced a wide
variety of functional forms and used many different
decorative techniques. Almost all the other potters were
imitators, possessing various degrees of technical ability
but producing the same forms and the same engine-turned
decoration, often the same scenes in relief, and identical
border motifs. This fact makes it difficult to assign
pieces to particular factories, date them, and determine the
development over time. Still we have sometimes been able to
use certain aspects of the form or decoration to suggest a
plausible date or origin and these suggestions become
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reliable when a piece bears a definite resemblance in one or
more respects to a piece that has been identified or dated
in other inventories, collections or museums.
However it must be borne in mind that the dates and
places of origin refer to England. The chronology for the
distribution and use of dry-body stoneware at North American
colonial sites remains to be worked out. For that purpose
it will be necessary to examine archives and cargo
inventories and to determine the relative proportions of
various types of pottery at several sites.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON TECHNIQUES

General Description
Dry-body ware is aptly described by the name stoneware,
It is opaque and hard, fine-grained, and stained throughout
in dull red, black, light red, buff, gray or white. The
pieces, both ornamental and utilitarian, are finely thrown
or moulded and their surface is characteristically very
smooth, matt, and generally unglazed (whence their name).
Originally, they were sometimes polished on a lapidary's
wheel.
The red and black wares were by far the most popular
and they constitute the totality of the collections here
described. The decoration is well executed and usually
consists of sprigged or moulded scenes or engine-turned
geometric designs. Most of the objects appear to belong to
tea sets.

The Red Ware
The first attempts to make red ware in England were
those of John Dwight at Fulham and the Elers brothers in
Staffordshire during the 1690s. Also called red porcelain
or Elers ware, this work came into being as an imitation of
Chinese red stoneware of the Yi-hsing period (Honey 1934:
8 ) . The main items produced were teapots and pot-bellied
mugs decorated with wheel-turned fluting and with simple
applied floral designs. There was often a seal mark
imitating Chinese characters. According to Honey (1934:
14), Dwight's work was characterized by a flat base, a
reeded neck, and a small roll under the handle terminal.
There are very few pieces of this type in European
collections, and to our knowledge no authentic specimens
have been found in British North American contexts.
Red-ware production did not really take off until the
second half of the 18th century, with the work of Josiah
Wedgwood (his Ivy House and Etruria periods), Thomas
Whieldon at Fenton Low, and the Leeds workshops. Since
Wedgewood's work is the most significant and the best
documented, we will use it as the basis for our historical
and technical discussion.
Wedgwood improved the early work of Dwight and the
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Elers brothers. Where red ware was previously considered
cheap and even vulgar (Mankowitz 1953: 128), it now
unexpectedly found a flourishing market among all classes of
society:
Wedgwood quickly improved the old red stoneware
first made in England during the early 1690s.
He gave it greater strength with a denser
texture - at the same time enriching its colour
- so that it would endure boiling water without
cracking, thus making it suitable for tea ware.
Because of their toughness these stonewares
withstood the rigours of transport by
pack-horse and wagon with few breakages, and
much was exported. (Hughes 1965: 1030)
At first, the work was either left plain or else it was
ornamented with rouletted fillets or bands. Only local
glazes were employed, the same as those used by the Elers,
with "ochreous" earths added to obtain the desired colour.
Wares of this sort were considered economical and easy to
produce. (Mankowitz 1953: 127)
But starting in 1762, Wedgwood used an engine-turning
lathe to execute repeated geometric designs. This piece of
equipment, already in use by goldsmiths, had been adapted to
the needs of the pottery industry by John Baddeley:
This machine was equipped with a contrivance
that converted the rotary movement into an
eccentric oscillating motion. The article
moved in various directions while rotating
against the stationary tool. Skilfully
operated, the eccentric turning lathe could be
adjusted to carve many hundreds of close,
repetitive patterns such as chevrons, checkers,
diamonds, dicing (convex or concave), fluting
(usually tapering), straw-work, beehive-skip
pattern and so on. (Hughes 1965: 1030)
Over the next few years, Wedgwood perfected the use of
the lathe and developed a broad range of shaping tools.
To judge by a dated invoice, Wedgwood began to sell his
red ware in 1765. But there is evidence that other less
well known potters had been making it just prior to that.
Sometimes the items in question bear imitation Chinese seal
marks:
In the Schreiber Collection there is a redware
teapot which celebrates the marriage of George
III in 1761. This teapot has a crabstock
handle and spout, and is decorated with stamped
ornaments in relief, the center subject either
side being George and Charlotte seated and the
initials 'GR'. This subject is flanked by
reliefs of Chinese women with parrot and cage,
and parrot and hoop; which reliefs are found on
other red teapots bearing the imitation Chinese
seal mark. It is reasonable, therefore, to
attribute such seal-marked items to the same
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date and potter as the Schreiber teapot. This
pre-dates Wedgwood's first redware invoice by
four years. (Mankowitz 1953: 126)
From the first years at Etruria (1766-69), Wedgwood and
his partner Thomas Bentley made redware with engine-turned
decoration:
An early design that was favoured by Wedgwood
on red ware consisted of wavy horizontal bands
of various widths in imitation of basketwork ...
(Hughes 1965: 1030)
Another decoration typical of Wedgwood, an innovation
of his during the 1760s, consists of very regular wavy bands
covering the entire surface area of tea and coffee pots
(see the items from Fort Beausejour in Figs. 2a and b) . The
wavy band design is also found in association with the
basketwork design described above (Hughes 1965: Figs. 1 and
2 ) . Coffee pots so decorated may be conical or pot-bellied
in shape and they have a high S-shaped spout and a domed lid
that is also covered with basketwork design. Though
traditionally matt and unglazed, the surfaces of tea and
coffee pots often had a lead glaze inside, and sometimes
outside as well.
Wedgwood's red ware, which he called rosso antico, was
in great demand in England prticularly between 1776 and
1786. Mankowitz (1953: 128) mentions pieces with Egyptian
motifs in relief, related to Nelson's victory at the Nile in
1798. And he notes their continued use in the 19th
century:
Rosso antico was used throughout the period of
the second Josiah Wedgwood, but in items of
these years a regrettable coarsening of texture
is observable, together with a great loss of
fine definition in the moulds used.
(Mankowitz 1953: 128).
Josiah Wedgwood II did not die until 1843, but the
popularity of the red ware was at an end in Europe by 1780.
Red stoneware was being made at many other locations as
well. Among the most important was Whieldon's workshop at
Fenton Low. Diggings have shown that large quantities were
made there between 1760 and 1780, when Whieldon was no
longer working for Wedgwood. But his style is hard to
distinguish from that of his former partner; he probably
continued to use the same moulds.
Large quantities of glazed and unglazed red ware were
also produced at Leeds, where engine-turning was almost
certainly introduced between 1765 and 1770. The Leeds work
has sprigged floral motifs (of the Elers type used by
Wedgwood) or else incised engine-turned work. One kettle
(illustrated in Towner 1963: Fig. 2) is covered with an
incised basketwork design similar to that created by
Wedgwood. Many pieces bore a square, imitation Chinese seal
on the bottom.
Parts other than the body may also be significant for
assigning the pieces to Leeds. There may be a crabstock
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handle, unfluted and flat, or a double, interlaced handle
with floral sprigging at the terminals (Towner 1963: 148,
Fig. 7: 1, 2, 7, 8, 9; Price 1959: Figs. 4 and 5 ) . The
spout may also be in crabstock (if made before 1770) or it
may be straight and tubular (Towner 1963: 150, Fig. 8: 1 and
9; Price 1959: Figs. 4 and 5 ) . The knob on the lid may be
in the form of a convolvulus. The handle terminals may be
sprigged flowers similar to those found on creamware (Towner
1963: 152, 153, Figs. 9:2 and 10:11; Price 1959: Fig. 4 ) .
In most cases, none of the above features constitute
certain proof that the items in question were made at Leeds,
because they were often used by other makers as well. And
generally speaking, because his work was so much imitated,
it is hard to distinguish a Wedgwood piece from one made by
his contemporaries using the same methods. It is often
pointed out however that the work of his imitators and other
contemporaries is generally of lower quality. Use of the
same moulds over a long period led to a loss of sharpness in
the stamped relief work.
For the above reasons, it is difficult to establish a
relative chronology for red-ware style. One of the best
attempts at classification is that of Robin Price (1959:
1-9; 1962: 153-68). Price defines 12 groups (sometimes with
subgroups) of mid-18th century red-ware principally on the
basis of decoration and marks. It would take too long
to describe each group, and it would not be worthwhile since
most of the groups are not represented in our collection, so
we will simply set out the relevant parts of Price's work.
Price's Group II includes cylindrical or pot-bellied
tea and coffee pots with applied decoration. Usually there
is a griffin or Britannia figure in a rectangular cartouche
surrounded by applied flowers. The form and decoration of
the pieces in this group are most like those of the sprigged
pieces in our collection. There is also a similarity in the
handles and in the straight or S-shaped spouts often with
moulded basketwork decoration.
Within this group, Price describes a subgroup (II i)
containing tea and coffee pots whose surface is entirely
covered with engine-turned patterns consisting of bands of
wavy lines forming chevrons at regular intervals. Most of
the pieces in our collection are of this type; they have a
straight or S-shaped tubular spout with a wavy or basketwork
design incised in the same manner. One of Price's
illustrations has glazing on the outside and one piece in
our collection has glazing on the inside.
There are other subgroups in Group II but they are not
represented in our collection.
Group III includes piriform creamers, coffee pots and
pot-bellied and cylindrical teapots with straight tubular
spouts and a stamped K. Price assigns these items to Leeds
mainly because of the interlaced fluted handle, the lid knob
in the form of a convolvulus, and the handle terminal
design.
Our collection has one specimen of black stoneware with
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the K mark; it is known that red and black wares often have
the same motifs and were often made simultaneously by the
same potters. The date for Group III is 1760-70.
Group V is similar to Group II and is described as
being the work of Josiah Wedgwood. It includes tea and
coffee sets made by him and bearing the engine-turned
basketwork design and in some cases a mark including the
letter W. It may or may not have an exterior glaze. As to
the date of production, Price says:
Further it is interesting and to the point to
note that some part of this ware is
engine-turned, and therefore possible to assume
that it was produced in large quantities
immediately after Wedgwood's well-known
invention of the turning lathe in 1763; and as
a corollary that the greater amount of stamp
decorated ware was manufactured before that
date. To pursue this for a moment, it may
indeed have been an overproduction which led to
the rapid rise and fall in the popularity of
this ware.
Redware of the type we have been dealing
with in the past three groups [Groups III, IV
and V] seems in style to be associated with the
George III and Queen Charlotte stamps probably
datable to the year 1761 when they were
married, and again to the year 1763 when the
fatal number 45 of the North Briton was
published. These dates accord with the fall in
the sale of redware lamented by Wedgwood in a
letter to his brother, said to have been
written in February, 1765,... (Price 1959: 6 ) .
Price puts the end of red-ware popularity at around 1780.

The Black Ware
Because its composition is like that of red ware,
black ware was often made in the same workshops by the same
potters. Its origins go back to the early 18th century in
Staffordshire, where it is generally thought to have been
made by the Elers brothers, and then later by John Astbury.
It was called Egyptian black at the time because it
resembled the black vases of antiquity. Its colour was due
to the fairly large amounts of iron and manganese oxides
added to the clay mixture, but its physical properties were
very similar to those of the red ware: very hard, very dense
in texture, and able to resist boiling water. For
information, here is the formula of an Egyptian black body
as given by Shaw and reported in Brongniart (1854, II:
210) :
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Torquay plastic clay
Black marl ?
Brick clay
Calcined ochre
Manganese

46
14
2
30
8
100
However the black ware in which we are interested was
made much later, during the second half of the 18th century.
Wedgwood and several of his contemporaries made it very
popular by improving the quality and making many new forms
and decorations. Below is a formula for "very pure black"
ware by Aikin, as reported in Brongniart (1854, II: 236):
Plastic clay
48
Clayey kaolin
2
Calcined red ochre
13
Raw manganese
9
100
It is known that the best black ware of Wedgwood's time
contained car: iron oxide suspended in water from coal mines
(Mankowitz 1953: 115).
The pieces were left matt, or polished on the
lapidary's wheel, or glazed on the inside or the outside
with a minimum-based glaze (see Brongniart 1854, II: 212 for
the formula).
Among the potters of the second half of the 18th
century who produced the best black ware, the most notable
were Wedgwood, Humphrey Palmer, John Turner and Elija Mayer.
Large quantities were also made at Leeds. Again, Wedgwood's
work is the best documented and it usually set the tone
which competitors quickly copied.
Wedgwood began to make black ware between 1762 and
1764; it was hard, fine-grained and fired twice. But not
until 1769 did it reach its highest degree of perfection.
By then it was fired once and shaped, on the wheel and with
moulds, in complicated forms and large sizes, and with
various types of decoration.
From 1773 on it was called black basalt (Finer 1965:
13) and it came in a wide variety of functional forms.
During the 1770s, the principal objects produced were
ornamental vases of various shapes and sizes, tea and coffee
services, kettles, ewers, lamps, tripods, candlesticks,
flower pots, pedestals, ink stands and baskets (Mankowitz
1953: 118) as well as plaques, busts and jewellery.
Several decorative techniques were used: engine-turned
geometric designs as on the red ware being made at the same
time (this was popular on black ware as soon as the lathe
had been introduced by Baddeley, in the years after 1764);
application of bas-relief work inspired by a collection of
classical illustrations by Caylus and engravings by Flaxman,
after 1775; application of coloured enamels and metallic
lustres on Greek and Etruscan-type ornamental vases, from
1769 on. The last two of these techniques flourished during
the 1768-80 period when Wedgwood was associated with Thomas
Bentley at Etruria.
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It is generally recognized that the body and decoration
of Wedgwood's black ware were especially carefully executed,
sometimes being clearly distinct from the work of his
imitators. It has been noted that the surface had a
characteristic colour:
Connoisseurs will observe two, if not three
shades, in Wedgwood's black. The one more or
less shining, the other a dull or dead colour.
In the first are nearly all the fine vases,
bas-relief, large and small medallions,
intaglios and ornaments of the "Wedgwood and
Bentley" period. This fine polish was more
usually produced by the lathe, though
occasionally by the application of a varnish,
which was burnt in at a red heat. The dead
black vases and other pieces usually belong to
a later period than the shining. The
difference was probably caused by some slight
change in composition, or by the absence of all
but surface-smoothing on the lathe. (Meteyard
1963: 19)
Still, it is very hard to assign any of the fragments
from the colonial sites to Wedgwood unless they have
recognizable marks. (The marks used by Wedgwood have been
quite well enumerated and the available lists are reliable
ways of determining the identity and date of the most
significant forms and decorations.) It is difficult to tell
the origin by biscuit colour, because the sun may have
changed the surface appearance. The only remaining
possibility for the analyst is to examine any visible
decoration carefully to see if it might be one of those used
by Wedgwood. It must always be borne in mind that many
Wedgwood decorations were copied by imitators, many of them
talented; but luckily for chronological purposes most of
them were more or less his contemporaries.
Large quantities of black ware, of uneven quality, were
made in the workshops of John Turner (father and son),
Humphrey Palmer and Elija Mayer and in the workshops of
Leeds.
John Turner the elder set up shop in Lane End and began
to make black ware during the 1770s, mainly tea sets. He
worked alone until 1786 signing his work TURNER; later he
worked with Abbot under the name Turner & Co. When he died,
production continued under his sons William and John but
financial ruin set in around 1803 (Brown 1964: 286).
Turner's work was of high quality and in some respects
surpassed that of Wedgwood:
The ware of Turner is usually to be
distinguished from Wedgwood's by a faint or
silvery tinge, and a little more feeling of
stoniness to the touch. His pieces were more
thinly potted but were much more rough on the
bottom and inside than Wedgeood's. The ware
made by the sons has a very faint greenish
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tinge. It is best to place together a piece of
Wedgwood, one of John Turner, and one marked
Turner & Co. These differences are then easy
to see. (Brown 1964: 286)
On the attention to fine detail in Turner's work, Grant
writes:
The outer sugar-boxes well illustrate his
mastery in ... fine-fluting. In this
particular, Turner surpassed Wedgwood, who, as
has been said, did not often employ the device.
The Lane End potter managed to give to the
ridge and furrow of the work a roundness and
softness beside which Wedgwood's fluting
appears somewhat harsh and mechanical. The
former, too, was wont to pack into an inch of
surface a greater number of striations than any
of his brethren. I have counted on a cream jug
no fewer than thirty-four rounds and hollows in
an inch of surface, the multitudinous flutes
being beautifully graduated so as to fade into
all but invisibility as they approach the foot
of the piece. On the lids of these two
sugar-boxes the flutings actually
disappear, ... into the blank which surrounds
the knob. (M.H. Grant 1910: 217-18, cited in
Hillier 1965: 16)
Many of the black ware pieces in our collection have
features that associate them with Turner more than with any
other potter. These features are found on his black ware,
his white ware (with matt biscuit) and his jasper ware, and
the principal ones are: the fine fluting on the top of lids;
vertical engine-turned bands; horizontal bands of fretwork
executed mechanically (we have a red-ware specimen of this);
a unique type of real or stylized acanthus leaves on the
body, lid and spout terminal; bands of interlacing around
the rim or the upper portion of certain pieces; bands of
beading on the rim; stylized leaves forming a unique garland
shape, large and very open; foliated scrolls; and a horn of
plenty, frequently present where applied decoration was
used. These features will be illustrated in the descriptive
portion of this inventory.
Also working at the time of Wedgwood, and one of his
imitators, was Humphrey Palmer. Working at Hanley, he
succeeded in illegally obtaining Wedgwood's new models. He
worked with a modeller named Jean Voyez - the pieces bearing
their mark are dated 1769 (Brown 1964: 286) - and also with
Thomas Greatbatch and Enoch Wood.
Palmer's black ware was much like that of Wedgwood and
was of high quality. His mark was circular and in relief:
H. Palmer: Hanley, or else it was just stamped: H. Palmer,
Hanley, Staffordshire. Brown says of his work:
Characteristic in Palmer's work is the hanging
of a small medallion suspended by a simulated
hook and ring, beautifully hung festoons, and
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widely spaced fluting ... It is smoothly
potted and well polished ...
Another speciality of Palmer's was the
closed sepulchral urn. Some are probably of
Voyez's modelling, but they are not so marked.
(Brown 1964: 287)
Palmer declared bankruptcy in 1778 and was succeeded at
Hanley by Neale, who continued to imitate Wedgwood. Brown
writes:
Neale also made sepulchral urns and although he
only worked for two years, he executed some
very fine work, confining himself mostly to
vases. His clay is compact, blacker than
Palmer's, and has a sheen like shoe blacking.
His patterns are his own and he seemed to have
reverted to classicism. (Brown 1964: 287)
Our collection does not appear to contain any of Palmer's
work.
Elija Mayer I and Elija Mayer II made tea and coffee
sets in large quantities and a variety of styles; they also
made a few vases. Elija Mayer I began his work around 1770;
Elija Mayer II died in 1813 (Brown 1964: 287).
At the various workshops in Leeds, black wares were
among the most important products, second only to pearlware.
The main black-ware products were tea and coffee sets. Here
is Towner's description and dating:
The black stoneware produced by the Leeds
Pottery dates from about 1800 and was an
unglazed stoneware which was black throughout
the body, and was derived from the so-called
'Black Basalt' of Josiah Wedgwood and other
Staffordshire potters. Owing to its
comparatively late introduction at Leeds, its
moulded design and shapes differ from those of
the earlier makers, but closely resemble those
in general manufacture at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, and particularly those of
the Swinton and Castleford factories, with
which the Leeds Pottery was closely associated.
On the other hand, Leeds engine-turned pieces
more nearly resembled some of Wedgwood's
basalt-ware, though usually falling somewhat
short of it in quality. (Towner 1963: 46)
On the decoration, Towner adds:
Some of the details shown in the Drawing Book
for Black Ware at the Leeds City Art Gallery
include a 'lion', 'swan' and 'lap-dog' knob
(Fig. 3, page 50). But by far the most usual
form of knob on the Leeds blackware is the
'widow with her barrel', of which variations
were also made by many other potteries ...
Much of the Leeds blackware was stamped
with the usual Leeds Pottery impressed marks
(Plate 45a). (Towner 1963: 47)
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Sometimes black ware will be similar in some respects
to the red ware and the creamware often made in the same
workshops. Some of the moulded details, including the
decoration, as we have seen in connection with the Leeds
red ware, were used on several bodies and are sometimes
indicative of a particular origin. This is less likely in
the case of the black ware from Leeds because of the
relatively late date at which it began to be made.
There was a revival of red and black ware with
engine-turned decoration in the third quarter of the 19th
century, especially for export purposes:
As late as 1860 Hanry Venables established a
pottery at Hanley, specialising in black
basaltes and jaspers. (Hughes 1965: 1033)
Our collection contains a few pieces of the type
generally designated jasper ware. However, they are not
typical of this tradition as it appeared in the 18th
century, and so we will not give the history of the
tradition here. The pieces in question will be considered
in the descriptions that follow below.
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THE COLLECTION

The Red Ware
All the pieces in our collection are wheel-thrown; they
are turned inside and outside using a profile to give the
desired thickness (about 2 to 4 m m ) . The outside surface is
smooth but does not appear to have been polished.
The composition is uniform; there are almost no air
bubbles or inclusions visible to the naked eye. Breaks are
sharp and reveal a fine grain and no stratification. The
biscuit is virtually non-porous and the tone it gives when
struck indicates that it has been well fired. Colour is
uniform throughout, varying from Munsell red 10R4/4 to
10R4/3.

Figure 1. Teapot or mug; base diameter 9.7 cm; assumed
height 12-15 cm; sprigged flowers. The style originated
with Elers around 1690 and continued until the beginning of
the second half of the 18th century.
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Figure 2. Cylindrical object, perhaps a mug; diameter about
10 cm; sprigged human figure, similar to one in Figure 3;
beginning of the second half of the 18th century.

a

b

Figure 3. Small teacups; base diameter about 4 cm;
decoration: human figures and plants, applied individually;
beginning of the second half of the 18th century.
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Figure 4. Cylindrical teapot; base diameter 12.2 cm;
decoration: sprigged foliated scrolls. The base is
highlighted with a band of engine-turned fretwork; this is
also found on black ware made by Turner in the 1760s
(Hillier 1965: 15 and Fig. 9b).
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a

b
Figures 5a, b. Cylindrical teapot; diameter 11.8 cm;
assumed height 9.5 cm. Decoration: common, wavy
engine-turned incisions over whole outside surface,
including lid and spout. The body is red but for some
reason the whole inside and outside surface and the
fractures have become covered with a very thick, matt and
even-looking black deposit while in the soil. Teapots
decorated in this manner were made at several workshops,
including Wedgwood's, at the beginning of the second half of
the 18th century. The decoration in question was also
widely used by Wedgwood's imitators until about 1780.
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Figure 6. Cylindrical teapot; belly diameter 10.5 cm;
decoration: wavy incisions as on Figure 5 but finer, more
numerous and more carefully executed. The inside has a
thick glaze, transparent but lightly coloured, perhaps by
materials from the body. On the bottom at the centre there
is an unidentifiable stamped mark (Fig. 7) imitating a
Chinese mark such as is found on many items of red ware
produced between 1760 and 1780 by most makers.
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b

a

d

c

Figure 8. Fragments of tea or coffee pots. 8a: decoration
incised as in preceding figures but work much rougher and
less even. 8b: lid with incised wavy decoration on the
model of Wedgwood. 8c and d: handles bearing decorative
elements common at beginning of second half of 18th century;
basketwork motif also used in this period on some white
salt-glazed dishes and plates.

The Black Ware
The black ware is very much like the red ware as
regards the properties of the biscuit. The grain is fine
and uniform. The body is non-porous and uniformly fired.
Inclusions are not visible to the naked eye. The pieces are
wheel-thrown with engine-turned decoration or else they are
moulded with relief decoration. In all cases, the wall is
thin and the surface is plain and smooth but unpolished.
The black ware pieces were made later than the red ware.
Precise dating is virtually impossible because the same
decoration was used by numerous potters and over most of the
period during which black ware was produced. All we can do
is compare the most outstanding decorative elements on the
pieces we have with work of known date by makers whose
production is described or illustrated in other collections,
such as those commented on in Hillier's Master Potters
of
the Industrial
Revolution
(1965) and Grant's The Makers
of Black Basaltes
([1910] 1967). In what follows, the
dates shown indicate the most probable period of manufacture.
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Figure 9. Cylindrical teapot and lid shard; body diameter
11.5 cm; decoration: regular bands of fine, oblique
engine-turned incisions common to several black-ware makers
of the last quarter of the 18th century and the first
quarter of the 19th; found on work by Spode (1770-97),
Keeling, Toft & Co. (1806-24), Hackwood (1842-56) and some
of the Leeds workshops, such as Hartley, Green & Co.
(1760-1834). Grant (1920: 357) shows a spherical teapot
from Leeds whose shape is like the fragment in our
collection.

Figure 10. Teapot or coffeepot. The neck shard is much
bulkier than usual and suggests the object was quite large.
The surface of the neck contains simple turned fluting. The
belly decoration probably consisted of regular incised
work.
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Figure 11. Teapot; moulded S-shaped spout; base of spout
ornamented with three acanthus leaves in a style used by
several potters. Striations on the inside surface suggest
the piece was wheel-thrown. Belly decoration may have been
incised or relief. We have seen identical or similar
acanthus leaves on pieces by Turner (1762-1803) (Hillier
1965: Fig. 9b) and by Barker (1755-1810).

Figure 12. Teapot or coffeepot lid; diameter 8.9 cm.
Border is ornamented with a chain of stylized acanthus
leaves in relief. The piece was moulded and then carefully
touched up. There are borders of this type on the lid or
other parts of pieces by Turner (1762-1803) (Hillier 1965:
Fig. 11), Wedgwood & Bentley (1768-80), Neale of Hanley and
several other minor potters.
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a

b

Figure 13a, b. Small teacup with handle; approximate
diameter 8 cm; decoration: vertical engine-turned fluting
covering most of the body. The letter K (Fig. 13b) is
stamped under one of the handle terminals. This may be the
mark of Anthony Keeling, a potter at Tunstall, Staffordshire
at the end of the 18th century (Jewitt 1878: 302-3), or it
may belong to Joseph Keeling (1802-8), who used it
occasionally (Godden 1964: 367), or Keeling, Toft & Co. of
Hanley, 1805-26, makers of black basaltes in the Wedgwood
style (Godden 1964: 368; Honey 1952: 368). It might even
belong to a modeller named Keeling who worked with Wedgwood
during the last quarter of the 18th century (Honey 1952:
341, 664). None of the historians is certain as to which of
these attributions is correct. Price (1959: 5) notes the
presence of a K in marks on various pieces of red ware which
he puts in his group III. But his date of 1760 seems too
early for black ware. A letter is frequently found on work
by almost all potters, both major and minor; Wedgwood made
much use of them.
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15
14

1 6

Figure 14. Unidentifiable receptacle; perhaps a small
teacup; decoration: parallel vertical engine-turned fluting
as in Figure 13, but the inside surface is covered with a
transparent lead glaze. This type of decoration was used by
numerous potters during the entire period of black-ware
production (1769-1850).

Figure 15. Bowl; rim diameter 10.8 cm; decoration: regular,
parallel engine-turned vertical bands; also a row of small
beads just under the lip. The inside surface is unglazed
but shiny and it is covered with a slip deposited by
spraying during firing. This type of decoration was widely
used by almost all potters during the whole period when
black ware was popular. It may have the bands only, or
there may also be other incised elements or relief work.

Figure 16. Cylindrical mug (?). The only decoration
appears to be vertical engine-turned bands as on the piece
in Figure 15. This is a decorative technique used by all
black-ware makers over a long period.
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Figure 17. Sugarbowl (?), moulded, oblong-shaped; height
7.7 cm; lid missing; decoration: judging from these few
fragments, there is a scene in relief of a woman standing
holding a horn of plenty, and another figure seated holding
a torch. There is a chain of rosettes around the rim, and
around the base there is a wide band decorated with acanthus
leaves on a stippled ground. The human figures have been
executed with great attention to detail and they have been
carefully applied on a plain ground. Viewed in
cross-section, the applied work is seen to be well made; it
is barely distinguishable in places from the body. On one
fragment we see the touch-up work designed to hide the joint
between the two moulded halves of the piece. The scene
described above appears in whole or in part in the work of
several makers including Pool, Lakin & Co. (1770-1800),
Keeling & Toft (1806-24), Birch (1790-1810) and Hartley,
Green & Co. of Leeds (1760-1834). Objects with acanthus
leaves around the spout terminal also commonly had them
around the base. The leaves on these fragments are
obviously similar to those on work by Turner (1762-1803),
Barker (1755-1810), Wedgwood (1764-95) and several minor
potters from Leeds (1760-1834) and elsewhere.
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Figure 18. Angular moulded receptacle, perhaps sugar-box;
lid missing; body colour is warmer than other pieces in the
collection, almost brownish; lid support visible on rim
shard, as is decoration consisting of wavy pattern.

Not illustrated: angular moulded receptacle with lid,
perhaps a sugar-box or tea cannister. Decoration, barely
visible on one of the shards, appears to be sprigged human
figures such as are commonly found on pieces of this form.
A peculiarity is that there is a small circular hole in the
bottom, but it appears to have been made with a hand punch
after firing. Objects of this form were made by almost all
potters who made utilitarian items and tea sets from the
1770s to the first decades of the 19th century.
Not illustrated: lid of sugar-box (?), oblong shape; only
decoration is two grooves around the rim.

The Dipped Jasper Ware
Jasper ware is highly vitreous stoneware stained
throughout with metallic oxides. The surface is generally
matt and plain, and ornamented with white floral motifs and
scenes in relief, carefully applied. This type of ware was
perfected by Josiah Wedgwood around 1776 and his work was
extremely popular. Unfortunately, there are no specimens in
our collection.
At a later date, a certain amount of jasper ware was
made by another method. Rather than being stained
throughout, the body was left white and then covered with
coloured slip, which served as a contrasting ground for the
white applied work. The latest work of this type had a
glaze. This dipped jasper ware, as it is called, was never
as popular as the original type, and its diffusion was not
as great. There are two specimens in our collection.
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Figure 19. Chamber pot; rim diameter 21 cm; body of white
stoneware, very hard and well fired, and covered with a dark
brown slip. The decoration has been carefully applied and
the touchup work is imperceptible. The belly decoration is
classical and shows a female figure, an eagle and a cherub.
The upper part is ornamented with a garland of stylized
leaves, and the outside of the flat rim has a row of
beading. Wedgwood, the creator and main producer of jasper
ware with the body stained throughout, was also the inventor
of dipped jasper ware, though it appears he did not make it
in brown. The dip technique was adopted everywhere after
1785 and was used until 1858 (Chaffers 1965, II: 36). A
moulded teapot in this style, with the same garland of
leaves under the rim, was made by Turner (1785-1803).
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Figure 20. Cylindrical mugs; rim diameter 9.7 cm; height
8.7 cm. The body is a highly vitreous, porcelain-like
translucent white stoneware probably high in Cornish kaolin
content (Stringer 1957: 2 ) , inside glazed. Most of the
outside is covered with a transparent lavender-blue slip on
which there have been applied white pieces depicting a
hunting scene with hounds. The base had reeding, probably
engine-turned. The handle is moulded and flat in section
and bears a floral motif. Several tankards apparently with
a similar body and identical decoration were made at New
Hall between 1810 and 1835 (Stringer 1957: 2 ) , and also by
Davenport at Copeland. Mugs of the same form, with body
composition similar to that of the tankards, have been
attributed to Turner (Stringer 1957: 3, 4 and Fig. 5) and
dated post-1800.
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